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PREFACE 

1Terrorism is the story about 6asu fiuman refatzonsliips power and strugg{e 

sona{ behaviour- refigion and poHtzcs. Some {{o zt tvitfi their wotd:~. some witfi human 

w1I[, ot!lerwitfi tfie gun. '!{m.ve1!Cl~ tfie one questton tfiat remains unanswered is Vv'hose 

power- tfi.e state, tfi.e peop{e or tlie mz{ztant! •Tfiat 1s tfie enigma. 

'Jfi.e present thesis entltfed "'FE~Cf?_CYf\fS:M ':1NCD S'1}1TE ~r;E,_S'PO'JfSr.£5: 

_A STV(D'f LW TJ-FE CCYN'FEX!J O'F <P'CkRLl( (POLICY 'M_.'ll'Kl'N(j LW I'Jf([)J_A 

SFNCrt: 1950" zs part(y empinca{ and-part()' non-empinca{ stud_y wfitcii is 6ased on the 

avaifa6{e data co{fected from gm;emmenta{ and' nongovenzmenta{ sources. rJfiis thesis 

set out to gi·ve a connected account a_{ seditious all{{ terronst actzvit_v uz ! ndia. 

•Jne compifation to wfizcfz I am now u ntmp, a prdare lias no sucli comprefzensl·ue 

aim as the tfzeszs to 7.()/izcfi it is, m part, a sequel It u;ouM not Ut' posslfi{e to cover tfze 

wfiofe fiefd (~f wfi.at wou{d- come a; it lizn t lie definitwn of t rouh{es zn India. .'No 

s_ystematit attempt, however, lias 6een made ltl reuzew tlie course of tfie terronst 

mo·vement over tfi.e wfi.ofe period~ 'The prest~nt tlieszs tfi.at antlczpatt:s wi[( 6e of 

wnszdera6fe va{ue. %is thesis m zts fina[ jimn represents an zmmense amount of 

researcli among scattered and diffused contemporary rewrd,i' It t nes to rresent a new 

'lva_y of tfimf(jng a6out terronsm and about our r!'l}l!mse to the dCstrw tn',' potentia{(~{ 

tetn,nsm. 
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the outset, I am most indebted to nn· .1/lfh'I'Visor Prof }fo}!(!S Chakrabort1·. 

Department of Po!irical Science. UnivtT.11t1 of' North Bengal. ~t·ho took a keen 

interest in the subject and provided me H'ith mluahle suggestions 11·hich helped me 

to complete this work 

I must acknowledge mr indebtedness to all teachers of the Department of 

Political Science. Univasitv o{North Bengal H'ithour the help oj a·hom. perhaps. 

the thesis might not see the light a/the dar 

I also thank all oj mvfriench whose lo\'C'. mental suppon ond heartiest co-

operation enabled me tofu/fill my H'orA 

I am very much obliged to the North Bengal Universitv ( 'entral Librmy for 

earnest co-operation 111 collecting materwls 

Final~v. my sincere gratitude got s lo mv parents whose blessings and 
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Abbreviations 

I. AEDPA: Anti-terrorism and Etrective Death J>enaltv Act. 

2. AFSPA: Armed Force Special Pmver Act. 
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31. POCA: Prevention of Organised ('rime Act. 
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J~. PoK: Pak Occupied Kashmir 

33. POTO: Prevention ol' Terronsm Ordinance. 

34. PWG: People's War Ciroup 
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36. SAHRDC: South Asia Human Rights Documentation Centre. 
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CHAJ>TER-1 

1.1 Introduction/ Theoretical Framework 

Terrorism is morecn·cL an increasing!\ pllptilar ideology ol contlict within 

nations, as discontented factions. disappoink·tl \\ 1tll the attainments Jnd impatient 

"ith processes of democrac;: obtain freer clcces-, 11' large arsenals ol .sophisticated 

small arms and explosives, as well as l<l till' skills to use tlwm. and the 

organizational techniques for their deploymen1 Indeed. the power. the weaponry 

and the proficiency of terrorist groups aprwar" ''' he accelerating at cl rate much 

faster than the countermeasures availahk tu ''' iii;cd society. 

Terrorism is the use of Ioree or \ itllenl·,· .1gainst persons tlr property 111 

\ iolation of the criminal laws of tlw I nited Siat<..·c. lot purposes ( ll intimidation. 

cocrcton or ransom. 

• l errorism involves criminal activitY or ac!Jons It i'> not simp!; a hl·liel. 

• Terrorism has political or social nhjecti\e:. 

• Terrorists bypass established imtitution. isucll as courts). 'hili,l'. \iok:H:c 

policies towards their caus,·. 



combating terrorism hac; a w1der connut:Hi~.,n \\llJcll includt''; I,kntification and 

eradication of the causes which t,'l\'L' II'>v 1<1 and pronwtc the phL'IlOmenon of 

terrorism, That is the lasting remed~ ot curt_· (l( leJTori->lll. Tcrrnrism has no rrecise 

definition. Terrorism results in gross \ iubtinn of human rights and Ill usL no doubL 

are dealt with a heavy hand_ Hown er_ tlw mdhods f(l counter terrorism must not 

Yiolate the human rights of innocents or L'ise the inrH1cents \\\lUid he exposed to 

double jeopardy and sutler twin \ iolation (lf their human rights. Experience 

worldwide has shown that state resrnnsc~. !() combat terrnnsm is counter 

productive. 

Terrorists don't have any specific appearance. It is near sighted to associate 

terrorism with any single group. An) urg:mi;;nion can usc ll'IT,,rist 11lL'<lllS to 

achine its political or social agendas. lllt: most important thing that separates a 

terrorist organization from any legitimate (lrganuation is crimin~d auions. 

Terrorism is not a new concept to /ndw <ts well as the world llistory says 

that the biological \Varfan: began in tilL' htil ( 'entur: BC. \\ itll the .A.ssyrians 

poisoning enemy \\ails. In l 346 attacker" 011 ,J l"ity. tine\\ corpsL''• \)\ LT the city 

\\ctlL thn \\ere inleckd \\Jth \\hat 1~ calkd 'lw Black De~!th. !:1 ftJ7fJ tilL' same 

plague-inkcted corpse tactics mm hm L' ;i/-.() hcn1 usc·d again at';IJll .t S\\ L'dcn h\ 

Russia. 



During the French and Indian \\Jr P' ! 7 :,-t to !7fJ7 the lllt:IL'>h E!'l\l' Indians 

assisting the French smallpox-laden hlankl·h 

Biological weapons \\ere U.'led durinf! World War Ill\ lhe (iermans. in 

1937 and by Japan in 1940. f'he t inited States began research in\() the offensive 

use of biological agents in 1943. in response to a percei\ ed (rnman biological 

warL1re threat. This research continued until stopped hy a Presidential Order of 

President Nixon in 1969. Stockpiles cd biological agents and munitions were 

destroyed in May of 1971 and Mav ot l 07~. as a result of the order 

In !972. the United States and man\ othl'r countries signl.'d thl' convention 

on the Prohibition of the development. prndti(\ion and stockpilmL' o! Biologic;il 

and Toxic Weapons. This treat) \\ ;Js also sif!necl hy the formerS()\ iet t ;nion and 

Iraq. Testimony from Laos indicated attac~ plane." and helicopters delivered 

aerosols in several colors. Peopll' and antmah become disoriented and ill. some 

even died atter exposure. These attacks \\Cll' lahekd the "'Yell(m R;1:n ... 

In 1979. the former Soviet [inion appeared lil llll\l' an ill'CJdt:'JiLll release or 

anthrax. residents living downwind heclf11L' ill and man) died. llll· ti11dl death toll 

\\as estimated anywhere from 200 !() ! .000 It \\;t\ !lnalh adn1ittc·d to be an 



ocnJITecl. In August ol l t)9l thl' I t1Jkd '\.t1 loth irhpection k:Jtll /"(lt!lld sn LT~Ii 

hi\J/ogiL·al \\Cap011S in fr<llj afttT 1/ll' (nil:\\ d! 

In the age of increasing glob;dil~tli(lJl. .Iinwst ,J!] terrorist groups are \\aging 

a significant campaign that han.' de\ eloped an ini!·astructure l()r (lhtaining political 

.'iupport. weapons, explosives. cash and tl:cru!ls in nt'ighbouring l ountries or even 

further a tiel d. The implications t(Jr democratic gon~rnments ;md the international 

community combating terrorism are ck;tr good national and local policies for 

countering terrorism are crucial and need [(\ he considerably enhanced. especially 

in cases of particularly severe terrorist c h;t iengt's. as in Kashmir ami Sri Lanka. 

but they must be accompanied b) a tar gt\'al er commitment to internal ional co

operation. especially on the part or the !lldiOf denlocracies. 

The dastardly terrorist attacb in America on September I I. 200! have 

generated world wide panic and triggen:d the call lm stricll'r l:l\\s tll combat 

terrorism. Our own country in no exceptwn cwn though in effect the situation 

here remains substantially the same as hetorc Sep II. It is signllicdnt that the liS 

ludges did not exhibit any panic re:tctiotl .111d said th:ll the terrmt\l'· must he tried 

under rhe rule of la\\ and no stricter ];m" ll\' nc'L'ded 1<' deal \\ itil thl'lll and to dn 

iLIStice Ms. Mary Rohinso11 also said l'l'LL'111h. ·In ;1 \\<'rid \\hiLII hd' chunged not 

l(lr the better after Sep. ll attacks. there i.'• llL'Cd 1.n n·inl(lrCL' the wl~.: <ll l;m and 

inttTnational human rights and lor cnsurin!-' that !Okranc'' was not I( 1oked upon ~ts 

luxut) but a way of life. ''In these diiTicult time" tlll'IT i:-> need to LilL\.k expression 



,l( <~nger. \\'-'must not he carried il\\a~ h\ til\' kill'l' Jerk different rcaLtiun o! other 

L'illllltrics. 

Diplomacy is critical to combat nwdcr1l international terrori-.;m \\hich. in 

mam respects. knm\'S no boundaries. !erTt)rist groups have incre~hingly spread 

their reach around the globe. Combating a terrorist network like the one that 

includes Osama-bin-Laden's AI-Qaida group requires the cooperattvc efforts of 

man) countries because the network opcrall's 111 many L'\ lllntrics. 

India. the world's largest democrm) sharc~s many aspeL·ts <.lf America's 

experience. An Air India jumbo jet \\as destrn,ed 111 mid-air in Junt' 1985 with the 

loss ot 329 lives. Indi<:L like the United Stat('S has seen three , ,j its leaders. 

Mahatma ( !andhi. Indira Gandhi and Raii\ ( iandh1. assassinated Indian diplomats 

and embassies have come under attack and lndi;1n \irliners have htl'll hijacked In 

recent times. the terrorist groups spread tlw1r \\L'h all mer the cuuntn not only 111 

the metropolitan or urban areas but also in the\ illa~es as well as interior places. 

The combined impact of the inkrnatitlll~tl and internal ractur i" the 'critable 

rash of terrorist movements and sep~tratht !!1"urgcncit's that 11:1'- '''cpt across 

South Asia in the recent past. the most pnllllincnt u! wllll:h art' Sikh ,md Kashmiri 

separatism in India and the persistent in->lll'!-'L'IlL'IL'S 111 its North I ,tstt:rn States. 

Sinclhi. Mohajir and Baluchi 1110\Clllent<... i11 P:lk!sLltt. and the I amtl', 111 Sri l.ank<t. 

rill: (lorkha question in Bhutan. the l'\lldl~t! llL'I\\l'L'll tilL' Terat and !Jill People in 



NepaL and the Chakma" in Bangladl'.'>h :JI'l' .llllO!l)..' the nwrt' \lh\ ious of the 

nume-rous other areas of potential ~;trill_· 11 itili11 the sui'-L~fmtincJlt that could spawn 

terrorist movements in tlw foreseeab 1e lutuJ\' 

It is clear, that the international ;md national problems llf response to 

terrorist threats are i nterwm en. To be e !Teet i 1 t'. actwn against krrori sts must he 

synchronized at both levels. By tolerating !ht· terrorist's capacity to provoke and 

incite further conflict, the international community is playing \Vith fire. And we 

h<:n e seen that terrorists confront I ibera I democracies internal!\ with a ruthless 

challenge against the safety of their citizens. the security of the stuk, and the rule 

of Ia'". Liberal democratic governmt·nt~, haH· t1 1 decide hm\ t() react to terrorist 

violence. and they have to carr~ a maiori!\ <1t Their utizens with th,_·m behind their 

policies. 

Terrorism is not a war that can h· !uught or won by thl' security forces 

alone. It is a war that transcends national hnundaril's and within thl'se one that 

involves every institutions of government ~1nd e\ cry citizen of the nation state. It 

is. moreover a war without beginning or L'!Hl An cftcct!\e response consequently. 

demands fundamental changes in the 1\d\ ·" (lr pcrcl'ption. inkrpretdti(\Jl and 

\1rganization. indeed in the \Cr) 11:1\ <.It Iii(: in L1rgl't -.;llcictJe'> ( ·rucialh. 

moreover. thesl' target nat1ons cannot dl'f1L'JH1 1>11 thL' \\<•rid. (111 e~ "l't'~_·ilic nation as 

intl'mational policl'man. or on the intnn;~IJoJJ;tl Lllllllllllnit\ to lkli1 n tilL'Ill !'rom 

thl'ir present difficulties. The assumpti~ 111 o! good l~1ith in tlw International 



communit) IS entirely unfoumkd. ,md all nati1lll .ILl. Jlot 1•11 the p11Illlpks n! 

human it) that the) preach, hut 11\l simpk ami pl't' ~.-, ":·d ~cl t intt'rcst lilt' \\ orld is. 

today. consequently, confronted with a curiuus ,illldlHlll \\here terrorism has no 

advocates. hut numberless patrons and sponsors. dillung \\ lwm are man\ of the 

advanced nations of the west. all of whom are supp\lscdl \ \\ edded to the \.dues of 

human rights and democracy. 

Terrorism is a challenge that target societies including the lndial1 - will 

have to f~Ke and defeat on their own. Diplornatil cf11)rts arc. of course. essential 

and in the long run they help turn the tide against terrorism. In some mcdsure. the) 

have already done so. But in the ·long run· it ll1d\ prove ju'it too lt)ng t(1r the 

Indian Union. and its people and government Illl.hl thernsehes insure that the 

proxies of a malignant neighbour ,·an not contimtl' t(' ~ill its L'It11.en \\ith in1punit). 

and that this nation in not destroyed b) terronsm 1:: ihL' 111tcnm. In our Lrowing 

concern for human rights Is the right to life. l ct Lh \Vork together to prevent 

democracy. human rights and the rule of lm\ 'l~llllllf'- \ tctim to the ne\\ h<trharism 

or modern terrorism. 

1.2 Definition of the concept: 

!'he means and ends have nolved tlmlU_l'-hou! tlw history. hut the ':entr~li 

elements or tnrorism fear. paniL. vioknn' and disrupt ion have chail£le,Jlittk. 

Tocla) tremendous destructive potential !its 1111\l cetsil\ transported !1~td;age:-, 

"7 
I 



the lnkrnet can he atl~lCKL'd t]"Oll! (lll\ !'01!1( Oil the' t:lohe I he l1CL'cl ror the 

heightened security of critical operation.'- ILl'> L'J<I\\'Il markedly Ill n_·cent years_ As a 

result of the escalation in the usc nl lllfnnnatinn technul!lg) to impron 

performance, increased wmpetitin· pressures from deregulatiPn and globalization, 

and the concentration ot operation Ill d snwlkr number of f<tLilitics to decrease 

costs with the resulting reduction 111 rL·dundanL-\ ami reserw capacity_ As the 

world enters the 21st centun. tcrron:-.m Il'llWIJJS ,l vexim' r)roblem ·- an 

anachronistic fixture of human relation~; 1s p<~radox ically hum:m ~u1d inhuman in 

the Third Millennium. as it \\as before the dawn of recorded history_ While 

terrorists once generally used ~lets <ll tL'lT\lri-;m as ,1 means !(l tH!hlicize their 

causes. the operational objcctin.'s in the llJi.)n· !cTt'llt attacks tol'li'.L'd on producing 

the maximum destruction. L-asualties and imp<il'l 

Terrorism is a term used to describe the method or the theon behind the 

method whereby an organized group or p:1rr \ :-.ecks to achieve Its avowed aims 

chiclly through the systematic use of\ inlcncc· l crrorist acts arc dirL'ctcd against 

persons who. as individuals. agents or reprcs~~~nlall\es uf authorit\ !Ilterkre with 

the L'OllSllllllllation of the objecti\ CS nf such,! t:mllp 

;\QaiiL terrorism Is a method (lt cnmhm in the strLI2J' !e lWI\VL'Cll social 
~ ~~ 

groups and l'orces rather than indi\ iduals. :md 11 may rake plact.· i11 <Ill) social 

order. Thost' who appear on the terrorist c.,cene. whether as protagonists or as 



victims. stands representatives of social group~ ( 'r of system of gm ernment. 

Violence and death are not intended to produce rnL'nue or to terrorize the persons 

attacked but to cause society or govcrnmelll l\l take notice of the imminence of 

large-scale struggles. The terrorist uct committed secretly by o1w person or 

sev era!. is conceived as the advance notice of what may be expected from mass 

action. It is usually employed \Vhere other methods of propaganda are not 

permitted. 

Mark Selden defined the concept of terrorism based on the Geneva 

Convention I 9-19. To him. terrorism is the s\ >;tcmatic usc of \ iulence and 

intimidation against civilian population and the natural and social em ironmcnts 

that sustain them. Terrorism may be carried out b: individuals. group.". or states 

under conditions of social contlict including war may carry out terrori-;m. It has 

often been remarked that terrorism is the vveapnn or the powerless. But even a 

cursory surve: of the history of human contlict reveals that the most egregious 

terrorism has been conducted by warring states. He calls this ·state terrorism·. 

In 1983. America drew a definition ottenm!sm 

The term 'terrorism' means premeditated politicall: motivmed \ iolencc 

perpetrated against non-combatant targets b: sub national or clanrle.'itinc <tgents 

usually intended to intluence an audience 



deem it expedient to use krror ~md nW) ,•rgdnlll' !~11 1his pU!Tl\lSL' lht' nature of 

the po\\'er contested may 'ary greatly: it lllil) tlw dominance llf (lilt nation over 

another or the oppression nf one t'conomlc ,·his:--. h;. :tnother_ i\ wnt1ict bt't\veen 

the supports of two substantially different :--.;.stem of governmt·nt may also call 

forth-terrorist tactics. Terrorism is a method alwa' s characterized h the fact that 

it seeks to arouse not only the rt'igning gu\ ernmcnt or the nation 111 control but 

also the mass of the people to a realizati1lll that L'illlstitutcd authorih is no longer 

safely entrenched and unchallenged. lhc publil'it\ 'aluc of tht' terrorist act is a 

cardinal point in the strateg;. of terrorism. II krrnr l~ti!:-. (()elicit a wide response in 

L·irclcs outside of those at \\hom it is dirL'L'Ih ,lilllvlL 11 I'> futik ''" ,i wc:1pon in a 

social contlicL The logic of terrorist aL·tivit\ . <lll't lulh he undersl111ld \\ithout a 

proper evaluation of the revealing 11ature o! the terrorist act 

Although it is based upon the practice ~,1 \ iolence. terrorism differs 

essentially fl·om what is described a.'> mob\ iokncc I errorism is lmried on by~~ 

narnnvl:. limited organization and I.\ inspired h\ .. 1 ~u-;t~nncd progran1mcd ol large-

scale objectin~s in the name o! \Vhicll terror 1.', pr~ttliLcd. lllob \ iolellLc' dltl\ough it 

may conceivably break out in response to d lc'JTorht .teL in ordinari l> planned and 

• 
uncontrollecL brought into actton h) some imnK·dtak and not ncccc.,":11il\ rational 

motivation and follows no precise programrne 

j() 



!\lass insurrection is ideologically most akin to terrorism. hut it too is not 

necessarily premeditated and is likely to occur \\ithout painstaking preliminary 

preparation. The initiation of a mass insurrection may he one of the ohjecti,·es of a 

party. v-ihich employs terrorism as a revolutionary method: in such a case the 

relation between the two may he one of the means to an end. In a situation where 

mass insurrection as a means of attaining certain political aims is vvithin the realms 

of possibility. The terrorist method appears unnecessary, although it is not 

impossible that the removal of a conspicuous representative of the functioning 

government might prove the starting point for mass act ion or at least accelerate its 

pace. 

The mushrooming growth of terrorism is same from histur) too recent. 

Philosopher says that the shape of terrorism is same hut the changing thing is the 

place and time. Though the terrorists want freedom. they belie' e in some 

particular ism. they suppressed by someone. the) art' the voice of some exploited 

groups or they are migrated from their land. but alter all of these their category is 

same. They are not different from nthers and there is no need to \earch their 

problems. In the period of globalization thc' ha\l' a single namc and that is 

terrorists ami their activities are called tcrrori-,m 

It may be said that terrorisrn h\ nature is dinicult tu dc1inc. Acts of 

terrorism conJure emotional responses rn the victims (those hurt b\ the \ iolence 

and those affected by the fear) as well as in the practitioners. hen the U.S. 

II 



( im ernmcnt cannot agree ()J1 one single definition. The old adagl' "( )ne man's 

terrorist is another man's freedom fighter" is still a liw and well. l.isted below are 

several definitions of terrorism. For the purposes of the Terrorism Research 

Centre, \Ve have adopted the definition used by the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation (FBI) 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) defines terrorism as "the unlawful 

use of force against persons or property to intimidate ur coerce a government, the 

civilian population, or any segment thereoL in the furtherance of political or social 

objectives." This definition includes three elements 

• Terrorist activities arc illegal and invoh e 1 he use of force . 

• The actions intend to intimidate or coerce . 

• The actions are committed in support of political or social objectives . 

According to Brain Jenkins, terrorism is the use or threatened use ~)r 

Force designed to bring about political change 

To Walter Laqueur, terrorism constitutes the illegitimate USi..' or force to 

achie\'e a political objective when innocent peopk arc targeted. 

:\gain James M. Poland defines it a:-. that terrorism ts thL' premeditated. 

deliberate, systematic murder, mayhem and threatening of the innocent to create 

I~ 



... 

fear and intimidation in order to gain a politi\·al or tactical advantage. usually to 

intluence an audience. 

It has also been delivered as terrurism is the unlawful use or threat of 

violence against persons or property to further political or social objectives. It is 

usually intended to intimidate or coerce a gm ernrnent. individuals or groups. or to 

modify their behaviour or politics. 
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CHAPTER-II 

2.1 Research Questions: 

In the light of the above literaturl'. it 1s \er) clear that the terrorism is a big 

problem not only for India but also for thL' World. Therefore. it is essential to 

scrutinize the whole matter of terrorism in a more comprehensive manner. The 

specters of growing terrorism in the country, raises some uncomfortable and 

disturbing questions for research at the time while it was intended to investigate 

the matter. 

The present thesis seeks to answer the fnllnwmg research questions: 

a) What is terrorism? 

b) What is the nature ofTerrorism in Jndia' 1 

c) What are the reasons of terrorism in India? 

d) What is the socio-economic background of terrorism? 

e) What is its effect on the societv'/ 

t) Why anti terrorism policy is needed'' 

g) What type of policies has heen taken hy the (jovt. to combat termrism'.' 

h) What is the future of terrorism? 
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2.2 Review of Literature 

Akbar. M.K. in his book 1 Kargil cross border terrorism. \i\ idly expressed the 

total scenario of the Kashmir. The main theme of this hook is rhc activities of the 

intruders in Kashmir. The Pakistani intruders ah:vays try to LToss border and make 

Kashmir a Warfield. How can they do all of these activities and who or whom are 

their main supporter in other words \vho or whom are the main fuel supplier of 

these terrorist groups, all these facts are Yery clearly pointed in this book. 

Terrorism and Security is a book~ of Anand. V .K. In this book the author has 

excellently perform his work. What is terrorism and terrorist acti\ ities and on the 

basis of these terrorist activities one thing is must fur our country and that is 

security. To protect terrorist activities \\'hat type of security goYt. had al!·ead: 

taken and will be take for future. these arc the main theme of his hook. So \\t' can 

say that Terrorism and security is a superb hook to know terrorism and our 

security. 

Arora. Subhash chander in his book' ··stratcgic.s to l:ombat terrorism. 

deliberately explain about terrorism. His main focus lies on the strategiL'S to 

combat terrorism specitically in Punjab. When the terrorist groups \\ere start to 

make Punjab a hell then what type of strategies had taken to combat terrorism and 
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\\hich \\ill he the result of abolition of further rcrrurism. all of these very clearly 

pointed out in his book. 

A wasthi, Abba in her book 4 "Dimensions o t" \ iolence and terrorism" clearly 

explain about the matter. The main theme of this hook in the dimensions of the 

terrorism more clearly how many type of terrorism are present in the world. There 

are many type of terrorism and their separate working area. Somewhere the 

terrorist groups are killed people and somewhere they capture important places 

and sometimes they hijack plane to spread terrorism. This book is \ ny helpful to 

us to know all of these facts. 

\ 
Bhatnagar, Ved in his work ·'Challenges to India's integrity"'. vividly 

express the main challenges and problems to India's integrity. The main theme of 

this book is terrorism, casteism and communalism. Casteism and communalism is 

the main agenda of all terrorist groups. On the basis uf this agenda the terrorist 

groups are tried to fulfill their intention. :'\II of the terrorist groups. they he long 

different community and ahvays tried to create communal sentiment. I or instance 

the main issue of the Kashmiri militant groups di"C communal. s,), terrorism. 

caseteism and communalism today is a big problem and also a challenge to India's 

integrity and to know that matter this book is \Tr) helpful. 
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Karim, ALsir in his book~> ··c 'mmter terrorism. The Pakistan factor 

"excellently express about counter tl'JT\lrism. His main focus lies on the Pakistani 

militant groups and their activities. In Punjab case the main operating body was 

the pakistan and their militant groups and in the case ur Kashmir the J~1ctor is 

same. The Pakistani militant groups like Hizh-{ 11-Mujahideen, lashkar-e-Toiba etc 

are the main militant groups. The Lashkar-e-Toiha has been in the focus for two 

reasons. First, for its \veil planned attacks on security force (SF) targets in the state 

and second, for the dramatic massacres of non-Muslim civilians. The author 

clearly write all of these activities in his book. 

"Terrorism : causes and consequences is ct wnrk 7 of Goyal Archana. It is a 

excellent book. The main theme of this book 1s the cause and consequences or 

terrorism. Today terrorism is a big problem. This is a threat for not only India hut 

all over the world. But the main question is why terrorism spread its branches. 

What are the causes of terrorism. When \ve find the causes terrorism the next 

question arises that what is the consequences of terrorism. Today thL· ~·very result 

of terrorism is bad and in future it \\ill he mon· \\Orst 

Tile terrorists at different level of organizations Jl·om ideologues and 

commanders to the foot soldiers of these movements and have round a:-, enormous 
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a' arietv in their personalities their suhjCL'tin' moll\ at ions, their personal histories, 

their cumprehension of ideology and their idea •lf their nwn roles as \\as possible 

and this great diversity made virtually all generalizations meaningless. And to 

fulfill their target they apply every brutal process. In h1s book the author tries to 

focus on that area and her attempt in too go\ld 

GilL K.P.S. in his book8 Punjab: The Knights of Falsehood, vividly express 

the matter. His main theme lies on the terrorist activities in Punjab. In Punjab the 

primary motivation for terrorism 'v\as crude profit or the supplementary fruits of 

the illegal power that militancy conferred. One main issue is the Khalistan 

movement in Punjab. The main cause identified for the terrorisb joining the 

Khalistan movement had nothing to do \\ith religion or ideology ;\ t least 180 of 

the 300 terrorists joined 'out of fun'. The phrase that was often used \vas "Shaukia 

taur se". In the case of the Golden fernple in Amritsar, the krrorists was 

uncovered in the wake of operation Black lhunder, when evidence of routine 

torture, rape and a continuous succession ol murders committed in tlw temple \vas 

uncovered. In every word this book is an e:-..:u:llem performance by the author. 

Khurshid, Salman in his work') beyond terrorism: Ne\v hope for Kashmir. 

clearly explain about the matter. The main theme or this hook is the terrorism and 
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some decision and plans which will be the solution of that matter. His main effort 

is to find the main cause of terrorism and after considering all of these potentials. 

find some way which \\ill prevent this problem. specificall: in the case of 

Kashmir. According to him the main problem in Kashmir is Pakistan Pakistan's 

intention is to occupy Kashmir and make it in its part. For thi.s Pakistan always 

operate militant activities and this is a major problem. The authors atter studying 

all of these points try to give some decision. which will be the solution of that 

problem. Hence, in all sense this book in is too good. 

Tools of terror: Light weapons and India's security. is a good book 10 by 

Kartha, Tara. Her main focus lies on the tools of terror. The militant groups when 

they operate their actions they use some weapons. So. what type of tools and 

weapons they use for their actions all of these clearly point out in her book. The 

militant groups they use these weapons like. AK-47. AK-56 grenade. revolver etc. 

In help of these weapons the militant groups are killed the people. destroy the 

constructions and try to break India's security. If they loose India's security then it 

will be easier to won the mission. This is a goPd attempt by the author and it is 

appreciate by all. 
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Omprakash. S. in his book "Terrorism in lndin ... clearly expre~ses the total 

scenario or the terrorism in India. I Ie is tried tu give ~~ clear conception of the 

terrorism. He is started from pre-independencL' period. In pre-independent era the 

terrorists were freedom fighter. because in viev., point or British rulers the freedom 

fighter was terrorists. But the conception of terrorism today is different. It is a big 

threat for India. To fulfill their demands the terrorists group apply every brutal 

process. They assassinate political leader and general public for their favour and 

spread panic over the mass. Above all of these we can say that his effort is too 

good and this book is very helpful. 

Tegart, Charles. in his work 12 Terrorism in India. vividly explain about 

terrorism. His main focus lies on the India's pre-independence terrorism and he 

excellently pointed out his thinking. Our t!·eedom fighter like Aurohindo Ghosh. 

Lala Lajpat Rai. Bhagat Singh. Balgangadhar Tilak. Damodar Savarkar. they give 

their total force to pluck out Britishers tl·om Indian soil. Their intention was total 

tl·eedorn. But in view point nf British rulers they were the terrorists. i\s an etlicient 

British Officer Charles Tegart certainly was possessed of a detailed survey of the 

entire terrorist movement in India. dctaih of \\hiLh might not be a\ ailahk tu any 

other indi\idual. 
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Saha, B.P. in his bnok 1
\ ··Jran-; h(lrdn !crrunsm: Internatitln<lli/ation of 

Kashmir Tangle'' deliberately express about Trans border terrorism. In the matter 

of cross border. Kashmir in the main area \\here ah\ ays Pakistani intruders try to 

cross border. Their intention is to occupy· Kashmir India ahvays tries to solve this 

problem on discussion because it is a bi-lateral issue. But Pakistan· s motive is to 

internationalization of Kashmir tangle. Pakistan wants to make it a multi-lateral 

issue. To occupy Kashmir the guest militants of Pakistan kill thousands of 

innocent Kashmiries every year. So. we can say that this book is a success effort 

by author and in every sense this book is very helpful. 

Terrorism and political violence: 1\ source book t.J by Indian council of 

Social Science Research presents a new way of thinking about our response to the 

destructive potentials of terrorism This book produced fresh insights for 

collaborative intellectual efforts in the following areas:-

(a) the study of ethnic separatist violence and it:- implications for international and 

internal stability (b) the strengthening ot criminal JU'iticc systems t<1 cope \\ith the 

sen:re burden of dealing with high levels nl terrorism. (c) the growth or\ iolent 

movements of extreme religious fundamental ism ;tnd its implications and (d) the 

de\ elopment of nevi technologies and tlw pntcntJai'i usc in the prt.'\ ention and 

comhating ofterrorism. 
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This book will be of interest to political scientists. militarY and security 

theorists. strategic experts. and policy makers dealing with problems arising out of 

terrorism and low intensity warfare. 

Prasad. S.N. in his work 15 "'History of operations in Jammu and Kashmir 

deliberately express the matter. The main theme of this book is the terrorist 

operations in Jammu and Kashmir. According to author at the turn of the 

Millennium almost 23,000 lives had been lost in Jammu and Kashmir in a terrorist 

campaign that has been sustained for more than I 0 years and that have assumed 

the character of a proxy war by Pakistan against India. The terrorist groups and 

their Pakistani handlers had found it nearly impossible to get young men ti·m11 .J & 

K to join the ranks of the militants. and recruitment had come to a virtual 

standstill. A majority of the operations are foreign mercenaries. most of whom 

have seen significant action in Afghanistan. An estimated 60 per cent of all 

terrorists operating in the state are now of foreign origin: a majority drawn from 

Pakistan and Pakistan occupied Kashmir and Afghanistan. So. this book is helpful 

111 every sense. 

In his book lh "'India Pakistan The history of unsolved conflicts"". the 

author Lars Blinkenberg vividly express about the matter. His main l(lcus lies on 
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the conflict betYveen India and Pakistan. The main point is that Pakistan's State 

sponsorship of insurgencies and terrorism against India for last 43 years and recent 

report suggest that Pakistan never stopped its aid to the terrorists in India. 

Extremist elements from Kashmir and other part of India continued going to the 

training camps in Afgan territory and the infiltration of Pakistan and other 

mercenaries into Kashmir was intensified. India faces constraints due to Pakistan 

being a nuclear power and keeping these constraints in view. an appropriate 

response for India would be mix of continued diplomatic otlensive to have 

international sanctions imposed against Pakistan and a simultaneous undeclared 

policy of economic and Para-military retaliatory options. So, in every sense this is 

a very good book to know about the relationship between India and Pakistan . 

Chalk, Peter in his book 17 ··west European terrorism and counter-terrorism. 

deliberately explain about terrorism and counter terrorism. According to him 

terrorism is not a war that is fought or won by the security forces alone. It is a war 

that transcends national boundaries, and within these. one that involves every 

institution of government and every citizen of the nation state. It is moreover a war 

without beginning or end. Terrorism is a challenge that targets societies including 

the India will have to face and defeat on their own. Diplomatic efforts are. of 

course, essential and in the long run they help turn the tide against terrorism. Some 

policy on counter terrorism. is consequently, greatly overdue. Hence. this book 
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vvill be of interest to everyone dealing with problems arising out of terrorism and 

low intensity warfare. 

Most Wanted- Profiles of terrorism'' is a very good book IX. This hook is 

introduced by K.P.S. Gill. Former Director General of the Punjab Police K.P.S. 

Gill is the publisher and editor of Fault lines, the founding President of the 

Institute for conflict Management and a former member of the National Security 

Advisory Board (NSAB). He served in a number of theatres of civil strife and low 

intensity warfare and as Director General of the Punjab Police led the successful 

campaign against terrorism in that state. A perception has developed among the 

terrorist groups that the Indian State is inherently incapable of meeting their 

challenge - that it has become soft and indolent. As a matter of fact. quite a few 

parties and groups appear to have developed a vested interest in a soH state, a 

weak government and an ineffective implementation of the laws. This book is very 

useful of every sense and a successful attempt by the author. 

Terrorism and Terrorists, is a useful journal 1
'J by Shanmugam. T.F. The 

ma111 theme of this book is the terrorism and various terrorist groups and their 

activities. In his writing he mentions vanous terrorist groups. Among them 

Lashkar-e-Toiba, Haqiqi Mohajir-quami movement, The Liberation Tigers of 
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Tamil Eelam, At-jihad, The Harakat-l Jl-ansar. Harkal-l fl-Mujahidin etc. All of 

these groups always operate their brutal acti\·ity. This book is also unlocking some 

matters, which were related to the terrorism. Hence, this is a very helpful hook to 

know about terrorism and terrorist groups. 

Rao, J.P. in his brilliant book20 "'Terrorism, violence, and human 

destruction": causes, effect and control measures, has excellently dealt with the 

problem. His main focus of analysis contains causes, effect and control measures 

of terrorism. He tried to explain the causes behind the terrorism. The fear of 

terrorist activities makes people's life insecure. It stops the development of 

country. Terrorism is a special form of political violence. It is not a philosophy or 

a political movement. Terrorism is a weapon or method which has been used 

throughout history by both states and sub state organizations for a whole variety of 

political causes or purposes. According to author, there are so many reasons 

behind terrorism and we have to know those reasons and solve them. So, in every 

sense this is a helpful book. 

·'Kashmir Diary, Psychology of Militancy" is an excellent wurt.; 21 by Major 

General Arjun Ray. Argun Roy's hook take~ a \\'ide angled view or the theory of 

political violence and then relates it to Kashmir. Part-] addresses the 
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psychodynamics of a militant's inner mind and concludes that militants are not 

mentally sick. Par- II focuses on the framework of National information and media 

policy to fight Pakistan's info-Islamic war. The author's suggestion for being pro

active in information handling and winning complete confidence of the media 

breaks fresh ground. Part-III studies soldiers mind incisively, understanding his 

strength and the regimental system. 

Election in Kashmir in 1996 have come as a surprise for Pakistan. as well 

as for the militants and a host of skeptics in India-Elections have only magnified 

the psychological inconsistencies in target audiences and the contradictious in 

tormented minds of those affected. Every violent struggle has its moments of 

order. Whether it is a blip of hope for Kashmir, only time will tell. But there is 

always light at the end of the tunnel. This book is very useful of every sense and a 

successful attempt by the author. 

Counter Terrorism 22 
- www.isastercenter.com Is a useful \Vebsi te. The 

evolution of counter terrorism strategy vis-<1-vis state sponsored terrorism has been 

in the direction of the recognition of the need for a policy of active dct'ense. which 

does not exclude politicaL economic Para-military and military retaliatory options 

as against the past policies of passive defense. which laid stress on protective Jnd 

defensive measures to deny success to the state-sponsored. 
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The main theme of this are::J is to eliminate the international terrorist threat 

to people, installations and other interests. \Ve \Vi!! do this hv: 

(a) Smoking out terrorists from their hiding places. 

(b) Draining the swamp where terrorists find safe haven. 

(c) Pressuring states to stop supporting terrorism, 

(d) Preventing planned terrorist attacks, and 

(e) Bolstering the capabilities of our friends and allies to combat 

terrorism. 

Above all of these we can say that this IS a very important website to 

understand counter terrorism. 

International Terrorist Groups special 
. 1 j 

operations-

www.specialoperations.com is a useful website to know about International 

Terrorist Groups. The main theme of this area is showing the various International 

terrorist groups and their activities. It also gives us knowledge about their 

supremo, intention, activities, description, strength, location or area of operation 

and their external aid. 

So, this internet site will he of interest to political scientist. military and 

security theorists, strategic experts and policy makers dealing with problems 

arising out of terrorism and low intensity warfare. 
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Terrorism Research Centre24 
\V\\\\ .tcrrorism.com ts a brilliant website 

address. It helps us to know about the terrorism and terrorist intentions. 

As pioneering terrorist groups demonstrate the operational effectiveness of 

certain weapons tactics or targeting, other terrorist groups pursue similar lines. 

This is the area it is most important for our intelligence community to track, to 

avoid being taken by surprise when terrorists change their tactics, weapons or 

targets. It is easy to understand when terrorists change on the strategic level -their 

communiques and media statements usually are straight forward in their goals and 

desires. The Terrorism Research Center provides core expertise in terrorism, 

counter terrorism, critical infrastructure protection. homeland security. information 

warfare and security, vulnerability and threat assessment, system engineering, 

encryption. intelligence analysis and national security and defense pol icy. 

www.terrorisminindia.com is a useful internet site2
:;. The matn theme of 

this area is about the India's terrorism. In India there are so many terrorist groups. 

The main focus on this area lies on the terrorist activities in different part of India. 

Yet terrorism is a threat that can affect the primary responsibilities of many 

agencies ~ for example the ability to conduct eflective diplomacy. the ahility to 

project military power. the ability to develop natural resources. the ability to take 

economic advantage of the currents of glohalization and the ahility to ensure equal 

justice under lmv. Terrorism policy must consider how the threat touches on these 
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fundamental goals. Above all of these we can say that this is a ven useful area to 

knmv about the terrorism in India. 

"Beyond the Bayonet" is a book2
h of Sinha Deepak. The main theme of this 

book is the increasingly complex nature of \Varfare from nuclear to low intensity 

to the unconventional requires the dependence on an elite band of troops. Author 

has also pointed out that how special operation forces can meet unorthodox 

security needs that the conventional military find ditlicult to accomplish. 

Satpathy G.C. 111 his book 27 "Biological Weapons and Terrorism" has 

vividly expressed the ugly face of terrorism. According to his book biological 

weapons and related terrorism is the ugly face of civilization. a nightmare for 

public. a challenge for the diplomats. technical and military authorities. a mind 

bug for medical and intelligence communities. The extent of bioterrorism is 

beyond the battlefield and has direct effect nn the society. The theme has deep 

thrust on anthrax scare. toxin \varfare agents: terrorism and ideology or law. 

biological weapon controL international Ia\\ against terrorism and several other 

preventive acts in national and international level have little effect on the gravity 

of the problem. The book is comprehensive compilation and related scienti lie and 

legal information useful in every sphere of life. 
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Sammardar Sujeet in his hook~x .. Defence. Development and National 

Security'', has clearly pointed out the linkages between defence. development and 

national security in the Indian context. This hook covered the areas like India's 

security policy, conventional capabilities and national security. economic profile 

of India. defence development. macro economic indicators and defence 

expenditure, aggregate defence spending etc. 

"Fourth Estate'' is a book29 of Tyagi S.C. In his book he tried to throw light 

on Kargil war which became the contemporary platform on which military and 

media relationship reached to some conclusions to enhance the existing 

tl·amework. The book attempts to suggest guidelines for future operation. 

"Global Challenge of Terrorism" is a book'0 of Chopra V.D. In this volume 

book the intellectual and experts have contributed papers on rise of global 

terrorism- its strategic, geopolitical, socio- economic and ideological roots. This 

book brings into sharp focus how global terrorism has developed into J pyrmnid 

with various layers. To destroy this pyramid it is not enough to look at terrorist 

actions including human bombs. It should he demolish from the h;tse. This is the 

main focus ofthis hook. 
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Bhondle Rahul K. in his book; 1• ·'Indian Security Scope 2006" has 

excellently pointed out the security threats during 2006 in all their dimensions 

terrorism. conventional and nuclear. This is a \'ery comprehensive attempt that 

looked on India's security challenges in the year 2006. as the country claims its 

rightful place in world polity of resurgent regional power. This is an immensely 

useful book for security analysts, policy planners and soldiers in 2006. 

Sahai. Shashi B, in his book32
• ".Jihadi Terrorism", has deliberately 

explained about the Jihad. Jihad has been discussed in various prospective- as war. 

Jihad and Terrorism; historical background. Jihad terror at the Centre/State. 

gathering storm. making of the world war. war with the difference. Muslim World. 

Pakistan connection. This book is a very useful book of terrorism. 

Gerston, Larry N, in his book 31 Public Policy Making: Process and 

Principles has brilliantly explained about the public policy. Process and Principles 

explains the topic in terms of the policy making framework and dynamic 

behaviour in the context of continuous pressures. conflicting values and competing 

political objectives. In his book the author helps to identify the nunH.:rous pressure 

points of the policy making process and understand policy outcomes. 
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Malik, Vijoy in his book 34 National Security Act. I 980 has clearly pointed 

out about this act. This book is a section wise commentary on the Act. A very 

through and in depth study of the provisions of the Act has been made and the 

commentary is replete with the decisions of the Supreme Court. The Supreme 

Court is all along jealously safeguarded the rights of the individual against the 

State without sacrificing the larger interest of the society when incarceration was 

necessary. 

Neo-Terrorism is an excellent book 15 by LaL A.K. This book is designed to 

bring an exhaustive analysis of all facets of terrorism in the aftermath of recent 

terrorist attacks in America. It details country intelligence structure and balance of 

terror philosophy. The author has, in a most professional manner, analysed the 

various facts of terrorism threat protection. spelt out a viable counter terrorism and 

terrorism strategy to include legal aspects as well. 

Terrorism and Separation in North-l:ast India is an excellent book 111 of 

Shushan. Chandra. The title on ·Terrorism and Separation in North-Last India· has 

been comprehensively weaved into twelve chapters and relevant appendices. The 

main thrust of the subject is on various phases of the far-flung regions of North

East India. It includes the socio-economic structure of the urban and rural life and 
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impact of North-East Council on economic development of the region. It clarities 

the historical background of terrorism. its impact on the states. several militant 

organizations in the North-East their modus operandi, role of Christian 

missionaries and the measures taken by the Government of the States to curb the 

initiatives of the militants. causes and diagnosis of terrorism and separatism and 

development ofNorth Eastern region. 

Gupta. Rakesh in his book37 ·Terrorism Communalism and other 

Challenges to Indian Security' has brilliantly explained about the terrorism, 

communalism and Indian Security. The purpose of the book is to introduce a 

caveat to the terrorism studies. It also critically examines National security. 

Terrorism: Semantic. terrorism- Contours change. Kashmir issue. Attack on 

Parliament. Cinema and terrorism, Godhra carnage etc. elaborately. 

Cihulam Mohd. Shah, Prakash in his book 1
x 'Towards Understanding the 

Kashmir Crisis' has comprehensively discuss about the Kashmir problems. The 

Kashmir issue raises many questions which solicit answers on an urgent basis. It 

has since I 94 7 fostered violence on numerous occasions leading to vvars bet ween 

India and Pakistan. social tension with in the region. and difference between the 

state and the Central Government on issues relating to division of powers. 
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Seventeenth exper1s have in the present anthology; shed light on various facets of 

the Kashmir imbroglio. They have proposed many strategies to resolve the 

conflicts in Kashmir. This is a very good attempt by the author. 

Bhatnagar, Ved- in his bookJlJ ·challenge to India's Integrity: Terrorism. 

Communalism has elaborately explain the matter about challenge to India· s 

Integrity. This book is in the form of random reflections regarding various aspects 

touching the integrity of our country. At the dawn of independence we all 

cherished visions of grandeur and glory. but that hope has been belied. The 

country is now rocked by the problem of terrorism. rise of communalism. casteism 

and social disharmony and has recently witnessed communal riots and 

considerable caste tensions. The main aim of the book therefore. is to warn the 

people of the country of the dangerous trends developing in our country. 

Dimensions of Violence and Terrorism are a book40 of Abba A vasthi. The 

book presents a catechism on the philosophy of violence. structural and systematic 

problems related to various themes and issues concerning conflicts. violence. 

tension and terrorism. Degradation of social norms. lumpenisation of politics. 

coexistence or obsolete and upto-date ne\\ technologies. rover!) allevation. 

bureaucratic corruption, increasing fierce political competition. painful transition 
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to a more liberal economy, communaL caste and ethnic identities, nevi 

consumerism and new ideas of freedom and autonomy being borrowed from 

anluent nations, were some of the major issues discussed at length and aggressive 

search for solution and corresponding efforts to nail them, were suggested. 

Global Terror is a book41 of Sunil Sondhi. In this book it is a:gued that the 

threat of terrorism is changing in a number of ways, but the international 

community still confronts a very wide range of terrorists groups and states. 

Nations of the world must confront violence, bigotry and hatred even more 

resolutely than before. There are those who will hate and who will kill even if 

every injustice is ended. But if the world can show that it will carry on, that it will 

preserve in creating a stronger, more just and more genuine international 

community across all lines of religion. race and wealth, then terrorism will have 

failed. 

Bhatt. Ashok in his bnok42 'Global Terrorism· has brilliantly pointed 

focused on the terrorism. This book of terrorism examines the underlying causes 

of terrorism and details concrete measures for addressing them. The .'>tudv of these 
L < 

roots and risk factors of terrorism needs to be an essential component of any 

counter-terrorist strategy. The roots of terrorism not only examine what makes 
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terrorists tick, but also what can be done w pre\ ent their emergence. The terrorist 

activities have explored the conscious and sub-conscious motivations of terrorists, 

few have spelled out policymakers in liberal democracies can do to address these 

concerns. These chapters thus, represent not only the state of the art in the study of 

the causes of terrorism, but are uniquely practical in their approach. 

Sen, Sankar in his book 43 'Law Ent(xcement and Cross Border terrorism' 

has comprehensively focused on the laws to combat terrorism. The articles in the 

book cover a wide spectrum of issues concerning law enforcement and terrorism, 

particularly cross border terrorism, which has taken a heavy toll of the lives of 

civilians and security personnel. Throwing revealing light on various substantive 

and operational problems of law enforcement, they make deep study of the 

problems and clear perception of their implications and impact. Thought 

provoking comments and insightful observations are outcome of the author's long 

years of experience in different capacities as a lmv enforcement officer and a 

human rights activist. 

.Jain, Sharda in her book4
--l 'Politics of Terrorism in India: The Case of 

Punjab' has successfully pointed out about the politics of violence. This book on 

terrorism covers a wide conceptual terrain and goes at length into the weird theme 
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of politics of violence as also the causes of typologi~s of terror. Within this wide 

frame of reference, the author posits the specific case of the rec~nt upsurge of 

terrorism in Punjab. She traces an interconnection among terrorists within and 

across national boundaries. Here is a detailed and exhaustive as also a critical 

analysis of the objective situation. It is really a challenging task to examine, what 

she calls, "'the menace of non-state insurgent terrorism, in the context of a pluralist 

society like India'' but perhaps more perplexing is the problem of cutting out 

several a priori assumptions that plague an emotionally charges atmosphere. 

Prevention of Terrorism Act: Myth and Reality is an excellent book 45 of 

V.P. Srivastav. Terrorism has existed in one form or another in many societies for 

centuries. It is the methods, means and weapons that accounts f()r differentiation of 

various manifestations of terrorism. In spite of the threats of terrorism the 

international community fails to define terrorism. Terrorism is a threat to 

international peace and security especially when terrorists and terrorist 

organizations operating against a foreign state are given safe hcawns within the 

borders of a state. The present book --Prevention of Terrorism Act" Myth and 

Reality will benefit to understand the policy to combat terrorism and also will be 

or immense use for any body who is interested in the grave phenomenon or 

terrorism that has become central to social discourse and our existence today. 
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Terrorism: Implications of Technology and Tactics is a hook 4
to by R.C. 

Mishra. This book provides a detailed account of the various technologies and 

tactics used by terrorists. It clearly presents the dangers that terrorism poses to the 

world and emphasizes on the need of a world campaign against the threats. 

Terrorism and Peace Initiatives in North East India is book 47 edited by 

Asok Kumar Ray and S.K. Agnihori. Terrorism and peace initiatives have worried 

the Indian State and occupied the minds of the diplomats, academia and the 

development practitioners. In the northeastern context, both terrorism and peace 

initiatives raised serious public discourses not only at the regional level but also at 

the national and international level. The contributors raised critical issues and 

operational constraints in taming terrorism through peace initiatives. The role of 

the state, apart the civic initiatives for peace building deserve special significance 

in this region. The book provides useful insights to the problem and is helpful to 

the decision makers, diplomats, activists and development practitioners. 

Attar. Chand in his hook4x ·Terrorism Political Violence and Security ol" 

Nations have focused on the terrorism and security of the nation. This hook on 

international terrorism achieves an ambitious set of aims. It presents not only a 

comprehensive overview of the record of terrorist activities, but also gives a useful 
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survey of the problems, pressures and opportunities to the countries Ill all the 

continents. As such it is a clearly written and \Vel! informed book. It gives a solid 

introduction to a subject which is vital for the future security of all nations and 

peoples. 

Geelani, Syed Bismillah .. in his book·~'! ·Manufacturing Terrorism: Kashmiri 

Encounters with Media and the Law' has deliberately pointed out about the 

terrorism of Kashmir. This book is a rare combination of biography, scholarship 

and political commitment. It tells together the stories of Kashmiris living in Delhi 

trying to pursue their studies .. business or professions but inevitably getting caught 

in the frames of distorted images constructed by the media and the law. It exposes 

the complicity of these pillars of democracy in lowering human rights standards in 

the name of war against terror. 

Terrorism and Organised Crime is a hook ~ 0 by Ram Mohan Verma. Cilobal 

terrorism and organized crime arc now inextricably linked. Factors such as 

economic globalization, transparency or borders and the explosion or information 

technology have all played a part I this process. The boundary bet\vecn terrorist 

activity and criminal activity has become increasingly blurred. Throughout the 

world .. to fuel the phenomenal increase in the scale and nature of the threat they 
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pose, the terrorists are increasingly reliant on the proceeds of organized cnme. 

This book provides a comprehensive analysis of all the tssues related with 

terrorism and organized crime. 

2.3 Methodology: 

Data for the present study have been collected from books, journals and websites. 

For the purpose different leading libraries have been consulted, like the Central 

Library. North Bengal University, National Library. Kolkata, American Central 

Library, Kolkata, Sapru Home Library. New Delhi. Indian Institute of Public 

Administration Library, New Delhi. 

2.4 Justification of the study: 

The present study deserves a great academic and practical significance 

because of the fact. that not only in the present day India hut also in the whole 

world. terrorism has gained substantial significance. Intact. terrorism is the key 

problem to all countries of the world. So t~1r as India is concerned. all states have 

been affected by the virus of terrorism and it has become a burning problem for 

the whole nation. The present study makes an humble attempt to touch upon this 

crucial problem which has engulfed the entire territory of the Indian polity. The 
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present work deserves a special significance in vie\v of the fact that terrorism has 

taken a great shape to destabilise the political. social and economic setup of all 

countries of the world. The study has made an attempt to penetrate into the inner 

domain of terrorism and has tried to find out the reasons and wage and means to 

make a solution of this giant problem of the present day society. 
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CHAPTER-III 

3.1 Types of Terrorism 

As pointed out by leading experts, there are many types of terrorism. 

However, experts have identified at least six difTerent types of terrorism: they are 

• Nationalist terrorism, 

• Religious terrorism, 

• State-sponsored terrorism. 

• Left wing terrorism. 

• Right wing terrorism, 

• Anarchist terrorism. 

Nationalist terrorism: 

The Nationalist terrorists seek to form a separate state for their own 

national group. often by drawing attention to a tight for "national lihcration" that 

they think the world has ignored. This sort of terrorism has heen among the most 
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successful at wmnmg international sympathy and concessiOns. Experts say that 

nationalist terror groups have tended to calibrate their use of violence, usmg 

enough to rivet world attention but not so much that they alienate supporters 

abroad or members of their base community. It is really difficult to define 

Nationalist terrorism. It is said that those who are engaged in nationalist 

movement in the age of the British rulers they are terrorist but to them they are 

freedom fighters. 

Some examples of nationalist terrorist groups. 

The example of Nationalist terrorist groups is: The Irish Republican Army 

and the Palestine Liberation Organisation, both of which said during the 1990s 

that they had renounced terrorism. Other prominent examples are the Basque 

Fatherland and Liberty, which seeks to create a Basque homeland separate from 

Spain. and Kurdistan Workers' Party, which seeks to create a Kurdish state 

independent from Turkey. Earlier nationalist terror groups sought to expel colonial 

rulers: such groups included the lrgun and the Lehi (both Jews militias opposed to 

British rule in Palestine in the 1940s) and the National Liberation Front (opposed 

to French rule in Algeria in the 1950s). 

Religious terrorism: 

Religious terrorists seek to usc violence to further what they see as divinely 

commanded purposes, often targeting broad categories of foes in an attempt to 
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bring about sweeping changes. Religious terrorists usually come from many major 

faiths, as well as from small cults. This type of terrorism is growing very fast, 

notes Bruce Hoffman of the RAND think tank; in 1995 (the most recent year for 

which such statistics were available), nearly half of the 56 known. active 

international terrorist groups were religiously motivated. As because religious 

terrorists are concerned not with rallying a constituency of fellow nationalists or 

ideologues but with pursuing their own vision of the divine well, they lack one of 

the major constraints that historically has limited the scope of terror attacks. As 

Hoffman puts it, the extreme religious terrorists can sanction "almost limitless 

violence against a virtually open-ended category of targets: that is, anyone who is 

not a member of the terrorists' religion or religious sect." 

Some examples of religious terrorist groups. 

Examples include Osama bin Laden's al-Qaeda network, the Palestinian 

Sunni Mus! im organization Ham as. the Lebanese Shiite group Hezholla, the 

radical Jewish groups affiliated to the late Rabbi Meir Kahane. the Israeli 

extremists Baruch Goldstein. (Who machine-gunned Muslim worshipers in a 

llehron mosque in 1994) and Yigal Amir (who assassinated then Prime 1\,finister 

Yizhak Rabin in 1995.) some American white-supremacist militias. and the Aum 

Shinrikyo doomsday cult in .Japan. 
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State-sponsored terrorism: 

When governments provide supplies, training, and other forms of support to 

non-state terrorist organizations then it known as state sponsored terrorism. One of 

the most valuable types of this support is the provision of safe haven or physical 

basing for the terrorists' organization. Another crucial service a state sponsor can 

provide is false documentation, not only for personal identification (passports, 

internal identification documents), but also for financial transactions and of 

weapons purchases. Other means of support are access to training facilities and 

expertise not readily available to groups without extensive resources. Finally. the 

extension of diplomatic protections and services. such as immunity from 

extradition. diplomatic passports. and use of embassies and other protected 

grounds. and diplomatic pouches to transport weapons or explosives have been 

significant to some groups. 

An example of state sponsorship is the Syrian government's support of 

Hamas and Hizballah in Lebanon. Syrian resources and protection enable the huge 

training establishments in the Bek'aa Valley. On a smaller. more discreet scale. the 

East German Stasi provided support and safe-haven to members of the Red Army 

Faction (RAF or Baader Meinhof Gang) and neo-fascist groups that operated in 

West Germany. Publicly wanted members of the RAF were found resident in East 

Germany after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. State-sponsored terrorist groups 

are deliberately used by radical states as foreign policy tool ~ as Hoffman puts it, 
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as "a cost-effective way of waging war covertly, though the use of surrogate 

.,. warriors or 'guns for hire'." One important early case was the Iranian government's 

use of supposedly independent young militants to seize hostages at the American 

embassy in Tehran in 1979. With enhanced resources at their disposaL state

sponsored terrorist groups are often capable of carrying out more deadly attacks 

than other terrorists, including airplane bombings. 

.. 

Which states sponsor terrorism? 

The state Department says Iran is the primary state sponsor of terrorism 

today. It also accuses Cuba, Iraq, Libya, North Korea, Sudan, and Svria for 

sponsoring terrorism. 

Some examples of state-sponsored terrorist groups. 

State-sponsored terrorist groups include 1-fezholla (backed by Iran), the Abu 

Nidal Organisation (which has been backed by Svria, Lyhia and Iraq), and the 

Japanese Red Army (which often worked on contract for Lyhia) 

Is ai-Qaeda a state-sponsored terrorist group? 

Some experts saw the Tali ban's rule in Afghanistan as a new wrinkle in the 

phenomenon of state-sponsored terrorism. Since the Taliban worked so closely 
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with al-Qaeda while in power, some experts considered Taliban-ruled Afghanistan 

to be a state that was, to some degree. run by a terrorist group. 

Left-wing terrorism: 

Left-wing terrorists are out to destroy capitalism and replace it with a 

communist or socialist regime. Because they see most civilians as sutlering from 

capitalist exploitation, left-wing terrorists sometimes have limited their use of 

violence to avoid hurting the victims they say they want to save. Lett-wing 

terrorists sometimes focus instead on such tactics as kidnapping tycoons or 

bombing monuments. 

Some examples of left-wing terrorist groups. 

The Baadar-Meinhof Group (Germany), the Japanese Red Army, the 

Weathermen ( 1970s America), and the Red Brigades (Italy) are examples of left

wing terrorist groups. 

Right-wing Terrorism: 

Right-wing terrorists are among the least organized terrorists. often 

associated with neo-Nazi street rioting in Western Europe, especially in the 1980s. 

These groups. often dominated by skinheads. seek to do away with liberal 

democratic governments and create fascist states in their place. Ncofascist 
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terrorists frequently attack immigrants and refugees from developing world and 

are both racist and anti-Semitic. 

Anarchist terrorism: 

It is recorded in historical documents that from the 1870s until about 1920, 

anarchist terrorism was major global phenomenon. Revolutionaries seeking to 

overthrow established governments launched a wave of bombings and 

assassinated a series of heads of states. One such victim was President William 

McKinley who was killed in 190 l by a young Hungarian refugee influenced by 

anarchist sentiments. Some experts sec signs of a new interest in anarchist 

violence arising out of the recent wave of protests against globalization. 

Categories of Terrorist Incidents 

Apart from the six types of terrorism there are also five categories of terrorist 

incidents: They are: 

• Biological 

• Nuclear 

• Incendiary 

• Chemical 

• Explosive 
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Biological Incidents 

Biological agents are microorganisms that can cause disease among persons, 

animals, or plants. They can also cause the deterioration of material. These agents 

fall into two broad categories-pathogens (usually called germs) and toxins. 

Pathogens are living microorganisms that cause lethal or incapacitating diseases. 

Bacteria, rickettsiae, fungi, and viruses are included in the pathogens. Toxins are 

poisons that plants, animals, or microorganisms produce naturally. Possible 

biological war-fare toxins include a variety of neurotoxic (affecting the central 

nervous system) and cytotoxic (causing cell death) compounds. 

Nuclear Incidents 

There are two fundamentally different threats in the area of nuclear 

terrorism. One is the use, threatened use, or threatened detonation. of a nuclear 

bomb. The other is the detonation. or threatened detonation, of a conventional 

explosive incorporating nuclear materials. It is unlikely that any terrorist 

organization could acquire or build a nuclear device, or acquire and use a fully 

functional nuclear weapon. The greatest potential terrorist threat for a nuclear 

vveapon would be to use such a device as a fnrm of extortion. 

The effects of nuclear weapons are classified as either initial or residual. 

Initial effects occur in the immediate area of the explosion and are hazardous in 
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the first minute after the explosion. Residual effects can last for days or years and 

cause death. 

There are three types of nuclear bursts - airburst surh1ce burst, and 

subsurface burst. The type of burst directly atfects your chances of survival. A 

subsurface burst occurs completely underground or underwater. Its effects remain 

beneath the surface or in the immediate area where the surface collapses into a 

crater over the burst's location. Subsurface bursts cause you little or no radioactive 

hazard unless you enter the immediate area of the crater. An airburst occurs in the 

air above its intended target. The airburst provides the maximum radiation effect 

on the target and is, therefore, most dangerous to you in terms of immediate 

nuclear etlects. A surface burst occurs on the ground or water surt~Ke. Large 

amount of tal lout result, with serious long-term effects. This type o!" burst Is your 

greatest nuclear hazard. 

Incendiary Incidents 

An incendiary device is any mechanical. electrical or chemical device used 

intentionally to initiate combustion and start a fire. Incendiary materials are 

materials that burn with a hot flame for a designated period or time. !heir purpose 

is to set lire to other materials or structures. Incendiary devices may he simple or 

elaborate and come in all shapes and sizes. The type of device is limited only by 

the terrorist's imagination and ingenuity. An incendiary device can be a simple 
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match applied to a piece of paper. or a complicated self igniting chemical device. 

Normally an incendiary device is a material or mixture of materials designed to 

produce enough heat and flame to cause combustible material to burn once it 

reaches its ignition temperature. 

Each device consists of three basic components: 

• An igniter or fuse. 

• A container or body. 

• Incendiary material or filler. 

A device containing chemical materials usually will he 111 a metal or other 

nonbreakable container. An incendiary device that uses a liquid accelerator 

usually will he in a breakable container. 

Chemical Incidents 

Chemical agents fall into five classes: 

• Nerve agents- disrupt nerve impulse transmissions. 

• Blister agents - cause severe burns to the eyes. skin and tissues of the 

respiratory tract. 

• Blood agents- interfere with the ability of blood to transport oxygen. 

• Choking agents- severely stress respiratory system tissues. 
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• Irritating agents - cause respiratory distress and tearing designed to 

incapacitate . 

Explosive Incidents 

Explosives are defined fitting into one oftwo categories: 

• any substance or article, including a device, designed to function by 

explosion. 

• any substance or article, including a device, which by chemical reaction 

within itself: can function in a similar manner even if not designed to 

function by explosion. 

It may be said that 70% of all terrorist attacks worldwide involve explosives. 

Therefore, it is apparent that bombs are the current weapon of choice among 

terrorists and terrorist groups. 

Amongst the various types of terrorism faced by India (not necessarily all at 

the same time) the following types could be easily identified for studying the 

causes, options for countering them and possible solutions: 

• Ethnic struggles for their rights, often leading to demands ror secession, 

militant insurgency, terrorist acts against government targets and even 

innocent civilians. 

• Linguistic, caste-based agitations and other parochial movements. 

• Left wmg (Naxalite) extremism, originally stemming from extreme 

deprivation. 
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• Cross-border terrorism mostly sponsored or tolerated b\ unfriendly or 

ineffective governments. 

• Jihadi terrorism, spawned by pan-Islamic fundamentalism. 

• Spill-over terrorism. 

There is some confusion about the definition of terrorism and who is a terrorist 

that leads to a tendency to lump together terms like militants, insurgents, 

extremists, fundamentalists and (real) terrorists. While all kinds of people fighting 

for a cause may at times indulge in violent acts. a terrorist is one whose primary 

aim is to cause maximum destruction. often targeting totally unconnected persons, 

with the sole purpose of causing and promoting fear. 

Ethnic Struggles 

India has experienced countless ethnic struggles and insurgencies. since 

independence. Most of these have had specific material objectives like 

independence or a separate state within India. Since the goal has been material and 

tangible, it has been possible in many cases to negotiate peaceful solutions. after 

containing the violence. The situation has been further complicated by the 

involvement of China in the insurgencies in the north-east in yester-years. and the 

continued involvement of the intell igencc agcnc ies of Pakistan and Bangladesh in 

sponsoring and assisting ethnic and other t(nms of terrorism in India. With the 

exception of some intransigent elements like the lJLFA, the Bodos and some 

NSCN factions, viable solutions have been evolved in most cases. 
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Parochialism (Religious and Linguistic) 

It should be stated that some organizations like Shiv Sena. Bajrang Dal etc. 

believe in violent means to achieve their immediate and often-limited objectives. It 

may not be proper to classify them as terrorists. though the etlects of their actions 

resemble those of terrorist incidents. They need to be dealt with under the law, the 

same as one would deal with, say, militant trade unions (for example). There is an 

increasing tendency to indulge in parochial acts of violence and the record m 

handling such instances is '·bad" -mainly because of political considerations. 

Left Wing Extremism 

In India terrorism inspired by Marxism could be traced to the "acid bulb 

revolution" of the late 1940s in the Telugu-speaking districts of the erstwhile 

Hyderabad State. However. the birth of Naxalism is credited to the incident of 25 

May 196 7, when a farmer was attacked by goons sent by a landlord in a remote 

West Bengal hamlet known as Naxalbari. The event sparked off a violent uprising, 

led by Maoist leaders Charu Majumdar and Kanu Sanyal. In the forty-one years 

since then. the left wing extremist movement has grown stronger. spread wider 

and has become arguably the most dangerous threat to national security. From 

Nepal to Andhra Pradesh. Maoists "'rule" in large pockets where the governments 

fear to tread. In Chattisgarh. the Naxalites walked in thirty years back into a void 

created by an absence of governance in a difficult tribal terrain. and stayed on to 

gain in strength. In a recent report of the Union Home Ministry. it has been 
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referred to the state governments that naxalites typically operate in the vacuum 

created by functional inadequacy of field level governance. They take advantage 

of dissatisfaction and feelings of perceived neglect and injustice among "under

privileged" segments - a classic euphemism for "oppressed'' segments. MHA 

pointed out that "While it is necessary to conduct pro-active and sustained 

operations against extremists, it is also necessary simultaneously to give focussed 

attention to the development and governance issues. particularly at the cutting 

edge level.'' It is tragic to note that these lessons in effective governance are 

required to be emphasized more than sixty years after independence and ti fty years 

after the vacuum in governance in border areas allowed the Chinese to build roads 

and make other encroachments into "Indian territory''. It cannot be a mere 

coincidence that inetlective land reforms (not really benefiting the landless). 

economic exploitation. caste-based discrimination etc. are widely prevalent in the 

districts worst affected by Maoism. The threat faced from the Naxalites is an 

ideological conflict through which the Maoists want to overthrow the entire 

system and replace it with one party rule as imposed by Stalin and Mao. It is not 

possible for a democratic State to negotiate its own destruction. but the State can 

act to remove or reduce the causes for disaffection and alienation. 

Cross-Border Terrorism 

It is an undisputed fact of contemporary history that Pakistan has been 

exporting terrorism to India as a part of its national strategy of ·thousand year 
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war'. Sponsorship. support and safe havens provided in Pakistan and Bangladesh 

have kept cross-border terrorism alive in Kashmir, north-east and elsewhere. A 

recent report of the Intelligence Bureau pointed out that the lSI has been stoking 

increased militancy in Punjab and the north-eastern states. The first stage involves 

low-level insurgency through operatives placed in key locations across the 

country, with a view to subverting the police force, communication networks, and 

financial institutions. Phase two, which is said to be under way. involves the 

stepping up of terrorist activities in the border areas and elsewhere. using former 

Afghan Mujahideen and Bangia militants. India has done quite well in its police 

and military responses to cross-border terrorism. but has made little progress in 

eliminating the scourge. 

Government level diplomatic and back-channel approaches have not been 

very fruitful. There are many covert (pro-active and somewhat aggressive) 

measures that could and need to be taken, within the country and outside. Though 

it may not be in the interest of national security, India has to re-establish and 

activate a retaliatory capability and convince others of our will and determination 

to use such capability (when established and stabilized). if pushed into doing so. 

Jihadi Terrorism 

The adjectives "'.Jihadi" or "lslamist" are often used in relation to certain 

terrorist incidents mainly because no other terror group invokes religious sanction 
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or quotes religious texts to justify its terrorist acts. Further. such groups do not shy 

away from admitting the religious nature of their ultimate goal, i.e. the 

Islamisation of society. Available literature found v;ith activists of Students 

Islamic Movement of India (SIMI) talks of this goal seriously. As Jihadi terrorists 

cloak themselves in religious idiom, they can easily draw support from innocent 

Muslims. Jihadi terrorists are very active in India, not because India is the number 

one enemy of Islam, but because it is considered to be a soft target. If the State 

fails to curb minority terrorism, there is the risk of the majority being tempted to 

have its own terrorist units. 

Jihadi terrorism that we see today was initially sponsored jointly by USA 

Pakistan and Saudi Arabia in late 1970s, to meet their strategic interests in 

Afghanistan. After the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan, Pakistan exported 

these "unemployed" jihadis to India under the sponsorship of the lSI. Many of 

them were and are used for mounting cross-border terrorist strikes in Kashmir. 

Some are used to help in the proxy war of terrorism by activating the sleeper cells . 

.Jihadi terrorism has maligned and defamed the Muslim community as a whole and 

it would behove its leaders to take the lead in tlghting this global menace. It is for 

the Islamic religious leadership to prove that Islam is in fact a religion of peace. 

The ultimate battle against Jihadi terrorism has to he fought in the minds of 

Muslims themselves. Recent declarations against terrorism by their religious 

leadership may help in this fight. As B.Raman has said, ··we, in India. do not 
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believe that a Muslim is horn to he violent. Wt· do not believe that the Muslims of 

the world constitute a monolithic community. We do not believe that if you know 

one Muslim, you know all Muslims. We do not believe that all Muslims behave 

alike. At the same time, we are worried by the emerging trend of some Muslim 

youth belonging to organizations such as the Students Islamic Movement of India 

(SIMI) taking to terrorism in the name of jihad and projecting their so-called jihad 

as part of a global jihad." 

While laying a major part of the blame for cross-border terrorism and .Jihadi 

terrorism on Pakistan and Bangladesh, one has to admit that a significant part of 

jihadi terrorism in India is indigenous. Angry individual Muslims, many of them 

well educated, not belonging to any organisation. have been very much active. 

Dr.Sageman, a retired officer of the CIA, calls them leaderless j ihadis and Raman 

calls them citizen jihadis. They are terrorists born out of the anger of the moment, 

give vent to their anger through tactical strikes. hut they have no strategic 

objective. As Raman says, they lack the capability to carry out terrorist strikes of a 

··strategic nature. which could cause mass casualties. mass economic damage. 

mass disruption and mass panic." 

Vote bank politics and minorityism are among the factors that inhibit 

significant action against .Jihadi terrorists. There is already a creeping feeling that 

the majority is treated as "second class" citizens and this could blow up as a m<~lor 
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reaction, unless the government Improves its performance 111 countering Jihadi 

terrorists. 

Spillover Terrorism 

Terrorist culture and activities have in the past spilled over from the 

activities of Tamil militants in Sri Lanka. It is true that such activities were 

"tolerated'' or "supported in Tamil Nadu for some time, but central and state 

governments have had considerable success in curbing the threat in recent years. 
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3.2 Terrorism in India: 

Violence in the form of terrorism was a significant aspect of Indian 

resistance to British rule in 1900-4 7, despite the widespread impression that 

Mahatma Gandhi's nonviolent strategy dominated the independence movement. 

Political terrorism developed first in Bengal in the early 20th century and was then 

disseminated elsewhere in India. Terrorist acts by Bengali societies and other 

extremist groups helped compel the British to make concessions in negotiations 

with more moderate factions. Since independence in 1947, Indian terrorists have 

lacked the idealism of their predecessors. 

Because the Image of Mahatma Gandhi and the ultimate success of his 

nonviolent methods have dominated western views of the movement for India's 

independence, many believe that India achieved its freedom without resorting to 

violence. In fact, violent resistance was preached and practiced throughout the 

independence movement and had a significant effect on its course and outcome. 

Gandhi himself was forced to acknowledge the sincerity of revolutionary 

terrorists. He claimed to admire the patriotism of the terrorists, though he had "no 

faith whatsoever in their method." Most scholars agree that the existence of 

terrorism made it easier for Gandhi's nonviolent movement to accomplish its 

goals. This study of Indian terrorism--its nature. sources, goals, and its relationship 

with nonviolent resistance--sheds light on both the Indian independence 
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movement in the first half of the t\ventieth century and the return of terrorism at 

the end of this century. 

The effectiveness of the British in disarming the populace by means of the 

Arms Act of 1878 made it impossible for Indian revolutionaries to organize large

scale operations. As a result, those who favored violent resistance were drawn into 

terrorism. Many early writers on the movement preferred the unwieldy coinage 

"militant nationalism," which might have suited the sort of operation Indian 

revolutionaries dreamed of--an armed uprising throughout the country. However. 

they succeeded only once in putting together an organized military force in World 

War II when the Indian National Army took part in the Japanese invasion of 

Assam. All other attempts at armed resistance against the British were relatively 

small-scale acts of covert violence such as armed robberies and assassinations of 

ot1icials and collaborators. Since 1970. most writers on the Indian freedom 

movement have used the term "revolutionary terrorism" or simply "terrorism" to 

describe the activities of Indian revolutionaries. 

The first act of terrorism in India dearly associated with the freedom 

movement was the 1897 assassination of a British official in charge of enforcing 

anti-plague regulations in Poona near Bombay two brothers named Chapckar had 

found the official's methods offensive to Hindu sensibilities and killed him 

because "he made himself an enemy of our religion." According to one of the 

brothers. if the official had been "careful not to interfere with our religion ... we 
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\vould not have been compelled to perpetrate the deed." Such religious motivation 

led the British government to conclude that this "criminal conspiracy connected 

with the revolutionary movement in India had no definite political aims." 

True political terrorism arose at the beginning of the twentieth century in 

Bengal and spread from there to other provinces. Terrorists from Bombay, 

Madras, Punjab, and the United Provinces were often more successful than their 

Bengali counterparts, yet terrorist activities in these regions were less prevalent. In 

Bengal they were commonplace for three decades. An official government report 

mentions 210 "revolutionary outrages" and I 0 I more attempts in Bengal involving 

over one thousand terrorists between 1906 and 1917. After a decade of relative 

quiet, terrorism again broke out in the province. An official list gives 189 incidents 

in Bengal during the years 1930-1934. Outside Bengal terrorist incidents were so 

infrequent that they were not even itemized in the onicial report. 

Terrorist activities in different parts of India 

Terrorism in India can be attributed to India's many low intensity 

conflicts within its borders. If terrorism can be defined as "peacetime equivalent of 

war crime". then these sites of low intensity conflicts are prime spots for terrorism 

in India. The regions with long term terrorist activities today arc Jammu and 

Kashmir. Central India (Naxalism) and Seven Sister States (independence and 

autonomy movements). In the past. the Punjab insurgency led to terrorist activities 
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111 the Indian state of Punjab as \Veil as the national capital Delhi (Delhi serial 

blasts, Anti-Sikh riots). The increased terrorist activities. all pointing to Islamic 

terrorism, have given rise of right-wing politics. leading to violence (Godhra 

Riots) and the Bombay bomb blasts. In recent times. the Delhi. Varanasi and 

Mumbai bomb blasts were aimed not against the Indian state hut were aimed to 

trigger a Hindu-Muslim schism. The perpetrators of terrorism have been members 

of armed opposition groups. Allegations of the involvement of state agencies of 

foreign nations have been made. The terrorist activities have gone up significantly 

after 1990 following the involvement of Pakistan government under the cover of 

its intelligence agency lSI and Islamic militant groups armed, trained and financed 

by Pakistan. 

Northeastern India 

Northeastern India consists 7 states (also known as the seven sisters): 

Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram. Manipur. and 

Nagaland. Tensions exist between these states and the central government as well 

as amongst the tribal people. who arc natives of these states. and migrant peoples 

from other parts of India. The states have ::tccuscd New Delhi ol ignoring the 

issues concerning them. It is this feeling which has led the natives of these states 

to seek greater participation in self-governance. There are existing territorial 

disputes between Manipur and Nagaland. There is a rise of insurgent activities and 

regional movements in the northeast, especially in the states of Assam. Nagaland. 
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Mizoram and Tripura. Most of these organizations demand independent state 

status or increased regional autonomy and sovereignty. 

Nagaland 

The first and perhaps the most significant insurgency were in Nagaland 

from the early 1950s until it was finally quelled in the early 1980s through a 

mixture of repression and cooptation. The National Socialist Council ofNagaland

!sak-Muivah (NSCN-IM) demands an independent Nagaland and has carried out 

several attacks on Indian military installations in the region. On June 14. 200 L a 

cease-fire agreement was signed between the Government of India and the NSCN

IM which had received widespread approval and support in Nagaland. Terrorist 

outfits such as the Naga National Council-Federal (NNC-F) and the National 

Council of Nagaland-Khaplang (NSCN-K) also welcomed the development. 

Certain neighbouring states, especially Manipur. raised serious concerns over the 

cease-fire. They feared that NSCN would continue insurgent activities in its state 

and demanded New Delhi scrap the ceaseti,:e deal and renew military action. 

Despite the cease-tire the NSCN has continued its insurgency. According to 

government officials. 599 civilians. 235 security forces and 862 terrorists have lost 

their lives between 1992 and 2000. 

Assam 

So far as Assam is concerned it is perhaps one of the problem child of the 

Indian Union. In fact. agitation started right t!·om the moment of the partition of the 
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country. Infact, thousands of thousands of refugees entered in the state of Assam 

from East Pakistan, which are greatly destabilized and disturbed the equilibrium. 

Intact, United Liberation Front of Assam (lJLFA) came into existence with the 

aim of establishing an independent state under the leadership of Paresh Barua. 

Another organization can be seen composed of the tribes of Bodos vvho think 

themselves politically deprived. This organization is known as Democratic Front 

of Bodoland. In Assam, communalism. and terrorism are increasing day by day. 

thus causing a chronic problem in the country. 

Leading the ULF A and ensuring its survival as an insurgent group has been 

no easy game for 44-year old Barua. who is of the same age as Osama Bin Laden. 

He has thrice escaped capture or death when encircled by hugely superior Indian 

or Burmese forces. And, since December 2000. he has survived four attempts on 

his life by ULF A renegades and Bangladeshi mercenaries allegedly backed by the 

Assam Police and Indian intelligence. 

In the nearly five years of AGP rule ( 1985- I 990), the ULF A grew into a 

hydra-headed dragon. Its tentacles spread far and wide in Assam and some 

neighbouring states; its sympathises were entrenched at all levels of administration 

and society. the number of its armed cadres swelling to around 2000 at one stage. 

Its tax collection machinery was perfected with a near-accurate database. Those 

served 'notices' usually found their company balance sheets and income tax returns 

attached to back the demand. By the time President's rule was imposed on Assam 
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in November 1990, the ULFA had set up a netv.:ork of camps throughout Assam. a 

parallel administration and an extortion net\\ork never bettered hy any rebel group 

in the region. 

Paresh Barua was, however, not a believer in unrestrained terror. His 

military wing mixed selective terror with a Maoist form of rural populism. The 

ULF A. alive to its Maoist orientation, set up Unnayan Parishads(Development 

Committees), which would use government funds to expedite development 

projects. 

By 1997-1998, the ULF A's transition from a rural Maoist style guerrilla 

organization into once that had come to depend on large-scale urban terrorism was 

complete. As it lost the physical space in Assam to an ever-domineering security 

apparatus, and faced large-scale desertions, the ULFA resorted to an ever

increasing use of terror to preserve its existence and keep the state at bay. 

In the rundown to the violence it usually unleashes with other separatist 

groups in Northeast India on the eve of the Indian Independence Day celebrations. 

the l!LFA struck an oil depot at Thekraguri in August 1997, and hie\\ up rail 

tracks in several areas. Intelligence reports indicated that the l!LFA had plans to 

hlow up all the four oil refineries in Assam. ostensibly at the lSI's prodding. The 

Assam Police responded by unleashing 'secret killer teams' made up of 

surrendered militants, who began to kill close relatives of several sentor ULFA 
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leaders like Arabinda Rajkhowa and Mithinga Daimary. The ULFA retaliated b; 

firing rockets at a hideout of the surrendered ULFA militants (popularly known as 

SULFA) in Guwahati. They then assassinated Tapan Dutta \Vho had once headed 

the ULFA's Dibrugarh district Unit before surrendering. 

Before the 2001 Assam Assembly elections. the ULFA unleashed a violent 

campaign against the AGP-BJP alliance Paresh Barua was determined to square 

up with Chief Minister Prafulla Kumar Mahanta and also keep the RIP out of 

power in Assam. Barua's detractors believe he has taken an anti-B.JP and a pro

immigrant line to please his allies in Bangladesh and Pakistan. But those who have 

analysed the ULF A's political transition argue that it has consciously decided to 

project itself as a movement of all those residing in Assam. 

Another organisation can be seen which is composed of the tribes of Bodos 

who think themselves politically deprived. This organisation is known as 

Democratic Front of Bodoland. Not only was the ULFA having a free run 111 

Assam. but the Bodo agitation was also turning very violent. While the ULF A was 

beginning to control territory and dominate the state administration. resorting to a 

few select killings. the Bodos were freely using mass terror tactics. blowing up 

bridges. trains and buses. Hundreds died in the attacks. 

Bodo Liberation Tiger Force (BLTF) \\as established on June I X. 1996. 

under the leadership of Prem Singh Brahma. 
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BLTF's three major objectives are: 

a) Creation of a separate State ofBodoland in the north bank ofthe Brahmaputra; 

b) Creation of an autonomous district council in the south bank of the 

Brahmaputra; 

c) Inclusion of the Bodos of Karbi Anglong district in the Sixth Schedule of the 

Constitution. 

To achieve these objectives, BLTF has resorted to violence smce its 

inception. However, in its bid to find an amicable solution to the vexed Bodoland 

issue. BLTF held six rounds of talks with the Central government in 1999, 

culminating in a cease-fire signed on March 29, 2000. The agreement stipulates 

some ground rules with centre agreeing to call off operation against the insurgent 

group and the latter agreeing to shun violence and desist from unla\vful activities. 

After the signing of the cease-fire agreement, the BLTF leaders said. "We like to 

transform ourselves gradually into a successful social institution for taking up 

major social and economic initiatives to solve the various problems of Bodoland 

through pro-active participation in the society. We are attaching topmost priority 

to creation of congenial atmosphere for negotiated settlement of tht? issue 

concerning Bodoland and its people". BUT's cadre strength is reported to be more 

than 500. 

Governor Lt. Gen. (Retd.) S. K. Sinha said. "Insurgency in Assam was 

finished about five years ago. What we are now facing is terrorism. "The 
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Governor said after being isolated hy the masses the insurgents had turned into 

terrorists in the state. 

He further said, "We must appreciate that in a large State like Assam where 

ultras are enjoying sanctuary just across the border it is so easy for a small group 

of armed militants to go to any remote part of the State and kill vulnerable 

innocent people. "He said although, the banned ULFA had been denying its 

involvement in the killings. the Government had definite information to believe 

that most of the killings were handiwork of the outfit. He gave several plausible 

reasons for the shift of ULF A's way of operation. He said the outfit which was 

going through a very difficult phase in the wake of killing of over 800 of its 

cadres, surrenders by nearly 3000 members during the last couple of years, was 

probably trying to boost the morale of its cadre through some 'high-profile' 

operations. He also said the ULF A through these mindless killings wanted to 

discredit the present regime in the state regarding its handling of law and order 

situation on the eve ofthe Assembly elections. 

However. despite the escalation or violence. the Governor excluded 

confidence to tackle the situation effectively and stated that the Government was 

taking appropriate step to contain violence. He called for co-operation fi·om the 

people in this regard. 
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After Nagaland, Assam is the most volatile state in the region. Beginning 

1979. the indigenous people of Assam demanded that the illegal immigrants who 

had emigrated from Bangladesh to Assam he detected and deported. The 

movement lead by All Assam Students Union began non-violently with 

satyagraha, boycotts, picketing and courting arrests. Those protesting frequently 

came under police action. In 1983 an election was conducted which was opposed 

by the movement leaders. The election leads to widespread ~iolence. The 

movement finally ended after the movement leaders signed an agreement (called 

Assam Accord) with the central government in August 15. I 985. Under the 

provisions of this accord, anyone who entered the state illegally between January 

1966 and March 1971 were allowed to remain hut were disenfranchised for ten 

years, while those who entered after 1971 faced expulsion. A November 1985 

amendment to the Indian citizenship law allows non citizens who entered Assam 

between 1961 and 1971 to have all the rights of citizenship except the right to vote 

for a period of ten years. New Delhi also gave special administration autonomy to 

the Bodos in the state. However. the Bodos demanded for a separate Bodoland 

which led to a clash between the Bengalis. the Bodos and the Indian military 

resulting in hundreds of deaths. 

There are several organizations which advocate the independence of 

Assam. The most prominent of which is the lJLFA (United Liberation Front of 

Asom ). Formed in I 971. the ULFA has two main goals. the independence of 
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Assam and the establishment of a socialist government. The ULFA has carried out 

several terrorist attacks in the region targeting the Indian Military and 

noncombatants. The group assassinates political opponents, attacks police and 

other security forces, blasts railroad tracks. and attacks other infrastructure 

facilities. The ULF A is believed to have strong links with Nationalist Socialist 

Council of Nagaland (NSCN). Maoists and the Naxalites. It is also believed that 

they carry out most of their operations from the Kingdom of Bhutan. Because of 

ULF A's increased visibility, the Indian government outlawed the group in 1986 

and declared Assam a troubled area. Under pressure from New Delhi. Bhutan 

carried a massive operation to drive out the ULF A militants from its territory. 

Backed by the Indian Army, Thimphu was successful in killing more than a 

thousand terrorists and extraditing many more to India while sustaining only 120 

casualties. The Indian military undertook several successful operations aimed at 

countering future ULF A terrorist attacks. but the lJLF A continues to be active in 

the region. In 2004. the ULFA targeted a public school in Assam killing 19 

children and 5 adults. 

Assam remams the only state in the northeast where terrorism is still a 

major problem. The Indian Military was successful in dismantling terrorist outtits 

in other areas. but have been criticized by human rights groups for allcgedl) us1ng 

harsh methods when dealing with terrorists. 
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Tripura 

Tripura witnessed a surge in terrorist activities in the 1990s. New Delhi blamed 

Bangladesh for providing a safe haven to the insurgents operating from its 

territory. The area under control of the Tripura Tribal Areas Autonomous District 

Council was increased after a tripartite agreement between New Delhi, the state 

government of Tripura, and the Council. The government has since been brought 

the movement under control though certain rebellious factions still linger. 

Manipur 

Terrorism gave rise its ugly head also in the state of Manipur. The state of 

Manipur was included in the Indian llnion in the year of 1949 alter India's 

independent. The major reason for this was the tribes known as Meiti who were 

economically deprived. The United National Liberation front was established in 

1964 under the leadership of Samarendra Singh. The People's Liberation Army 

was developed in 1978. The other organizations were also developed on the 

ideological line of Naxalbari. Manipur was declared a disturbed state in 1980 due 
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to the rapid rise of terrorist activities. Military operations continued for a long time 

and the terrorist groups lost their morale significantly. 

In Manipur, militants formed an organization knov..-'n as the People's 

Liberation Army. Their main goal was to unite the Meitei tribes of Burma and 

establish an independent state of Manipur. However, the movement was thought to 

have been suppressed after a fierce clash with Indian security forces in the mid 

1990s. 

On September 18, 2005, six separatist rebels were killed in the fighting 

between Zomi Revolutionary Army and Zomi Revolutionary Front 111 the 

Churachandpur District. 

On September 20, 2005, 14 Indian soldiers were ambushed and killed by 20 

rebels from the Kangle i Y awol Kanna Lup (K YKL) terrorist organization. armed 

with AK-56 rifles, in the village of Nariang. 22 miles southwest of Manipur's 

capital Imphal. "Unidentified rebels using automatic weapons ambushed a road 

patrol of the army's Gorkha Rifles killing eight on the spot," said a spokesman for 

the Indian government. Currently there are 19 separate rebel groups operating in 

Manipur. 
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Mizoram 

The Mizo National Front fought for over 2 decades with the Indian Military in an 

effort to gain independence. As in neighbouring states the insurgency was quelled 

by force. 

North Indian States 

JAMMU & Kashmir 

Today Kashmir IS the mam concentration centre of India's political, 

military, administrative and social life. For centuries, from the days of Afghan 

rule, Kashmiri society has suffered from an acute and exaggerated need to belong 

a crisis of ethnic and religious identity. political insecurity and a deep sense of 

personal deprivation. Such insecurity has largely been responsible for goading 

young men into the waiting arms of militancy to seek group identity. In informal 

but structured discussions. captured militants exhibit well known traits of 

insecurity buttressed by high levels of pathological anxiety. The potential militant 

is trapped in a mental crossfire the fear of two guns -· one in the hand of 

security forces and the other held by active militants. The psychological dilemma 

intensities till it becomes intolerable to live in the present. A low self-esteem. a 

weak ego and low frustration tolerance make matters worse. Sooner or late they 

die in cast; the Devil wins. To the ne\v convert, the elder militants are nmv his 

kindred. his religion, and his hopes. When everything is lose hope still lives on. 
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and therefore the choice Is quite clear. lie makes up his mind he crosses the 

Rubicon. 

India is being targeted by all kinds of terrorist outfits \vhose only purpose 

seems to be to destroy its democratic values and throw the region into chaos. What 

is particularly sad is that our neighbour Pakistan to which we extended our warm 

hand of friendship is in the centre of the crime network. Unfortunately, they 

mistook our peace gesture for our weakness. So much so that to try our mettle they 

unleashed an unprovoked attack on our territory at the Kargi I sector. The activities 

and machinations of Pakistan perpetrated though its Inter Services Intelligence 

(lSI) is making our choices rather limited. What is even more jeopardous is that 

the lSI is using its Islamic fundamentalist card to carry out its nefarious activities 

in several parts of India by misguiding certain sections of our citizenry. 

After fighting three unsuccessful wars in 194 7-48, 1965 and 197 L Pakistan 

realized that annexation of Kashmir through a conventional military operation was 

not possible. India's military power is supenor both quantitatively and 

qualitatively as compared to Pakistan which stands as an impediment to their 

desire of annexing Kashmir. Therefore, it was sometime II1 1984 that the Late 

President Zia-Ul Haq decided to launch a proxy war 111 Kashmir. l\1ilitary 

confidants assured the President that \vith Pakistan's experience of masstve 

infiltration into J & K (Operation ClfBRAI TAR) in 1965, and emerge templates 

from their current involvement in Afghanistan: the proxy war had a far greater 
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chance of success than the conventional option. With slight refinements, the 

Afghan model could be replicated in Kashmir. these zealots promised. This 

presumption was yet another blunder. All insurgencies have some common 

reference points, but in the final analysis. each one is different and there are no 

eternal or constants to see you through all of the Lmv Intensity Conflicts (LICs) 

From 1985, the lSI started the training of the cadres of the extremist 

organizations of Jammu & Kashmir to in large numbers in camps in Pakistan 

occupied Kashmir (POK). Till 1990, the lSI trained whoever went to the POK 

from Jammu & Kashmir irrespective of the organization to which he belonged and 

gave those arms and ammunitions. 

Alarmed by the popularity of the JKLF. which advocated independence for 

Jammu & Kashmir. The lSI, with the approval of Nawaz Shard: who had become 

the Prime Minister in late 1990, reduced assistance to the JKLF and started giving 

training and arms and ammunitions only to groups recommended by the .lamaat-e

lslami. which advocated Jammu & Kashmir's merger with Pakistan. The foremost 

amongst these groups was the Hizbul Mujahi deen. 

In 1992, small numbers of Pakistani and other foreign mercenanes had 

started infiltrating into Jammu & Kashmir. at the lSI's instance. to heel" up the pro

Pakistan extremist groups. This trend increased alter the collapse of the Najibullah 

Government in Kabul in April 1992. Pakistani mercenary groups such as the HUM 
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(then known as the Harkat-UI-Ansar) and the Lashkar-e Taiba, the militant wing 

of the Markaz Dawa AI Irshad, shifted from Afghanistan to the POK and started 

intensifying the infiltration of the mercenaries into Jammu & Kashmir. The 

leadership of the movement started passing into the hands of these mercenaries. 

Reports, however. suggest that Pakistan never stopped its aid to the 

terrorists in Kashmir. A report in the Washington Post, dated May 16. I 994. titled 

"Pakistan Aiding Rebels in Kashmir. Muslims Reportedly Armed and Trained" by 

John Ward Anderson, datelined Muzaffarabad. gives a firsthand account of such 

assistance by Pakistan to terrorists in Kashmir. 

At the turn of the Millennium. almost 23.000 lives had been lost in Jammu 

& Kashmir (J&K) in a terrorist campaign that has been sustained for more than I 0 

years. and that has assumed the character of a proxy war by Pakistan against India. 

After significance and continuous decline over the preceding years. there was a 

sudden escalation and a dramatic shift in the character of terrorist violence in the 

wake of the Kargil War (May-July. 1999). The first incident that marked this shift 

was the attack on the Border Security Force (BSF) camp at Bandipore on July 3 I. 

I 999 - the first terrorist attack in Jammu & Kashmir directed against a major 

securitv f()rces (SF) base. Till the end of .Januarv 2000. there had been 12 further - -

attacks on heavily guarded SF establishments. including the 15 Corps Army 

Headquarters at Bad am ibagh. the Army J-1 eadquarters at Baram ull a. and the 

Jammu & Kashmir Police Special Operations Group (SOG) Headquarters at 
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Srinagar. Two attacks have also been carried out over this period on the centre of 

governance, the State Secretariat at Srinagar. 

These attacks represent the adoption of high-risk strategy by Pakistan and 

the induction into Jammu & Kashmir of increasing tire-power and a new 

generation of terrorists with greater experience and better training. A majority of 

these are foreign mercenaries, most of whom have seen significant action in 

Afghanistan. An estimated 60 per cent of all terrorists operating in the State are 

now of foreign origin, a majority drawn from Pakistan and Pakistan Occupied 

Kashmir (POK) and Afghanistan. There has also been a visible improvement in 

the firepower available to the terrorists. The Kalashnikov is now virtually standard 

issue for the terrorists and increasing numbers of rocket launchers are available 

and have been used in all major attacks. Arms seizures also register missile 

launchers, anti-aircraft guns, anti-tank and anti-personnel mines. and a significant 

number of flame throwers in addition to thousands of kilograms of explosives and 

a variety of sophisticated triggering mechanisms. 

Some latest details of Pakistani aided terrorism in Kashmir 

October I, 2001. an explosive laden car \Vas blown up by militants near the 

entrance of the .Jammu & Kashmir State legislature. At least 25 peopk were feared 

killed and 50 injured in the attack. Pakistan-based militant group . .Jaish-e

Mohammad claimed responsibility for the attack. saying a suicide bomber drove 
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the explosive laden car to the legislature. The blast caused damage to at least !50 

buildings or street stalls around the tightly guarded legislature, including a six

storey hotel. 

In 2001 Hizb district commander was killed in Budgam 2 soldiers, 5 

militants among 10 killed in a dare-devil militant attack on an army convoy in 

Baramulla outskirts of Janbazpora, troops retaliated and killed two militants of 

Lashkar-e-Toiba. 

On November 23, 2002 nine persons. including five Army men were killed 

and 25 injured when militants blasted an improvised Explosive Device on 

Srinagar-Jammu Highway near Lower Munda. 75 km from Srinagar. Among the 

dead were two women and two children. Two militant groups. Harkat-Ul-.Jehad-e

Islami and .Jamaitul Mujahideen have owned the attack. 

On November 24, 2002. in one of the most daring first ever twin attacks; 

terrorists attacked the historic Raghunath Temple yet again in the heart of Jammu 

City. Just 500 meters away around the same time they also targeted another temple 

complex Panjbakhtar and gunned down at least 14 persons. including two security 

personnel and injured 50 others in both these attacks. However. one of the 

terrorists, who stormed the Raghunath temple. was killed inside the temple 

complex. This is the second time this year that the temple has been attacked. On 

20 March. ten persons. including four security personnel and two militants were 
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killed when terrorists threw grenades and sprayed bullets in Raghunath Chowk 

and later went inside the temple complex. The temple is visited by hundreds of 

thousands of Hindu pilgrims from across the country every year. The Lashkar-e

Toiba has claimed responsibility for the attack. 

The nation quoted the then Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif as saymg: "He 

(Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif) said that Kashmir would become part of Pakistan 

and thanks giving prayers would be otTered in Srinagar ... " 

The study cites "numerous reports" that Pakistan powerful military 

intelligence agency, the Inter Services Intelligence Directorate, used drug money 

to fund groups it supports in neighbouring conflicts. The lSI use heroin profits to 

help finance the war in Afghanistan (against the former Soviet Union) and has 

developed similar funding arrangements with Sikh in India and Kashmiri 

insurgents in India-controlled Kashmir. 

"Hundreds of Muslim militants from throughout the Middle East are in 

Kashmir to take part in an Islamic 'Jihad' against Indian government. according to 

high ranking officers of the Hizb-lJl-Mujahideen or party of Hoi:• Warriors." 

Muslim militants are attempting to gain control of about two-thirds of Kashmir, 

which is ruled by India, and create fundamentalist Islamic State. 

According to a former IS! official vvho spoke on condition of anonymity. 

Pakistani otlicials cultivated close ties to Indian Muslims who participated in the 
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Afghan Jihad. The official said Pakistan segregated them in special training camps 

and, after they returned to India, supplied help through them to insurgence in 

Kashmir, Punjab and northeastern state of Assam. 

"lSI emphasis on promoting pro-Pakistan parties stems from Islamabad's 

eagerness to claim Kashmir for itself a stress on Islam reflects the influence of 

Jamaat-e-Islami, a small but highly influential party that in part of Prime Minister 

Nawaz Sharifs ruling coalition. The party is convinced that the only legitimate 

uprising for Muslims is Jehad, a holy war based on Islamic teachings." 

According to the BSF estimates. from January '92 Kashmiri militant groups 

had killed 1,585 men and women including 981 Muslims, 218 Hindus, 23 Sikhs 

and 363 Security personnel. Among the persons killed were 12 political leaders 

and 51 0 Government officials. 

The approach, which Pakistan has apparently adopted in regard to Kashmir 

is an "Afghan Model", essentially a protracted war, which has made Kashmir into 

a bleeding wound for India, raising the politicaL military and psychological costs 

of its occupation. 

There is also a message for Kashmir. The antidote f(H· Islamic 

fundamentalism is secularism not Hindu fundamentalism. If unchecked. Hindutva 

may trigger off the Communal Bomb and polarise Indian society along religious 

lines. Hopefully, sanity will prevaiL but the threat is very much there. 
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Though there had been instances of sporadic conflict in many regions for 

many years, intensified attacks occurred in the late 1980s, when Mujahideen 

fighters from Afghanistan slowly infiltrated the region, allegedly with Pakistan's 

help, following the end of the Soviet- Afghan War in 1989. Since then, violence 

has increased significantly in strength. Many separatists have carried out attacks 

on Indian civilians and Indian military installations in response to what they see as 

Indian military occupation. 

India claims most of the separatist terrorist groups are based in Pakistan and 

Pakistan Administered Kashmir (also known as Azad Kashmir). Some like the All 

Parties Hurriyat Conference and the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation front demand 

an independent Kashmir. Other groups such as Lashkar-e-Toiba and Jaish-e

Mohammed favour a Pakistani-Kashmir. Both the organization no longer operates 

under these names after they were banned hy the Indian and Pakistani government, 

and by other countries including the USA and UK. Of the larger militant groups. 

the Hizbul Mujahideen, a militant organization based in Indian administered 

Kashmir. unlike other groups, has only kept its name. Despite casualties. the 

militants are still believed to number thousands rather than hundreds. Several new 

separatist organizations have also emerged. According to lJS Intelligence, Al

Qaeda also has a main base in Pakistani Kashmir and is helping to foment 

terrorism in Jammu and Kashmir. 
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It is hard to determine the total number of casualties. According to a report 

of the Government of India in the year 2000. ~I ,000 Indian civilians had lost their 

lives due to the insurgency. Human rights groups and local NGOs put the total 

figure at more than 84,000 (2005 figure). Militancy had reached its peak in 1994 

when the region saw more than 6,043 incidents and has since declined. However, 

Kashmir continues to remain as the most volatile region in the world with an 

average of 2,500 incidents every year. According to an Indian estimate in 2005 

there were about 2,000 militants in the Kashmir valley alone; 1.200 of them 

belong to the Hizbul Mujahideen. Not all Kashmiri separatists and militant 

organizations share the same ideology. Some fight in the name of religion. some 

are pro-Pakistan and some favour an independent Kashmir. Furthermore. reports 

indicate that a minority of the fighters are Hindu mercenaries who have taken up 

arms for money. 

India claims it is the presence of these numerous anti-India insurgent 

groups that has compelled New Delhi to deploy massive number of troops in 

.Jammu and Kashmir for the task of counter insurgency. New Delhi has never 

made an official count, but military analysts estimate that anywhere ti·om 30,000 

to nearly 33,000 security personnel are more likely involved. supported by 

thousand of Indian paramilitary groups such as the Rashtriya ritles. and the Romeo 

Force. Further consolidating Indian control in Kashmir are hundreds of counter

insurgents known collectively as the lkhwanis. Made up of former militants. the 
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groups were abandoned by India in the early part of this decade. allo\ving anti

Indian militants to kill some of the Ikhwanis, including the lkhwanis leader, 

Kukka Parray. 

Terrorist Groups 

According to India, a terrorist group Lashkar-e-Toiba has split into two 

factions: AI Mansurin and AI Nasirin. Another new group reported to have 

emerged is the save Kashmir Movement Harkat-ul-Mujahideen (formerly known 

as Harkat-ul-Ansar) and Lashkar-e-Toiba are believed to be operating from 

Muzaffarabad, Azad Kashmir and Muridke, Pakistan respectively. Other less well 

known groups are the Freedom Force and Farzandan-e-Milat. A smaller group, Al

Badr, has been active in Kashmir for many years and is still believed to be 

functioning. All parties Hurriyat Conference, an organization that uses moderate 

means to press for the rights of the Kashm iris, are often considered as the mediator 

between New Delhi and insurgent groups. 

Not much is known about collaboration between the vanous groups. but 

most say they are members of an alliance known as the United Jihad Council 

(UJC). The two groups which India says were behind the December 100 l attack 

on the Indian Parliament in New Delhi- known then as Jaish-e-Mohammed and 

l.ashkar-e-Toiba are believed to he members or the UJC. India says that it \Vas 

.Jaish-e-Mohammed that attacked the Jammu and Kashmir State Assembly 111 
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Srinagar in October 200 I. It is also known that the Jaish-e-Mohammed was 

.. responsible for the hijacking of Indian Airlines Flight IC-814 to Kandahar. which 

forced the Government of India to release Maul ana Masood Azhar. the chief of the 

Jaish-e- Mahammed. Recruits from various part of the world have been sent to 

Pakistan-administered Kashmir for training and advice. 

Involvement 

According to Indian authorities, Kashm iri terrorists are sponsored by 

Pakistan; an allegation which Islamabad strongly denies. However a report by 

Human Rights Watch group confirms the Indian view stating that "There is 

compelling evidence that elements of the Pakistani Government have sponsored a 

significant tlow of arms to Kashmiri militants. as well as an extensive training 

programme." The US government has also supported the claim that anti-Indian 

terror groups exist in Pakistan India claims that there are also other Afghan. 

Egyptian. Yemeni and Bangladeshi terrorists active in Jammu and Kashmir. Other 

nonpartisan resources also concur stating that Pakistan's military and Inter 

services Intelligence (lSI) both include personnel who sympathize with- or even 

assist- Islamist militants adding that "lSI has provided covert but well-documented 

support to terrorist groups active in Kashmir. among other outfits ... In a recent 

infiltration bid. a Pakistan Armv officer \\:as shot dead. with India citin~I, that this . ~ 

was clear evidence of Pakistani involvement in the insurgency. The lIN Security 

Council has also confirmed the existence of terrorist groups based in (Pakistan) 
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Kashmir and urged Pakistan to crack down on terrorist groups which had been 

operating in Kashmir and killing innocent people. 

Pakistan describes some of these separatists as ··freedom fighters·· and says 

that it supports their effort for the cause of the Kashmiris only morally. Pakistan 

however admits that there has been 'cross border infiltration of militants' across 

the I controls (LOC). In 2002, Pakistani President Parvez Musharraf tried to clamp 

down on the militants operating from Pakistan. India, however. claims that 

Islamabad supports these groups financially and militarily. Many sources have 

maintained that Pakistan's intelligence organization. Inter-Service Intelligence. is 

the main supplier of funds and arms to these groups; a claim that Islamabad has 

dismissed. The British Government had stated there is a 'clear link' between 

Pakistan's Inter-Service Intelligence and three major militant groups. An article in 

the Guardian had uncovered evidence that Pakistani militants were openly raising 

funds and training new recruits and that the lSI's Kashmir cell was instrumental in 

funding and controlling the militant outfits. Richard Bennett. a British Military 

and intelligence analyst states that the lSI has armed and trained generations of 

Islamic extremists and has directed many of their terrorist attacks both within the 

Kashmir and in India's major cities. 

Indian sources also allege that there are between 2600 tn 3000 militants 

receiving training in camps across Pakistan and POK. During a peace summit 

between Pakistani President Pervez Musharaf and Indian former Prime Minister 
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Atal Bihari Vajpayee in January 2004, Islamabad assured India that it would do 

everything possible to curb the activities any training camps on its territory. 

However, violence has continued in Kashmir despite a 3 year long peace process 

between India and Pakistan. There were as many as 166 incidents in June 2005 

alone in which some 201 people have died. 

A Pakistan based magazine Herald published a cover story on the training 

camps in Pakistan, which were training Kashmir and Afghan militants. 

According to Indian sources there are about 37 training camps in Pakistan. 49 in 

Azad Kashmir and 22 in Afghanistan. The FBI also has produced images of camps 

operating in Pakistan. India claims that in every year thousand of armed insurgents 

infiltrate into Indian administered Kashmir and carry out attacks against Indian 

Security Forces and Kashmiri civilians. In June 2005. the Indian Army had foiled 

at least 72 infiltration attempts along the Line of Control in Kashmir. India alleges 

that despite the commitments made by Pervez Musharraf. Islamabad has done 

little to stop the training camps on its soil. According to India. most of the 

militants in Kashmir come from the Pakistan. Afghanistan. EgypL Yemen and 

Bangladesh. Not all Kashmiri separatists and militant organizations share the same 

ideology. Some fight in the name of religion. some are pro-Pakistan and some 

favour an independent Kashmir. Furthermore. not all the militants arc Muslims. 

Recent reports indicate that a growing minority of the fighters are Hindu militants 

who have taken up arms for money. 
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India has also accused Pakistan of a campaign of ethnic cleansing against 

Kashmiris using state-sponsored terrorism. It claims that starting from the 80's 

70.000 to 120,000 Kashmiris have been killed. 

Human rights violations 

Militants are accused of following a policy of ethnic cleansing against the 

Kashmir populace. Many Kashmiri Muslims and Pandits have been killed in 

Kashmir over the years. Human rights organizations put the figure of the number 

killed since the late 80's at 80,000. Tens of thousands of Kashmiri Pandits have 

emigrated as a result of the violence. 

Estimates of the displaced vary from 170,000 to 700,000. Local politicians 

have suffered the brunt of aggression. The districts of Baramulla and Anantnag in 

the Kashmir valley, are the worst affected. Incidents of rape. kidnapping. looting. 

rioting. and money laundering have increased since insurgency intensified in the 

1980's. The Jammu and Kashmir provincial government stated in 2003, that a total 

of 3744 people had 'disappeared' since 1989. However. human rights activities 

put the total figure at more than 8000. Those who are targeted mainly include 

women. children and local politicians. 

More than 120 local politicians have lost their lives. 15 of whom were 

members of Kashmir State Assembly. 
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Terrorist attacks 

• Attack on Jammu and Kashmir State Assembly- A car bomb exploded near 

the Jammu and Kashmir State Assembly on October I, 200 I, killing 27 

people on an attack that was blamed on Kashmiri separatist. It was one of 

the most prominent attacks against India apart from on the Indian 

Parliament in December 2001. No Kashmiri government official was killed 

or injured during the incident. 

• Wandhama Massacre- In January 1998, 24 Kashmiri Pandits living in the 

city Wandhama was killed by Kashmiri militants. According to the 

testimony of one of the survivors, the mil it ants dressed themselves as 

officers of the Indian Army, entered their houses and then started tiring 

blindly. The incident was significant because it coincided with former US 

President Bill Clinton's visit to India and New Delhi used the massacre to 

present a case against the alleged Pakistan-supported terrorism in Kashmir. 

• Sangrampora killings- On March 22, 1997, 7 Kashmiri Pandits were killed 

in Sangrampora village in the Budgam district. 

• On October I, 200 I, a bombing at the legislative assemblv 1n Sri nagar 

killed 38. 

• Qasim Nagar Attack- On July 13, 2003, armed militants believed to be a 

part of the Lashkar-e Toiba threw hand grenades at the <)asim Nagar 
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market in Srinagar and then tired on civilians standing nearby killing 

twenty seven and injuring many more. 

• Assassination of Abdul Cihani Lone- Abdul Ghani Lone a prominent All 

Party Hurriyat Conference leader was assassinated by unidentified gunman 

during a memorial rally in Srinagar. The assassination resulted in wide

scale demonstration against the Indian forces fro failing to provide enough 

security cover for Mr. Lone. 

• .July 20, 2005 Srinagar Bombing- A car bomb exploded near an armoured 

Indian Army vehicle in the famous Church Lane area in rinagar killing 4 

Indian Army personnel, one civilian and the suicide bomber. Militant group 

Hizbul Mujahideen, claimed responsibility for the attack. 

• Budshah Chowk attack- A militant attack on July 29, 2005 at Srinagar's 

city centre, Budshah Chowk, killed 2 left more that 17 people injured. Most 

of those injured were media journalists. 

• Murder of Ghulam Nabi Lone- On October 18. 2005 suspected Kashmiri 

militants killed .Jammu and Kashmir's then education minister Clhulam 

Nabi Lone. Militant group called AI Mansurin claimed responsibility for 

the attack. 

• On May 3, 2006 militants massacred J5 Hindu 111 Doda and lldhampur 

district in Jammu and Kashmir. 
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• On June 12. 2006 one person was killed and 31 were wounded when 

terrorists hurled three grenades on Vaishnode,·i shrine-bound buses at the 

general bus stand here this morning. 

• On July 7, 2006 over 190 people were killed and over 700 injured from 

bombs planted on 7 commuter trains in Mumbai by Lashkar-e-Toiba 

terrorists. 
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Bihar 

Although terrorism is not considered a major issue in the state. existence of 

certain groups like the CPI-ML Peoples war. MCC.Ranvir Sena and Balbir 

militias is a major concern as they frequently attack local policemen and 

politicians. Poor governance and the law and order system in Bihar have helped 

increase the menace caused by the militias. The Ranvir Sena is a militia of forward 

caste land owners which is taking on the might of powerful Naxalites in the area. 

The State has witnessed many massacres by these caste groups and retaliatory 

action by other groups. All the militias represent interest of some caste groups. 

The main victims of the violence by these groups are helpless people (including 

women, old and children) who are killed in caste massacres. The state police are ill 

equipped to take on the Ak-47, AK-56 of the militants with their vintage 303 

rifles. The militants have used landmines to kill ambush police parties as well. The 

root cause of the militant activities in the state is huge disparity among different 

caste groups. After Independence, land reforms were supposed to be implemented, 

thereby giving the low caste and the poor a share in the lands which was till then 

held mostly by high caste people. However due to caste based divisive politics in 

the state land reforms were never implemented properly. This led to growing sense 

of alienation among the lmv caste. Communist groups like CPJ-1\11. MCC and 

People's War took advantage of this and instigated the low caste people to take up 

arms against establishment which \Vas seen as a tool in the hands of rich. They 
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started taking up lands of rich by force killing the high caste people. The high 

caste people resorted to use of force by forming their own army Ranvir Sena to 

take on the naxalites. The State witnessed a bloody period in which the groups 

tried to prove their supremacy by mass killings. The Police remained a mute 

witness to these killings as it lacked the means to take any action. However now 

the Ranvir Sena has significantly weakened with the arrest of its top brass. The 

other groups are still active. Many a time's politicians use these groups for their 

advantage. 

There have been arrests in various parts of the country, particularly those 

made by the Delhi and Mumbai police in the recent past, indicating that 

extremist/terrorist outfits have been spreading their networks in this State. There is 

a strong suspicion that Bihar is also being used as a transit point by the small-

• arms, fake currency and drug dealers entering from Nepal and terrorists reportedly 

infiltrating through Nepal and Bangladesh. 

Punjab 

The Punjab experience can be applied to the Kashmir conflict -- and there 

has ahvays been an implied claim that such an assertion would be absurd. Alter 

alL a victory in the insignificant marshes of the Maud. an area of a le\\ hundred 

square kilometers. Evidently cannot be translated into strategies in the 

mountainous terrain of, say the Doda district which extends over 12,()00 square 



.. 
kilometers and comprehends SIX tmvns and 655 sparsely inhabited, often 

inaccessible. villages dispersed across densely forested hills and snowbound 

mountains. To state this is to state the obvious. It is equally, to deliberately and 

incorrectly conceive of what precisely constitutes the 'Punjab experience'. At a 

tactical level, of course, the experience in Maud was as irrelevant to counter 

terrorist operations in, say Amritsar City, or Ludhiana or Jalandhar, as it is to 

Doda. Terrain demographic structures. the alignment of forces, the strength and 

pattern of terrorist organizations, their weapons and their activities the character of 

foreign support and the structure of routes of ingress and egress from and to safe 

havens within and across borders, are among the innumerable factor that demand 

tactical flexibility and a uniqueness of response, not only between theatres of 

conflict, but literally from action to action. This does not, however, mean that 

there are no lessons to be learned from the history of warfare in generaL or from 

the experience of the counter terrorist campaign in Punjab, in particular. 

The lSI training of Dal Khalsa activities in Pakistani camps started in 1980 

and this assistance was extended in subsequent years to the recruits of other 

organisations also such as the Bahhar Khalsa, the International Sikh Youth 

Federation (ISYF), and the Khalistan Commando Force (KCF) etc. Between 1981 

and 1984, the Dal Khalsa, acting either alone or in co-operation with other groups. 

hijacked five aircraft of the Indian Airlines to Lahore -- one each in 1981 and 

1984 and three in 1982. The Pakistani authorities to land in Lahore where they 
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terminated the hijacking and ostensibly arrested (ic:~jender Singh and his associates 

allowed the plane of 1981, but they did not keep them in jail. They allowed them 

to stay in the Nankana Sahib guruclwara of Lahore and guide, from there, the 

activities of the Dal Khalsa in the Punjab. 

The three planes hijacked in 1982 \Vere denied permission to land in Lahore 

and returned to Amritsar, where the hijacking was terminated by the Indian 

authorities. The plane hijacked in 1984 was allowed to land ir1 Lahore and, 

subsequently, the Pakistani authorities persuaded the hijackers to take it to Dubai 

where the hijacking was terminated. At Lahore, the lSI found that the hijackers 

had only a toy pistol with ammunition. The pistol was seized from the hijackers by 

the Dubai authorities and handed over to the Government of India. 

The Government of India with the Reagan Administration took up the 

matter. It led to two results. First Gajendra Singh and his associates were removed 

from the Nankana Sahib to the Lahore jail, tried and sentenced to imprisonment, 

on the completion of which they were expelled from Pakistan. Second, all 

hijacking by Pakistan sponsored terrorist groups ceased till the recent hijacking of 

an IA plane by the Harkat-UI-Mujahideen( Hl 1M). 

However, this had no impact on the continued training of Sikh extremists 

belonging to different organizations in Pakistani camps and the supply of arms and 

ammunition to them. In fact, this was stepped up atter the raid on the Golden 
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Temple in Amritsar by the Army under operation Blue Star in June 1984. Many 

leaders of the Sikh terrorist organizations \Vere allowed to take up residence m 

Lahore and co-ordinate from the terrorist activities of their organizations m 

Punjab. 

There IS, however, one generalization that IS borne out by empirical 

evidence - the motives of terrorists are seldom quite as elevated as many 

academics as well as human rights activists and other apologists· for terrorism. 

would have us believe them to be. This was more than apparent to those who were 

directly engaged in fighting terrorism. The venality of the terrorists was, for 

instance. uncovered in the wake of Operation Black Thunder, when evidence of 

routine torture. rape and a continuous succession of murders committed in the 

hallowed place of the Golden Temple in Amritsar \vere uncovered. This vvas borne 

out further by a confidential socio-economic profile of terrorists that the 

Intelligence Wing of the Punjab Police carried out in 1991. 

Three academics of the Guru Nanak Dev University in Amritsar. Harish K. 

Puri. Paramjit Singh Judge and Jagrup Singh Sekhon. on the basis of a survey. 

determined that the 'fighters of Khalistan'. alter 1987. were largely social dropouts 

whose motives for joining the movement was described as "Shoukio" -~ for fun. 

They observed that hardly three per cent of cases surveyed were found to have 

taken to violence out of anger against some kind of justice.. Virtually none 

appeared to have had a political or religious orientation or was concerned with 



issue of injustices with the Sikhs and the problems facing the agriculturist farmers, 

which were normally associated with the "Punjab Crisis"- The main cases 

identified for the terrorists joining the Khalistan movement had nothing to do with 

religion or ideology. At least 180 of the 300 terrorists joined "out offim". The 

phrase that was often used was "shaukia taur se". They were happy if they had a 

motorcycle, a Hero Honda (the 350cc Enfield Bullet had been banned) and an AK-

47, and if they got to eat almonds. Women, according to the study. were another 

big draw. Paramjit Singh Judge. one of the authors of this study. asserts 'I know 

one doctor in Majitha who terminated I 0-15 pregnancies every Thursday. No one 

openly told you of the rapes. But in the villages, you often heard comments like, 

"ltna badaam khayenge to kahin to niklayenge hi". If they eat so many almonds. 

they have to find out an outlet for their energies. Often terrorists would enter a 

house just before dinner, and then force all the family members except the young 

women upto the terrace ..... The majority of the terrorists died within a year. In 

that time they had access to 50 to 55 women. 

During the 1970s, the Green Revolution brought increased economic 

prosperity for the Sikh community in Punjab. This propensity kindled a tear in the 

Sikh community - that of being absorbed into the Hindu folds and led to the rise of 

Sikh extremists. The insurgency intensi tied during 1980s when the movement 

turned violent and the name Khalistan resurfaced and sought independence from 

the Indian Union. Led by Sant .Jarnail Singh Bhindramvale. a politically ambitious 
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itinerant Sikh preacher, they soon adopted violent methods to stress on their 

demands. Soon things turned bloody with the movement turning into terrorism. 

with India alleging that neighbouring Pakistan supported these rebels. In 1984. 

Operation Blue Star by the Indian government to stem out the movement. After 

intense clashes with the Indian military, Bhindranwale and his followers. who had 

taken refuge in the Golden Temple complex. Sikhism's most holy shrine. in 

Amritsar, Punjab. Indira Gandhi. India's then prime minister ordere,d the military 

to storm the temple. After a twenty-four-hour firefight, the army successfully took 

control of the temple. According to Indian government sources. eighty-three army 

personnel were killed and 249 injured. Insurgent casualties were 493 killed and 

eighty-six injured. Indian observers assert that the number of Sikh casualties was 

probably higher. 

During same year. the assassination of Indira Gandhi by two Sikh 

bodyguards, believed to be driven by the Golden Temple affair. resulted in 

widespread anti-Sikh riots, especially in New Delhi. Several thousand sikhs were 

assassinated during the riots. often regarded as the worst in Indian history. New 

Delhi police did little to stop the anti-sikh mob. La\\ and order was restored in the 

capital only after deployment of the army. Fuelled by the riots. Sikh extremists are 

believed to have planted a bomb on Air India Flight 182 \Vhich exploded over the 

Irish Sea. killing all 329 aboard. The tragedy remained the biggest aviation 

disaster until the 9/ II attack. Since then the Punjab Police under K.P.S.Gill and 
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the Indian Army lead a successful senes of campaigns to \Veed out the limited 

support base of the terrorists. By the mid-!990s. Punjab once agam became 

peaceful and the economic boom of the nation quelled any lingering separatist 

ideas. 
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New Delhi 

New Delhi is the Capital of India and only for this reason is it the most 

important city of the country. From the view point of terrorist organizations. New 

Delhi is very sensitive area and they always tried to do some destruct ion on it. On 

December 13, 200 I a terrorist group attacked the Parliament of India and as a 
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result 9 police men and parliament staffer \\ere killed. All the five terrorists were 

killed by the security forces and were identified as Pakistani nationals. The 

suspected terrorists dressed in commando fatigues entered Parliament. They used 

Ak-47 rifles, explosives and grenades for the attack. 

On October 29, 2005 in Delhi, three terrorist attack took place in three 

ditTerent part of Delhi and as a result 62 people have been killed and injuring at 

least 210 other innocent people. The bombs were triggered in two markets in 

central and south Delhi and in a bus in the Govindpuri area in the south of the city. 

The blast first took place in the main bazaar of Paharganj near the Delhi Railway 

Station and then near a bus in Govindpuri area and lastly in south Delhi's busy 

Sarojini Nagar market. The Pakistan based Islamist terrorist organization, the 

Islamic revolutionary Front or Islamic Inquilab Mahaz claimed responsibility for 

the Delhi terrorist attacks. 

llttar Pradesh 

Ayodhya crisis 

The long simmering Ayodhya crisis finally culminated in a terrorist attack 

on the site of the 16th century Babri Masjid -Ram Janmabhoomi Hindu temple in 

Ayodhya on July 5, 2005. Following the two-hour gunfight between I .ashkar-e

Toiba terrorists based in Pakistan and Indian police, in \vhich six terrorists were 
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killed, opposition parties called for a nationwide strike with the country's leaders 

condemning the attack, believed to have been masterminded by Dawood Ibrahim. 

Varanasi blasts 

A series of blasts occurred across the Hindu holy city of Varanasi on 7 

March 2006. Fifteen people are reported to have been killed and as many as I 0 I 

others were injured. No-one has accepted responsibility for the attacks, but it is 

speculated that the bombings were carried out in retaliation of the arrest of a 

Lashkar-e-Toiba agent in Varanasi earlier in February 2006. On April 5, 2006 the 

Indian police arrested six Islamic militants, including a cleric who helped plan 

bomb blasts. The cleric is believed to be a commander of a banned Bangladeshi 

Islamic militant group, Harkatul Jihad-a! Islami and is linked to the Inter-Services 

Intelligence, the Pakistani spy agency. 

South India 

Andhra Pradesh 

Andhra Pradesh is one of the few southern states affected by terrorism. 

although of a far ditlerent kind and on a much smaller scale. The terrorism in 

Andhra Pradesh stems from the People's War Group or PWG. popularly known as 

Naxalites. The 'PWG, has been operating in India for over two decades \Vith most 

of its operations in the Telangana region in Andhra Pradesh. The group is also 

active in Orissa and Bihar. Unlike the Kashmiri insurgents and ULFA, PWG is a 
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Maoist terrorist organization and labor rights are one of its primary goals. These 

ideological extremists aim to create equality in the society by attacking the rich 

and powerful landlords. Having failed to capture popular support in the elections, 

they resorted to violence as a means to voice their opinions. The group targets 

Indian Police, multinational companies, landlords and other influential institutions 

in the name of the rights of landless labor. PWG has also targeted senior 

government officials, including the attempted assassination of former Andhra 

Pradesh Chief Minister Chandrababu Naidu. It reportedly has strength of 800 to 

I ,000 well armed militias and is believed to have close links with the Maoists in 

Nepal and the LTTE of Sri Lanka. According to the Indian government, on an 

average, more than 60 civilians, 60 naxal rebels and a dozen policemen are killed 

every year because of PWG led insurgency. Currently the ban on the Naxalites has 

been lifted in the state which has led to a drastic drop in killings. 

Mumbai 

The November 2008 Mumbai attacks were a series of coordinated terrorist 

attacks across Mumbai, India's financial capital and largest city. The attacks began 

on 26 November 2008 and ended on 29 November 2008 when Indian security 

forces. in Operation Black Tornado, regained control of all attack sites. At least 

188 people. including at least 30 foreign nationals. were killed and at least 293 

were injured in the attacks. 
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Eight of the attacks took place at sites in South Mumhai proper: the 

Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus. the Oberoi Trident. the Taj Mahal Palace & Tower. 

Leopold Cafe, Cama HospitaL the Orthodox Jewish-owned Nariman House, the 

Metro Cinema, and a lane behind the Times of India building behind St. Xavier's 

College. There was also an explosion at the Mazagaon docks in Mumbai's port 

area. A possible tenth incident involved a taxi blast at Vile Parle near the airport. 

but it is uncertain whether this was connected to the other nine attacks. 

The first attack occurred about 9:30 pm at the Cafe Leopold on November 

26, 2008. A man was seen firing an AK -4 7 in the Taj Mahal Palace hotel lobby 

before tleeing into the kitchen. Another series of injuries was reported when a 

gunman opened fire at a central train station. 

As the rampage progressed. gunmen opened fire at several locations 

throughout the city, including a crowded train station. a popular restaurant and 

several luxury hotels. The terrorists apparently sought victims with British or 

American passports. 

By the early morning of 28 November. all sites except for the Taj Mahal 

Palace had been secured by police and security forces. Action hy India's National 

Security Guards on 29 November resulted in the conclusion of the Taj Mahal 

Palace encounter, ending all fighting in the attacks. 
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A formerly unknown group that calls itself the Deccan Mujahideen has 

claimed responsibility for the attacks. Later. Azam Amir Kasav, the single terrorist 

who was captured alive, disclosed that the attackers were members of the 

Pakistan-based Lashkar-e-Taiba Islamic terrorist group. However, no official 

attribution of responsibility has been made by the Indian Government. However. 

some authorities believe that it is a front group for another organization. The 

Indian government believes that a terrorist group from Pakistan, possibly affiliated 

with Pakistani militant groups Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Mohammed, both of 

which have ties to AI Qaeda, may be responsible. 

One of the terrorists, 21-year-old Azam Amir Kasav was caught at Girgaum 

Chowpatty Naka in Mumbai who was trying to escape in a car and taken to the 

Nair hospital. According to preliminary investigations by intelligence agencies. 

Azam is from Faridkot in Pakistan (near Multan, not to be confused with a town of 

the same name found in India) and had received arms training in Pakistan. 

Ammunition, a satellite phone and a layout plan of Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus 

was recovered from him. He has provided many clues to the investigation agencies 

and has reportedly described how they arrived at Mumbai from Karachi via 

Porbandar. He has reportedly said that he and other terrorists had received 

revolvers. AK-4 7s. ammunition and dried fruit. t!·om their coordinator. Azam 

reportedly told the police that they wanted to replicate the Marriott hotel attack in 

Islamabad. and reduce the Taj Hotel to rubble. replicating the September II 
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attacks in India. Kasab also told Indian police that the terrorists targeted Nariman 

House, where the Chabad center was located, because it was frequented by 

Israelis, who were targeted to "avenge atrocities on Palestinians." 

A man named Ajmal Amir Kamal, from the Faridkot district of Pakistan's 

Punjab province, was arrested at the Taj Hotel, and has admitted to being part of 

the Lashkar-e-Taiba. That group has denied involvement. 

Another possibility is that former crime boss Dawood Ibrahim, the man 

thought to have been responsible for the 1993 serial bombings in Mumbai, carried 

out the 2008 attacks in retaliation for the demolition of the Sabri mosque. ID's 

found on the terrorists have included two British identifications and a Mauritius 

identity card. 

188 people have died m the attacks, including 30 foreigners and s1x 

Americans. 

Encounter specialist Vijay Salaskar and Additional Commissioner of Police 

Ashok Kamte were killed during the siege. Hemant Karkare, head of the Indian 

anti-terrorist squad, also died. 

A Virginia man, Alan Scherr, and his 13-year-old daughter Naomi died 

during the Hotel Oberoi attack while attending a conference with fellow members 

of the Synchronicity Foundation. New York Rabbi Gavriel Holtzberg and his wife 
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Rivka Holtzberg were killed in the Nariman House attack after their tvvo-year-old 

son had escaped with their Indian nanny. 

Facts 

I. Attacks began on Wednesday, November 26, 2008 and ended Saturday, 

November 29, 2008 

2. Mumbai formerly known as Bombay 

3. 188 killed, over 300 injuries reported 

4. Gunmen hijacked cars and police vehicles 

5. Jewish families were held hostage at Nariman House, the center for 

Mumbai's Orthodox Jewish community. 

6. BP Petrol pump blown up in Colaba 

7. Nine gunmen killed in shootouts with police 

Naxalite 

Naxalite or Naxalism is an informal name given to revolutionary 

communist groups that were born out of the Sino- Soviet split 111 the Indian 

communist movement. The term comes from Naxalbari, a small village in West 

BengaL where a leftist section of Communist Party of India (Marxist) (CPI(M)) 

led by Charu Majumdar and Kanu Sanyal led a militant peasant uprising in 1967. 
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trying to develop a "revolutionary opposition" in order to establish "revolutionary 

rule" in India. Majumdar greatly admired Mao Zedong of China and advocated 

that Indian peasants and lower classes must follmv in his footsteps and overthrow 

the government and upper classes whom he held responsible for their plight. In 

1967 'Naxalites' organized the All India Coordination Committee of Communist 

revolutionaries (AICCCR), and broke away from CPI (M). Uprisings were 

organized in several parts of the country. !n 1969 AICCCR ·gave birth to 

Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist). After the internal revolt led by 

Satyanarayan Singh in 1971 and the death of Majumdar in 1972, the movement 

was fragmented into many competing factions. 

Practically all Naxalite groups trace their ongm to the CPI (ML). A 

separate tendency tl·om the beginning was the Maoist Communist Centre. which 

evolved out of the Dakshin Desh-group. Maoist Communist centre later fused with 

People's War Group to form Communist Party of India (Maoist). 

Indian Railways 

India has hundreds of thousands of miles of raihvay track. and over 14.000 

trains criss-cross the country every day. These are tempting targets for many of the 

groups described above, and attacks on trains. whether direct assaults. bombings 

or deliberate derailing through sabotage are common. Some are listed belmv. 

• Brahmaputra Mail train bombing- 1997 
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• Kurnool train crash - 2002 

• Rafiganj rail disaster - 2002 

• Godhra Train Burning- 27th Feb 2002 

• Jaunpur train bombing- 2005 

• Bombay Suburb Train Blasts- 7/1 112006 

Chronology of Major Incidents 

• Oct I, 200 I - Militants attack Jammu-Kashmir assembly complex, killing 

about 35. 

• Dec 13,2001 -Attack on the parliament complex in New Delhi. 

• Sep 24, 2002 - Militants attack the Akshardham temple in Gujarat, killing 

31. 

• May 14, 2003 -Militants attack an army camp near Jammu. killing more 

than 30, including women and children. 

• Aug 25, 2003- Simultaneous car bombs kill about 60 in the Mumbai. 

• Aug 15. 2004 -Bomb explodes in Assam. killing 16 people. mostly school 

children. 

• Oct 29. 2005 - Three powerful serial blasts in New Delhi at different 

places. 1st bomb explodes at 5:38 pm in Paharganj. 2nd at 5:52 pm m a 
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DTC bus in Govindpuri and 3rd at Sarojini Nagar at 5:56 pm. The last blast 

is the worst. On this day the court was to hand out sentence to seven 

accused in Red Fort terrorist case. The explosions are widely believed to be 

as a result of retaliation. The Hindu festival of Deepawali is two days later 

on November I (Tuesday) and the Muslim festival of Eid on November 4 

(Friday). The bombs dampen the festive spirit to a great extent. About 70 

people died in this incident. 

• Mar 7, 2006 - At least 21 people killed in three synchronized attacks m 

Varanasi. 

• lui 11, 2006 - At least 200 people killed in a series of 7 trains bombing 

during the evening rush hour near Bombay. 

• September 8, 2006- at least 37 people killed and 125 injured in a series of 

bomb blasts in the vicinity of a mosque in Malegaon, Maharashtra 

• Nov. 26, 2008- Militants attack eight ditlerent places of Mumbai, 

at least 188 people killed and 293 injured. 

Terrorism is often referred to as India's threat number one. Indeed. the 

country has seen serious assaults on its democratic institutions. including on the 

Red Fort and Parliament House; both symbols of independent democratic India. 

Two of her most protected Prime Ministers -- Indira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi --
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have been assassinated. Punjab Chief Minister Beant Singh was blown to pieces 

while others like Farooq Abdullah in Jammu & Kashmir and Prafulla Kumar 

Mahanta in far away Assam has had narrow escapes. 

Terrorism has spread its tentacles far and wide. be it through the groups 

operating in Kashmir in North India or the ULF A in the Northeast or even the 

L TTE whose lethal capabilities have ensured that J. Jayalalitha retains tight 

security irrespective of whether she is in power or not. Planes have been hijacked 

and blown up, foreigner's kidnapped and killed and vital installations bombed. 

The lethal Chinese assault rifle has often given way to improvised explosive 

devices that have been used to blow up bridges and army convoys; just as suicide 

bombers have now raised the threat of terrorism to alarming proportions. The 

India Government has its own list of twenty 'Most wanted' terrorists whose 

extradition they are seeking from Pakistan. 

Terrorism is a very broad concept. The role of typology is to subdivide the 

field into categories, which are more manageable for research and analysis. One 

basic distinction is between state and functional terror. There is of course a very 

considerable historical and social science literature on aspects of state terror. ln 

vie\v of the sheer scale of crimes against humanity. war crimes and mass terror 

that have been and are being committed hy regimes. this is a more severe and 

intractable problem for humanity than the containment and reduction of functional 

terror by often very tiny groups. And it is important to observe that historically 
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state terror has often been an antecedent to and to varying degrees. a contributory 

cause of campaigns of sub-state terrorism. And once regimes come to assume that 

their ends justify the means they tend to get locked into a spiral of terror and 

counter terror against their adversaries. 

Pakistan has been the main source of arms, ammunition and training for 

religious terrorist groups which operated in the Punjab in the past and for those 

which are operating presently in J&K and other parts of India. The training is 

given by the lSI, either directly or through religious fundamentalist and pan

Islamic jihadi organizations, in various makeshift camps located in PoK, the 

Northern Areas (Gilgit and Baltistan) and the North-West Frontier Province. 

Before September I I, 200 I, the lSI had located the training camps of the 

Pakistani jihadi organizations, which are members of the IIF. in Afghan territory. 

but have since shifted them to PoK and the Northern Areas. Five Pakistani jihadi 

organizations are members of bin Laden's IfF - l-HJM, Harkat-ui-Jihad-al-Jslami. 

Lashkar-e-Toiba. Jaish-e-Mohammad and Lashkar-e-Jhangvi. The tirst four 

operate in India. LEJ. which is an anti-Shia organization. operates only in 

Pakistan. 

llnder US pressure. President Musharraf has banned the acti\ ities of LET. 

JEM and U·:J in Sindh, Punjab. the NWFP and Balochistan. but not in PoK. the 

Northern Areas and the Federally-Administered Tribal Areas. The activities of 
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HUM and HUTI. which are closest to Pakistan's military-intelligence 

establishment, have not been banned anywhere. 

In a recent judgement against some Pakistani doctors accused of providing 

sanctuaries and medical assistance to AI Qaeda members, the Pakistani supreme 

court pointed out that the Pakistan government has not, till now, declared AI 

Qaeda a terrorist organization and banned its activities in Pakistan as required 

under the Anti-Terrorism Act. 

The role of Pakistani mercenaries 

Between 1989 and 1993. terrorism in J&K was mainly due to the activities 

of indigenous Kashmiri organisations. When they were unable to succeed. the rsr 

started infiltrating trained jihadi cadres of the Pakistani pan-Islamic organizations, 

who had fought against the Soviet troops in Afghanistan in the 1980s. into J&K 

for beefing up indigenous organizations. Since 1999, the Pakistani jihadi 

organizations have taken over the leadership of the anti-government of fndia 

movement and have been operating in fndian Territory under the guise of 

Kashmiris. 

As already mentioned above. out of the 46 suicide terrorist attacks reported 

smce 1999. 44 have been by Pakistanis belonging to these jihadi organisations. 

The principal leaders of these organizations are Pakistani Punjabis and the 

majority of their cadres are Pakistani nationals. 
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These Pakistani jihadi organizations project J&K as the gateway to India 

and say that, after 'liberating' J&K from the control of the Hindus, they will 

'liberate' the Muslims in other parts of India and set up two more independent 

'homelands' for Muslims -- one in north India and the other in south India. As part 

of this long-term aim, they have been setting up clandestine cells in other parts of 

India and have launched some major operations such as the attack inside the Red 

Fort in New Delhi in January 200 L the attack on the Indian Parliament in 

December, 200 I, and the attack on Hindu worshippers in a temple in Gandhinagar, 

Gujarat, in September 2002. 

There have also been a number of terrorist incidents in other parts of India such as 

the attack on the security guards outside the US consulate in Kolkata in January 

2002, the four explosions in Mumbai in 2002-03 -- the latest on March 13, 2003, 

killed 12 innocent train passengers -- and the explosion in a Hindu religious place 

in Hyderabad last year. 

The role of AI Qaeda in India 

Till now, AI Qaeda's Arab members have not operated in Indian Territory. 

Some Arabs were arrested in .J&K during counter-terrorism operations, but they 

were members of Pakistani pan-Islamic jihadi organizations and not of AI Qaeda 

as such. However, HUM, HlJ.Jf, LET and JEM, the Pakistani jihadi organizations 

which are members of bin Laden's IIF along with AI Qaeda and the Tali ban, have 
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been responsible for most of the religious terrorist incidents m J&K and other 

places in India. 

The impact of Bin Laden & AI Qaeda on the Indian Muslim community 

India has a little over 140 million Muslims -- the second largest Muslim 

community in the world after Indonesia. Only a very small section of the 

community has taken to terrorism due to various grievances and instigation by the 

lSI and Pakistan's religious, fundamentalist and jihadi organizations. 

The overwhelming majority of Indian Muslims are loyal, law-abiding citizens. 

They have not allowed their anger against the Indian government or the Hindus for 

any reason to drive them into the arms of terrorist organisations. India has the 

most modern, peaceful and forward-looking Muslim community in the world. 

If one keeps J&K aside, the following factors are significant: 

During the 1980s, over 6,000 Muslims from different parts of the world 

went to Afghanistan to join the Afghan Mujahideen groups in their fight against 

the Soviet troops. Not a single Indian Muslim joined them. 

There are hundreds of Muslims from various parts of the world undergoing 

jihad training in Pakistan's various madrasas. But there arc no reports of any 

Indian Muslims studying there. 
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Bin Laden's IIF has 13 member-organizations from different parts of the 

world-- five of them are from Pakistan. Not a single Indian Muslim organization -

-not even from J&K -- has joined the IIF. 

When the US started its air strikes on AI Qaeda and the Taliban training 

camps in Afghan territory on October 7, 200 I. there were demonstrations by 

Muslims in many parts of the world. There was hardly any demonstration in India. 

After the US-led coalition started its war on terrorism 111 Afghanistan, 

hundreds of Muslims from many countries went to Pakistan and Afghanistan to 

join the Taliban and AI Qaeda in their fight against the coalition troops. There 

were no Indian Muslims among them. 

At its detention centres at Gauntanamo Bay in Cuba, Diego Garcia and 

Bagran in Afghanistan, the US has been interrogating hundreds of Muslims from 

different countries caught helping AI Qaeda in Afghanistan. There is not a single 

Indian Muslim amongst them. 

As many foreign Muslims, if not more, come to India for higher education 

as they go to Pakistan. Those studying in Pakistan go back to their countries as 

terrorists. narcotics smugglers or other lav., -breakers. There was onlv one instance 

of a Palestinian. who studied in India. taking to terrorism after he returned to his 

country in 1992. Foreign Muslim students studying in India go back to their 

countries as constructive citizens --bureaucrats. academics. IT experts. etc. 
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President Hamid Karzai of Afghanistan, \Vho is the toast of the world today for his 

courage, vision and modern outlook, is a product ofthe Indian education system. 

These factors show Bin Laden and his AI Qaeda have had little impact on 

the Muslim community in India. The Indian Muslims, including the aggrieved 

sections of the Kashmiris, have kept awa_y from them. The attempts of the 

Pakistani pan-Islamic jihadi organizations to rally the support of the Indian 

Muslims in the name of bin Laden have, thus far. been unsuccessful. 
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CHAPTER- IV 

4.1 State Responses to Combat Terrorism in India since 1950. 

From the political perspective a policy is a public need assummg 

importance and as far as possible, appropriately assessed for its actual fulfillment. 

It involves an identified and definite public problem and the preparation of the 

state to meet it in a particular style. It conceives a line of action to achieve a 

certain result negative or positive or disclose a resolve to refrain from acting on a 

specific issue or matter. 

To the general public - public policy usually means a goal that is 

something to be gained by a governmental decision or decisions. Stated most 

simply. public policy in the sum of the activities of governments. whether acting 

directly or through agents. as it has an influence on the lives of citizens. Within 

that definition. we can determine three level of policy. defined by the degree to 

which they make real changes in the lives of citizens. At the first level we have 

policy choices- decision made by politicians civil servants or others and directed 

towards using public power to affect the lives of citizens .. At the second level we 

can speak of policy outputs ~· policy choices being put into action. At this level 

the government is doing things: spending money. hiring people or promulgating 

regulations that will affect the economy and society. Finally. at the third level we 

have policy impact and policy outcomes on citizens. 
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Our definition recogmzes the complexity and interorganisational 

characteristics of public policy. Few policy choices are decided and executed by a 

single organization or even a single level of government rather policies in terms of 

their effects - emerge from a large number of programs. legislative intentions 

and organization interactions to affect the daily lives of citizens. 

Policy decision can be made by means of several different types of rules. 

Decision-rules can include chance, one-man decree, contests, technological 

discovery. majority vote and much more. 

Justifications of the referendum have a long history. First. there is the 

argument from ethics: people who are to be a1Tected by a decision ought to be 

consulted in making the decision. Second. the quality of a decision is sometimes 

said to be improved by allowing the people to speak out and influence the 

decision. Third, if people join in making decision. the costs of implementation are 

reduced, as opposition is co-opted. Even when all three reasons apply to an issue. 

however it is not common to have the people make policy directly \vhy not? Partly 

because of time. partly because of general convenience. the people have 

traditionallv been satisfied to have representatives of one sort or another make 

policy decisions. But even when referendums are not used to decide policy. the 

policy process often does involve a wide range of people; fi·equently the public 

participates in ways less formal then referendums. 
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Public policies are the clusters of specific decisions to solve problems. The 

term public policy has been defined in various by different authors. Robert 

Eyestone terms 'Public Policy as the relationship of government unit to its 

environment'. Thomas R. Dye says that 'Public Policy is whatever government 

chooses to do or not to do.' Richard Rose says that Public Policy is not a decision: 

it is a course or pattern of activity. In Carl J. Friedrich's opinion Public Policy is a 

proposed course of action of a· person. group or government within a given 

environment providing opportunities and obstacles which the policy was proposed 

to utilize and overcome in an effort to reach a goal or realize an objective or a 

purpose. 

The government of India have resorted to issuing statesman on public 

policy for several reasons including the need to make a formal declaration of their 

intentions to tackle complexity in decision making or to make a clean break from 

the past. In their origination, they are preceded sometimes hy a study or a 

committee the report of which forms the basis of the statement on policy. 

Terrorism today is engaging attention of whole world though we are more 

concerned with terrorism in our own countrv. There is hardlv anv countrv. which 
p ..... ., ,./ 

is not affected hy terrorism today though reasons are widely different. In many 

countries terrorism is fired by separatist fire. Many regions were included in 

colonized countries by imperial powers to suit their mvn convenience least 

knowing that increased awareness and democratic movements in future would 
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ignite separatist movement and when their aspirations for autonomy or 

independence are denied violence would be used. 

Why anti-terrorism policy is needed? 

It is not only Kashmir; Punjab too has suffered. Also Mumbai. Delhi and 

other regions of the country like the North East. Development has suffered, the 

economy has suffered. We have now a brand of Maoist terrorism; People's War 

Group and other groups. A large part of Andhra Pradesh, Orissa. Madhya Pradesh. 

Chattisgarh and Jharkhand right up to the Nepal border is affected. We had 

insurgency and terrorism in Tamil Nadu. We lost two of our former prime 

ministers to this kind of terrorism. 

In terms of our sovereignty. unity and integrity and our feeling of 

nationalism, terrorism strikes at each one of them. This is the enormity of the 

problem that we are addressing. But it is also said that our criminal law systems 

have broken down; it seems to be a sad fact to accept. Are we aware of the 

conviction rate under the so-called ordinary laws- At times we try and conceal the 

figures and say that in India the conviction rate is 40<%. But that 40°•;) is actually a 

camouflage because every time there is a challan and somebody pays Rs I 00 as 

fine. it is recorded as a conviction. Fverv time somebody feels guilty and pays a 

fine under company law. we take it as a conviction and then claim that the 

conviction rate is 40%. In heinous crimes like murder. the conviction rate under 
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the so-called normal processes has come down to 6.5%. There are several reasons 

for this. One is that when we deal \vith hardened criminals, some of our old 

notions of criminal law have to change. It is a sad reality that crime in India has 

become a low risk business. It is a high profit business with a 93% probability that 

you can commit a hard crime and get away with it. 

So it becomes very necessary in a country like India that if a law regarding 

terrorism is enacted it should be made so stringent that the culprit be bought to 

book and does not go scot-free just because of the loopholes and lacunas in the 

ordinary law because when our neighboring nation Pakistan which is the cause of 

perpetrating terrorism in India and can have such stringent laws \vhy can not we 

have such laws. 

India's set-up to counter-terrorism consists of the following: 

The state police and its intelligence set-up: Under India's federal Constitution, the 

responsibility for policing and maintenance of law and order is that of the 

individual states. The central government in New Delhi can only give them advice, 

financial help, training and other assistance to strengthen their professional 

capabilities and share with them the intelligence collected by it. The responsibility 

for follow-up action lies \Vith the state police 

The national intelligence communi(v: This consists or the internal 

intelligence agency (the ministry or home affairs' Intelligence Bureau), the 
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external intelligence agency (the Cabinet secretariat's Research and Analysis 

Wing), the Defence Intelligence Agency (DIA) that was set up a year ago, and the 

intelligence directorates general of the armed forces. 

The IB collects terrorism-related intelligence inside the country and RAW does it 

outside. The DIA and the intelligence directorates general of the armed forces 

essentially collect tactical intelligence during their counter-terrorism operations in 

areas such as Jammu and Kashmir, Nagaland, etc, where they are deployed. 

Physical security agencies: These include the Central Industrial Security 

Force, responsible for physical security at airports and sensitive establishments; 

the National Security Guards, a specially trained intervention force to terminate 

terrorist situations such as hijacking. hostage-taking, etc: and the Special 

Protection Group, responsible for the security of the prime minister and former 

prime ministers. 

Paramilitary forces: These include the Central Reserve Police Force and 

the Border Security Force, which assist the police in counter-terrorism operations 

when called upon to do so. 

The Army: Their assistance is sought as a last resort when the police and 

paramilitary forces are not able to cope vvith a terrorist situation. But in vic\\ 

of Pakistan's large-scale infiltration in Jammu and Kashmir and the presence and 

activities of a large number of Pakistani mercenaries manv of them ex-, ., 
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servicemen, the army has a more active, permanent and leadership role in counter-

terrorism operations here. What India is facing in J&K is not just terrorism, but a 

proxy war being waged by ~e Pakistani Army through itsjihadi surrogates. 
'It,· 

In recent months, there have been two additions to the counter-terrorism set-up: 

A multi-disciplinary centre on counter-terrorism, headed by a senior IB 

officer, within the IB, expected to be patterned on the CIA's counter-terrorism 

centre. Officers of various agencies responsible for intelligence 'collection and 

counter-terrorism operations will work under a common umbrella and be 

responsible for joint analysis of the intelligence tlowing in from different agencies 

and co-ordinated follow-up action. 

A counter-terrorism division in the ministry of external affairs. expected to 

be patterned after the counter-terrorism division of the US state department. It will 

be responsible for co-coordinating the diplomatic aspects of counter-terrorism, 

such as briefing other countries on Pakistan's sponsorship of terrorism against 

India, processing requests for extradition and mutual legal assistance, servicing the 

work of various joint working groups on counter-terrorism which India has set up 

with a num her of countries, etc. 

Techniques to Counter-terrorism followed by India: 

The techniques followed by India stress the follmving: 

The importance of good grievances detection, monitoring and redressal 

machinery so that the build-up of grievances in any community is detected in time 
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and the political leadership alerted and advised to take prompt action to redress 

them. The intelligence agencies have an important role to play as the eyes and ears 

of the government in different communities to detect feelings of anger and 

alienation which need immediate attention. 

The importance of good, preventive human intelligence. This is easier said 

than done because of the difficulties in penetrating terrorist organizations, 

particularly of the religious kind. 

The importance of timely technical intelligence, which is generally more 

precise than human intelligence. 

The importance of objective and balanced analysis to avoid over-assessing 

the strength and capabilities of the terrorists. which could lead to over-reaction by 

counter-terrorism agencies, thereby aggravating the feeling of alienation within the 

affected community, driving more people into the arms of terrorists. Such analysis 

is particularly difficult in the case of human intelligence. For every genuine source 

who gives correct intelligence, there are often two or three spurious sources who. 

out of greed to make more money or at the instance of the terrorists themselves. 

give false information. This tends to make security forces over-react or take wrong 

action. 

The importance of reverse analysis so that one is trained to analyse possible 

scenarios not only as a good intelligence analyst, but also as an irrational terrorist. 
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The importance of prompt and co-ordinated follmv-up action on well

assessed intelligence from all agenctes. without allowing inter-agency jealousies 

and rivalries to come in the way. 

The importance of effective physical security measures so that even if 

intelligence fails, security agencies are able to prevent acts of terrorism. 

The importance of an effective crisis management apparatus so that if both 

intelligence and physical security measures faiL one is able to deal etlectively with 

the resulting crisis or disaster. 

The importance of good investigative machinery. specially trained to investigate 

terrorism-related cases. 

The importance of not over-projecting the personality and capabilities of 

terrorist leaders, so that they do not become objects of idolisation in their 

community. 

The importance of constantly underlining to the public that just because some 

people of a particular community or religion have taken to terrorism. the entire 

community or religion should not be looked upon \"vith suspicion. 

The importance of highlighting the positive aspects of the affected 

community or religion to prevent the build-up of a negative image of the 

community or religion in the eyes of the public. 
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The importance of active interaction with the media to ensure that they do 

not make terrorist leaders appear like heros or prejudice the minds of the public 

about the affected community or religion or create problems for effective counter

terrorism operations. 

The importance of well-designed psychological war operations to project 

the terrorists for what they are-- irrational killers. 

The importance of observing human rights during counter-terrorism operations. 

The importance of periodic refresher training of all those involved in 

counter-terrorism operations through special classes, seminars, opportunities for 

interaction with those who have distinguished themselves m counter-terrorism 

operations, etc. 

India's domestic policies to counter-terrorism 

India's counter-terrorism policies are based on the following principles: 

A genume and well-functioning democracy, good governance, 

responsiveness to public grievances. effective policing and economic development 

are the best antidotes to terrorism. 

India has not allowed the intimidatory violence of terrorism to come in the 

way of the electoral process. In the 1990s. elections were held in Punjab at the 

height of terrorist violence. Elections were held in J&K in September last year 
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despite instructions from the lSI to the Pakistani jihadis to disrupt the process. 

Foreign diplomatic missions in New Delhi \\CIT encouraged to send their 

observers to the state to satisfy them that the elections were free and fair. All of 

them have certified this. Elections to the Nagaland assembly were held last month. 

The government has not allowed terrorists to disrupt the economic 

development of the affected areas. Even at the height of terrorism. Punjab 

continued to be the granary of India. producing a record wheat c'rop year after 

year. In J&K the fall in revenue due to a decline in foreign tourists' arrival is 

being sought to be remedied by encouraging greater domestic tourism. 

In the 1990s, when terrorists prevented the holding of examinations in 

Srinagar. the government flew the students to Jammu at its cost to take the 

examination. 

When they prevented businessmen from the rest of India trom going to the 

valley to purchase their requirements of handicrafts and dry fruits, the government 

flew the vendors to New Delhi to enable them to dispose oftheir stocks. 

The government has announced many packages f()r the economic 

development of the affected areas and has been trying to implement them despite 

the terrorist violence. 

The government has refused any kind of concessions to terrorists resorting 

to intimidation tactics such as hijacking. hostage-taking. etc. 
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The government has refused to hold talks with terrorists until they give up 

violence. but began to search for a political solution through talks once the 

terrorists give up violence. 

In the 1970s, a large section of the Naga hostiles and the Mizo National 

Front gave up violence and entered into talks with the government. which led to a 

political solution. But the National Socialist Council of Nagaland. led by Isaac 

Swu and T Muivah, has been holding on without reaching an agreement. It has. 

however, been observing a cease-fire for the last two years and holding talks with 

the government. 

The government is maintaining an open mind to suggestions coming from 

all sections of J&K for improving the political and administrative set-up. It has 

recently appointed former home secretary N N Vohra to enter into a dialogue with 

all the elected representatives of the state on their demand for greater autonomy. 

India's external policies to counter-terrorism 

India has been the victim of Pakistan-sponsored terrorism since the 1950s. 

In those years. Pakistan's lSI had supported the insurgent/terrorist groups in India's 

northeast region and provided them sanctuaries. training. arms and ammunition in 

the Chittagong Hill Tracts of the then East Pakistan. India's anxiety to stop this 

played an important role in its assistance to the people of East Pakistan to liberate 

them. 
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Since 1980, the lSI has been prcwiding sanctuaries, training, arms and 

ammunition in Pakistan to religious terrorist groups operating in Punjab. J&K and 

other parts of India. It is also infiltrating the mercenaries of the Pakistani pan

Islamic jihadi organizations into India to promote cross-border terrorism. 

India has taken up this issue with the US since 1992 and wants Pakistan 

declared a State sponsor of international terrorism under US laws and has punitive 

action taken against it. In 1993, the Clinton administration placed Pakistan on a 

watch list of suspected State sponsors of international terrorism for six months and 

forced Nawaz Sharif: who was then in power. to sack Lieutenant General Javed 

Nasir. then lSI's director-general, and other senior officers. This did not have any 

effect on the use ofterrorism by the lSI. 

Since 9/1 I, Pakistan's military-intelligence establishment has been 

collaborating with the US in taking action against AI Qaeda elements posing a 

threat to US nationals and interests. But it has not taken any action against cross

border terrorism directed against India and to destroy terrorist infrastructure in 

PoK and the Northern Areas. 

After the attack by terrorists belonging to LET and JEM on the Indian 

Parliament in December 200 I, India mobilised and deployed its Army on the 

border in response to public pressure for action against the terrorist infrastructure 

in Pakistani territory. In response to appeals from the US, l!K and other tl·icndly 
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governments, India refrained from action against Pakistan. Under US pressure, 

Pakistan banned LET and JEM. but not HUJI and HUM, and arrested some of 

their leaders and cadres. They have since been released. 

US officials themselves admit Pakistan has not implemented its assurances 

to the US that it would put a stop to cross-border terrorism in J&K. Despite this, 

the US is reluctant to act against Pakistan because of its cooperation in assisting 

the US in neutralising AI Qaeda elements who have taken shelter in Pakistan. 

India has made it clear that there will be no question of any talks with 

Pakistan on the normalisation of bilateral relations till it stops cross-border 

terrorism, winds up the terrorist infrastructure in its territory and gives up the use 

of terrorism as a weapon against India. 

India has also been greatly concerned over the use of Bangladesh territory 

by religious and non-religious terrorists operating against India. The non-religious 

terrorist groups continue to enjoy sanctuaries in the CHT. Of the religious terrorist 

organizations, HUJI has an active branch in Bangladesh. Some AI Qaeda 

elements, who escaped into Pakistan from Afghanistan, have found their way into 

Bangladesh. where they have been given shelter by HUJI. 

There is active complicity between the lSI and its counterpart in Dhaka in 

this matter. The Bangladesh authorities have not been co-operating with India in 

taking effective action against the large-scale illegal immigration into India. 
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Howe\ er. keeping in view the otherwise good relations with Bangladesh, India has 

been trying to have these problems sorted out bilaterally at the political and 

diplomatic levels. But the progress so far has been disappointing. 

Intelligence-sharing with other countries 

Even before 9111. arrangements for intelligence-sharing on terrorism 

amongst the agencies of different countries existed. 9111 brought the realisation 

that terrorism IS an absolute evil whatever be the cause and that unless the 

intelligence agencies of the world network themselves as effectively as the 

terrorist organizations. they might not be able to eradicate this menace. This has 

improved intelligence-sharing. 

India's success in bringing Sikh terrorism Ill Punjab under control before 

9111 might not have been possible but for the valuable intelligence inputs received 

from agencies of many countries. Some of the significant successes in different 

countries against AI Qaeda were apparently possible due to increased intelligence

sharing without reservations. 

While this is welcome. one has to remember that political considerations 

peculiar to each country int1uence their perceptions of terrorism and this is hound 

to have an effect on intelligence-sharing. Hence. while continuing to henetit ti·om 

increased intelligence-sharing. the important task of strengthening one's national 

intelligence collection capability should not he neglected. 
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Regional cooperation in South Asia 

Regional cooperation m the hattie against terrorism has not been as 

successful in south Asia as it has been in the Southeast Asian regwn. This is 

largely because of Pakistan's policy of using terrorism as a weapon to keep the 

Indian security forces bleeding and pre-occupied with internal security duties and 

Bangladesh's tolerance of the activities of terrorists from its territory. Unless these 

two countries realise the folly of their policies and actions, which have made their 

own territories playgrounds for terrorist groups of different hues and 

irrationalities, there is very little scope for any meaningful co-operation. 

India has been facing the problem of Pakistani state-sponsored terrorism for 

over 40 years and nearly 40,000 civilians and 3.500 members of the various 

security forces have been killed. This has not prevented India from becoming self

sufficient in agriculture, emerging as a major manufacturing country, developing 

educational, particularly technological. institutions of excellence the like of which 

no other Asian country can boast of. becoming the leading information technology 

software power of the region. and building up a foreign exchange reserve of US 

$72 billion. which. at this rate. should cross the l JS $100 hi Ilion mark in a couple 

of vcars. 

India can continue to fight Pakistan-sponsored terrorism for another 40 

years and yet move forward on its path of development as a major power in the 
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region. Pakistan, on the other hand, has not had the required funds for educational 

and social development and for the economic advancement of its people because 

of its obsessive urge to keep India bleeding through terrorism. In its attempt to lift 

a big boulder and throw it at India, it is dropping it on its own feet. 

There is peace in Nagaland with a duly elected government promoting the 

economic development of the state. Only a small group of Nagas from the 

bordering areas of Manipur has not yet given up arms, but it IS observing a 

ceasetire and negotiating with the government. 

There has been peace in Mizoram for nearly 20 years now. 

There has been peace in Punjab since 1995. However, Pakistan has not yet 

given up its efforts to re-kindle terrorism in Punjab through some terrorist leaders 

and hijackers given sanctuary in its territory. 

The Ananda Marg has been dormant since 1995. 

As the economic and social development of the states affected by Maoist 

terrorism moves forward, these groups are bound to wither away. 

In J&K. the opposition has come to power after last September's 

election and is trying to reduce the alienation of the people and deal cffcctivelv 

with the Pakistanijihadis. 



The Indian Muslim community, despite feeling hurt because of the large

scale anti-Muslim violence in Gujarat last year, has remained fiercely loyal, law

abiding and forward-looking. It has kept its distance from AI Qaeda and the IIF 

and repulsed the approaches of Pakistani jihadi organizations aligned with AI 

Qaeda. 

Southeast Asian countries have been increasingly atlected by pan-Islamic 

jihadi terrorism spawned in madrasas and training camps in Pakistan and 

Afghanistan. Cadres of the Moro Islamic Liberation Front and Abu Sayaaf of the 

southern Philippines had fought along with Pakistani jihadi and Afghan 

mujahideen groups against Soviet troops in Afghanistan in the 1980s. The links 

built then have been sustained. 

Pakistan's HuM. which is a member of Osama bin Laden's IIF. has been 

training the Abu Sayaaf group and providing it with arms and ammunition. HuM 

leaders claim that many of its cadres fought against Filipino security forces along 

with Abu Sayaat~ achieved 'martyrdom' and are buried there. ln 1998. Abu Sayaaf 

became a member of bin Laden's liF. 

The Jemmah lslamiyah. which has been co-ordinating pan-Islamic jihadi 

activities in Southeast Asia. is sought to be patterned after the IlF. It is believed to 

have many cadres or Afghanjihad vintage in its ranks and leadershir. 
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Last year, the total number of students from Southeast Asia studying 

in Pakistan's pan-Islamic madrasas was estimated at 400. Some of them had gone 

to Afghanistan and fought against American troops in order to get jihadi 

expenence. 

The Pakistan branch of the Tablighi Jamaat is very active m Southeast 

Asia. It ostensibly teaches the Muslims of the region to be better Muslims, but 

actually acts as the front organization for IIF jihadi members for recruiting local 

volunteers for training and funneling financial and other assistance. 

India has a good database on these organizations and their activities and 

valuable experience in dealing with them. Close interaction between the counter

terrorism agencies of India and countries of the Southeast Asian region would, 

therefore, be of mutual benefit. 

Policies to combat terrorism (State responses since 1950) 

Anti-terrorism laws in India have always been a suqject of much 

controversy. One of the arguments is that these laws stand in the way of 

fundamental rights of citizens guaranteed by Part III of the Constitution. The anti

terrorist laws have been enacted before by the legislature and upheld by the 

judiciary though not without reluctance. The intention was to enact these statutes 

and bring them in force till the situation improves. The intention was not to make 

these drastic measures a permanent feature of law of the land. But because of 
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continuing terrorist activities. the statutes hm e heen reintroduced with requisite 

modifications. 

Preventive detention is an exception to the normal procedure. It has been 

sanctioned and authorised for a very limited purpose under article 22(2) (b) of the 

Constitution of India with good deal of safeguards. Exercise of the power of 

preventive detention must be with circumspection and care. 

Our Constitution is supreme which embodies a philosophy and a way of 

life. The purpose of all Governments is to promote the common well-being and it 

must subserve the common good. It is. therefore, necessary to protect individual 

rights as far as consistent with the security of the society and an atmosphere 

wherein even tempo of community is least in danger. It is only with this object that 

the law of preventive detention has come into being, being an exception to the 

normal procedure. 

There are various procedural safeguards like making known to the detenu 

within a particular time the grounds of detention and giving him information that 

he can make representation which should he placed before the Advisory Board and 

the opinion of the Advisory Roard should he placed before the (iovernment 

concerned and thereafter a decision be taken expeditiously. 

The duty of the Government to consider the representation as soon as it is 

received is a constitutional safeguard against improper or unjustified exercise of 
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the pmver of detention. Since prevcntin detention is a senous inroad on 

individual liberty and its justification. the prevention of imminent danger of 

activity prejudicial to the community. the court would scrutinise delay on each of 

the stages involved and where there is no explanation for such delay it would 

strike down the order of detention on the ground of delay. 

There have been many anti-terrorism laws in force m this country at 

different points m time. The first law made in independent India to deal with 

terrorism and terrorist activities that came into force on 30 Dec 1967. But before 

that there was an act called Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act. 1958 has been 

enacted to control the situation of the disturbed areas of North East of India. 

Armed Forces (Special Power) Act, 1958 

In 1958 the Government of India has been enacted a law called Armed 

Forces (Special Power) Act. 1958 to enable certain special power to be conferred 

upon members of the armed forces in disturbed areas in the State of Assam and the 

Union Territory of Manipur in India. 

Under the AFSPA the authorities only need to he "of the opm1on that 

whole or part of the area are in a dangerous or disturbed condition such that the 

use of the Armed Forces in Aid of civil power is necessary." 

When the whole country is suffering from terrible form of terrorism. to 

scrap in such laws would be harmful to the basic foundation of the country and its 
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unity in the long run. Northeast. being in a very remote corner of India with its 

only connection with the rest of India by a :n square kilometre area in the Bengal 

Duars called the 'chicken neck', to allow further consolidation of the terrorist 

outfits in that part of the country would mean ultimately handing over this part of 

India to the militant groups. 

Northeast India is strategically very important for India as it is surrounded 

by different countries from all sides, some of which are hostile to India. 

To allow such laws to go would give a free hand to all those militant outfits, which 

operate from across the border from those hostile countries in this part of India. 

The AFSPA empowers the representative of the Central government, the 

governor to subsume the powers of the State government to declare "undefined" 

disturbed areas. It also empowers the non-commissioned officers of the armed 

forces to arrest without warrant, to destroy any structure that may be hiding 

absconders without any verification, to conduct search and seizure without warrant 

and to shoot even to the causing of death. No legal proceeding against abuse of 

such arbitrary powers can be initiated without the prior permission of the Central 

government. 

The Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967 

The UAPA was designed to deal with associations and activities that 

questioned the territorial integrity of India. When the Bill was debated in 
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Parliament, leaders, and cutting across party aniliation. insisted that its ambit be 

so limited that the right to association remained unatlected and that the executive 

did not expose political parties to intrusion. So. the ambit of the Act was strictly 

limited to meeting the challenge to the territorial integrity of India. The Act was a 

self-contained code of provisions for declaring secessionist associations as 

unlawful, adjudication by a tribunal, control of funds and places of work of 

unlawful associations, penalties for their members etc. The Act has all along been 

worked holistically as such and is completely within the purview of the central list 

in the 7th Schedule of the Constitution. 

Terrorism and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act, 1987. 

Another major act came into force on 3 September 1987 was The Terrorist 

& Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act 1987 this act had much more stringent 

provisions then the UAPA and it was specifically designed to deal with terrorist 

activities in India. When TADA was enacted it came to be challenged before the 

Apex Court of the country as being unconstitutional. However. there were many 

instances of misuse of power for collateral purposes. The rigorous provisions 

contained in the statute came to be abused in the hands of l<t\V enforcement 

officials. TADA lapsed in 1995. 

From the outset of the rise of the modern movement of Sikh nationalists in 

the early 1980's. the Indian state has sought to break such movements hy any 
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means and responded hy introducing the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities Act 

1987 (TADA ). The Act established special courts or "designated courts" to try 

those arrested for terrorist acts and disruptive activities. It conferred broad 

discretion upon the authorities to arrest persons and to try them. One of the most 

important points about TADA was the effect it had on the population of Punjab, it 

erased the distinction between violent and peaceful protests. 

Under the definition used in T ADA the state saw itselfjustitled in ordering 

police forces to break up demonstrations and detain thousands of people, 

particularly those connected with political organizations. however weak those 

connections are. Under T ADA a person could be detained, without charge or trial 

for suspicion of belonging to, supporting or having knowledge of militant groups. 

The police were given strong search and seizure powers under the Act. they 

could indict any person on the basis of suspicion. Once indicted under T ADA, the 

accused would be tried by a special court under extraordinary procedures. In such 

trials, protections normally available to an accused in a liberal society would be 

ignored. Once under trial the accused could he convicted on the hasis of minimal 

evidence that would have been insunicient for conviction hy an ordinary court 

under normal Indian law. 

Under Section 15, a confession allegedly voluntarily made hcfore a police 

officer, not lower in rank than a Superintendent of Police, and recorded hv such 
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police officer in writing or hy using any mechanical device such as audio cassettes 

and video tapes, was admissible in court against an accused (or co-accused, abettor 

or conspirator) for an offence under this Act. There were widespread allegations 

that police routinely used torture to obtain confessions from detainees and/or 

planted evidence as a means of detaining them under T ADA. 

Preventative detention legislation facilitates custodial torture and places 

detainees at the risk of very serious harm. For example TADA permitted detention 

in judicial custody for up to a year (2 years in Punjab) without formal charges (s 

20 ( 4) (b)). Bail was not allowed as of right; a magistrate had to be convinced of 

the innocence of the prisoner before it was granted and imposed a mandatory five

year sentence for those convicted of terrorist related activities in Camera (in 

private) trials and identity of witnesses was kept secret so that no cross 

examination of them was allowed . 

It is to be noted that 'terrorism' was detined very widely, including those 

who ·conspire or attempt to commit or advocate. ahec advise, incite or knowingly 

facilitate the commission of a terrorist act or any act prepatory thereof (s 3) ·or 

harbouring or conceal terrorists' ( s 4 ), were treated as such for the purpose or the 

Act. This included attending a meeting or participating in a peaceful 

demonstration that challenged the territorial integrity of India. Disruptive activities 

are so broadly phrased that they encompass peaceful expression ol political or 

other conscientiously held views. 
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The government used TADA as a tool to fight trade unions and to detain 

Muslims. Sikhs, Dalits, and political opponents. Over 76.000 people were arrested 

while TADA was in force from 1987 to 1995. The conviction rate for these arrests 

was less than two percent. In the period since 1987 to its repeal in 1995. some 

17.544 (The Tribune 1.6.94) persons suspected of terrorist activities were detained 

in Punjab under its provisions. However, no one has ever been convicted under 

section 3, which defines a terrorist and only 1.8% of those detained under T.A.D.A 

have been convicted. 

Although TADA lapsed in May 1995 after immense international pressure 

from the organs of the United Nations and non-governmental organizations. it has 

been given retroactive effect and people are still being charged and held according 

to its provisions. People in Punjab and other States of India continue to be charged 

under TADA retrospectively and continue to be harassed under it. In addition. the 

position is that those wanted in connection with offences committed whilst T ADA 

was in operation are subject to its provisions. 

In addition there is further legislation permitting pre-trial detention of those 

suspected of involvement with militant activities on very loosely detined grounds 

of national security. These include the Armed Forces (Special Po>vvers) Act 

allowing the security forces wide powers of arrest. to conduct searches without 

warrant and prohibiting a detainee ti"om being legally represented when an 
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Advisory Board conducts review of the detention period. Reasons for the detention 

do not have to be disclosed if it is not in the .. puhlic interest'' to do so. 

Further. the Terrorist Affected Areas (Special Court) Act amends the Indian 

Evidence Act so that when a person accused of committing an offence can be 

shown to be in an area where firearms or explosives were used against the security 

forces, they are considered to be presumed guilty if an otlence and must rebut the 

presumption at trial. 

The majority of those detained under TADA were released on bail on the 

orders of the Supreme Court and cases were reviewed by the "Review 

Committees" which often recommended release. According to official ligures. as 

of December 1999 T ADA charges against almost 24.000 people had been dropped 

as a result or such reviews. 

Maharashtra Control of Organised Crime Act, 1999 

Other maJor Anti-terrorist law in India is The Maharashtra Control of 

Organised Crime Act. 1999 which \Vas enforced on 24th April 1999. This law was 

specifically made to deal with rising organized crime in Maharashtra and specially 

in Mumbai due to the underworld. For instance, the definition of a terrorist act is 

far more stretchable in MCOCA than under POTA. For. POTA did not take note 

of organized crime as such while MCOCA not only mentions that but. what is 

more. includes 'promotion of insurgency' as a terrorist act. Again. the onus to 
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prove a person guilty under POTA lies on the prosecution \\ hile under the 

Maharashtra law a person is presumed guilty unless he is able to prove his 

innocence. MCOCA does not stipulate prosecution of police officers found guilty 

of its misuse. But POT A did. 

Maharashtra Prevention of Organised Crime Act (MOCA) is an almost 

"duplicate" law, even more draconian than the TADA itself. It has been applied to 

arrest doctors, tilm personalities, a judge, reporters, workers, youth ·and people of 

all backgrounds. While extotiion, contract killings, money laundering etc., 

continue unabated in Mumbai, this law has emerged as one of the most potent 

tools in the hands of Maharashtra police to threaten and terrorise the people 

tighting for economic and social justice. The Atal Behari Vajpayee Government 

approved MOC A in FEB 19 1999 in to the legislation to curb organized crime and 

extortion in Mumbai and other parts of the state. 

The then Shib Sena-BJP alliance government's mam contention was that 

atter the lapse of TADA, police had virtually becomehandicapped and could not 

book gangsters. Subsequently, the alliance government introduced a ne\\1 

legislation, Maharashtra Prevention of Dangerous Activities (Prevention) /\ct. hut 

that too failed to restore peace. 

The new legislation gives sweeping powers to police, and its provisions are 

more or less similar to those of TADA. The highlight of the new legislation is that 
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the accused will have to prove he is not guilty of committing a cnme and 

secondly, even a person remotely linked to gangsters can be punished for abetting 

organized crime. 

"organized crime" means any continuing unlawful activity by an individual, 

singly or jointly, either as a member of an organized crime syndicate or on behalf 

of such syndicate, by use of violence or threat of violence or intimidation or 

coercion, or other unlawful means, with the objective of gammg pecumary 

benefits, or gaining undue economic or other advantage for himself or any other 

person or promoting insurgency: 

This law is considered to be a replacement for the infamous Terrorist and 

Disruptive Activities Prevention Act (TADA) that was allowed to '"lapse" in 1995 

in the face of broad opposition to its draconian provisions and use. Since then, the 

Maharashtra government has been the only state government that has successfully 

enacted a replacement for TADA while similar draft legislations have been 

withdrawn in Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir and at the Centre 

because of popular opposition. 

MCOCA provides for an accused to he kept behind bars for at least six 

months without bail. Under this law. the accused is presumed guilt at the time of 

arrest, with the conditions to bail practically impossible because it requires the 

judge at the initial hail hearing, before any triaL to believe the accused to he not 
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guilty. Under the Act even if a person is falsely implicated, he will not get bail for 

a \\hile. The police all over India want an Act which enables them to prevent bail 

and extract confessions and this is what the MCOCA has given to Maharashtra 

police. MCOCA have nothing to do with controlling crime and are likely to be 

used against people who are not in the good books of the system. 

POTO (Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance) Act, 2002 

The promulgation of the Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance is an important 

black mark in the National Democratic Alliance's record of misgovernance. 

POTO has produced consternation 111 India's political and journalistic 

communities and raised serious questions about citizen's freedom, and the fairness 

of the law-and-order and justice delivery systems. There is every reason why 

Parliament must oppose POTO. The Rajya Sabha in particular must pass a 

resolution to ensure that the Ordinance lapses or is defeated. 

Why has POTO generated so much heat? It is not that we do not need to 

fight terrorism, but POTO is a remarkably ill-conceived, draconian and counter

productive instrument for doing so. Like TADA, the Terrorist and Disruptive 

Activities (Prevention) Act. it will victimise innocent people through unwarranted 

detention and harassment. promote irresponsible policing, and thus damage the 

credibility of the legal system. This can only lead to more discontent and 

aggravate the phenomenon of sub-state terrorism which POTO is meant to light. It 
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is not the abuse of POTO but its normal use that should worry all those who value 

freedom and oppose terrorism. 

To be fair, POTO is not an exact replica ofT ADA. In some respects. it is a 

slight improvement on TADA. It does not cover "disruptive'' activities, which 

were left so ill-defined in TADA that striking students or milkmen could be 

detained for months. POTO allows appeals against rejection of bail to the High 

Court - TADA only permitted a Supreme Court appeal and reduces the victim's 

rigours beyond the first year of detention. It reduces the period of detention 

without a charge-sheet, although 90 days is sti II far too long. 

However, POTO is significantly worse than T ADA insofar as its scope 

extends beyond "terrorists'' to "terrorist" organisations'' and their supporters and 

sympathisers who by definition are not terrorists. This is POTO's most egregious 

feature POTO also empowers the government to tap telephone and other 

communications and confiscate suspected "proceeds of terrorism". POTO seeks to 

punish severely those who may have information about terrorist activities hut fail 

to disclose it. This has damaging implications for the freedom of expression. 

POTO is thus a harsh preventive detention lm\, which reverses the burden of proof 

and permits the harassment of anyone the government considers undesirahk. 

• Section 3( I) defines a terrorist as somebody \Vith the "intent to thrcaten the 

unity, integrity, security or sovereignty of India or to strike krror in the 
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people ... ··. who commits violent acts by "using bombs or other explosive 

substances or. .. other. .. poisons." etc. to cause death, injuries, or damage to, 

'"property or ... supplies'' ... to be used '"for the defence of India or in 

connection with any other purposes" (emphasis added). Although the phrasing 

is somewhat vague, it at least requires that an act be committed. for which the 

sentence would be death or life imprisonment. 

However, Chapter-III of POTO makes nonsense of this very requirement 

by creating a new category, of "terrorist organisations", defined merely as "'listed 

in the [attached] Schedule." (Already, 23 groups have been named.) Such 

organisations need not have committed or participated in terrorist acts; it is enough 

that they are found to "encourage" terrorism or are "'otherwise involved" in it. 

Thus, the Central government can arbitrarily !able any organisation 

"terrorist" - for instance, because it promotes a "terrorist ideology" (also 

arbitrarily defined). It can harass its members, sympathisers, harbourers and so on. 

A "'sympathiser'' - by definition not a terrorist - can be sentenced to I 0 years' 

imprisonment. "'Members" are liable to be imprisoned for I 0 years whether they 

have engaged in any violent act or not. Those v>'ho raise funds can be sentenced to 

14 years' imprisonment. 

• The government can tap or intercept any communication. including electronic. 

wireless. oral or other messages from anyone suspected of indulging in a 
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terrorist offence. A Joint Secretary to the government serves as the ""competent 

authority" for this non-judicial decision. The intercepts are admissible as 

evidence in court. This provision can easily become a charter for harassing and 

intimidating political opponents. 

• An officer of the rank of Superintendent of Police is empowered to extract 

confessions from the accused and present them as evidence. This provision not 

only has potential for abuse it is itself directly abusive. It perverts the 

fundamental premise that statements recorded clandestinely. or in police 

custody under fear or duress, must not be admitted as evidence. 

• Reversing the burden of proof directly violates the "innocent-until-proved

guilty" premise on which modern jurisprudence rests. It is trivially true that 

some existing laws such as the Income-Tax AcL the Narcotics Act and the Sati 

(Prevention) Act also demand proof of innocence. But that is no justification 

for POTO. The consequences of these laws are not comparable. For instance, if 

your bank account shows an abnormally large deposit. you must be able to 

explain its source to income-tax officials. But you are not imprisoned or 

tortured till you give an answer - as you could be under POTO. Most laws 

provide remedies. POTO has few : you are in the loc-up before you knovv it. 

Once you are accused. once arms are planted on you. or once your url!Oll. 

association or organisation is branded. you can he bunged into jail. 
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• Sections 3( 8) and 14 are particularly obnoxious. They punish anyone who 

possesses information relevant to the possible commission of terrorist acts, but 

··fails" to disclose it. This prescribes one year·s imprisonment for an act of 

omiSSIOn, not commission - and three years for non-cooperation with the 

interrogating officer. This is abhorrent. In a situation where ordinary citizens 

hesitate to appear as witnesses to crimes out of fear of police harassment, it is 

unreasonable to demand that they suddenly trust the police. It is frivolous to 

compare this provision to Section 39 of the Criminal Procedure Code, which 

too mandates furnishing of information about impending crimes. This Section 

has mercifully not been seriously invoked for decades- like Section 377 of the 

Indian Penal Code pertaining to homosexuality. 

Section 3(8) and 14 are liable to be used against journalists who in their line 

of duty may interview a ""terrorist" or terrorist "'sympathiser" without necessarily 

knowing their identity or criminal plans. To demand that the journalist part with 

this information amounts to imposing unreasonable restrictions upon the ll·eedom 

of expression. This counterposes the right to information to an ill-de1ined "'duty to 

the nation"'. Yet, POTO empov,'ers the police to extract information for journalists. 

This is. potentially, extremely abusive. A. conscientious journalist. ir she or he 

discovers that a terrorist act is about to be committed. \Viii want to alert not just the 

police but the larger public. The possibility of a clash betv>een privileged 
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information (with the journalist) and knowledge available to the police rs 

extremely rare. 

Writing a whole p1ece of legislation on the basis of a rare, worst-case 

scenario risks interfering \Vith the media. In the present situation. where there is 

1 
suppression of the right of association and collective action such provisions are 

likely to lead to censorship. Journalists wanting to ""play safe" will simply avoid 

certain beats. Publishers will restrict reporters' activities to areas where they 

cannot be held liable under POTO. The public will be the ultimate loser. 

POTO represents an unhealthy. pathologicaL "'big-stick" response to the 

social disorders which underlie sub-state terrorism. It is based upon the l73'd 

Report of the Law Commission - a body reduced to a pale shadmv of itself by 

members such as a long-time swayamsevak, whose sole claim to "scholarship'' is 

that he has edited two volumes of Atal Behari Vajpayee's speeches. This Report 

shows a strong communal bias in emphasising the dangers posed by 

"fundamentalist terrorists" and .. religious fundamentalists", selectively 

highlighting the plight of "Hindu families" in communal disturbances. and in 

drawing parallels between the 1993 Bombay blasts (although not the Bahri Masjid 

demolition) and the activities of "Muslim militants". The government has carried 

this communal bias into the Prevention ofTerrorism Bill 2000 (since dropped) and 

into POTO. POTO will be used by the Bharatiya Janata Party to harass the 
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minorities, polarise religious communities and whip up hysteria to wm votes. 

especially in Uttar Pradesh. 

The government has learnt nothing from the dismal expenence with 

TADA. under which 76,036 people were detained under charges which were often 

so flimsy that two-thirds of them were discharged by the courts as the government 

could not even make out a prima facie case. The rate of conviction under T ADA 

was an appalling 0. 9 per cent. The law was extensively used i!l Gujarat and 

Maharashtra against college students, trade unionists and women's organisations -

anyone considered ''inconvenient". 

By 1995, TADA had become so discredited that no government could think 

of extending or reviving it- until the right-wing NDA came to power. Exploiting 

the September I I carnage and anti ~· ·•terrorist" shibboleths. it deviously pushed 

through POT rather than pilot a Bill through Parliament. This corresponded to the 

hardening attitude in sections of the Indian elite which have gung-ho approaches 

to issues such as crime and social discontent. The government did not inform the 

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Home Affairs of the relevant developments. 

The committee has not even received a copy of the ordinance. 

Draconian laws such as POTO are not just intrinsically obnoxious: they 

overload and pervert the judicial system. They give the pol ice the option of not 

investigating crimes and painstakingly gathering evidence. Mere suspects can be 
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charged with '"terrorism" and detained for long. painful years. This can only 

encourage irresponsible behaviour on the part of a force which increasingly fails to 

bring criminals to book in cases ranging from petty theft to obnoxious killings ~ 

such as the Jessica Lall murder case. "'the tandoor murder". or the BMW hit-and-

run scandaL to mention examples from the national capital alone. 

The BJP is disingenuous to argue that there are preventive detention Acts in 

(0 

States ruled by the Congress -- for instance, Maharashtra and Karnataka ~ and 

therefore that party must not oppose POTO. Bad preventive detention laws 

everywhere must go. However. it must be noted that the Maharashtra Control of 

Organised Crime Act 1999 is meant to deal with "'acts ... with the objective of 

gaining pecuniary benefits or an economic advantage". It does not have POTO's 

broad-spectrum scope. The Act was brought into being by a Shiv Sena-BJP 

government, although that is no excuse for the Congress-Nationalist Congress 

Party government to perpetuate it. It is also fallacious to argue that in TADA' s 

absence, Rajiv Gandhi's assassins would not have been convicted. In realitv. the . "' 

Supreme Court acquitted all the 27 persons who were accused under TADA. but 

contradictorily, upheld their testimony under police custody as admissible 

evidence. l Jltimately, four were convicted for murder under Section 302 of the 

I PC. 

Laws like T ADA and Perro assault not only our rights as citizens. but also 

our democratic sensibilities. We are asked to forget that terrorism in Punjab was 
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brought under control not through K.P.S. Gill's strong-arm methods, nor through 

torture, nor by police squads moving around in unnumbered jeeps, hut through a 

political solution which exposed the Khalistani terrorists as a bunch of 

extortionists and rapists. If the Naga insurgency dies down, it will not he because 

of the ruthless use of guns, but because of negotiations. Our existing laws can 

adequately deal with terrorism without preventive detention. But their enforcers 

are not up to the job. What we need to do is use existing laws conscientiously to 

bring culprits to trial and convincingly establish their guilt. That can create 

conditions conducive to deterring serious crime and terrorism. 

Regrettably, the NDA's approach is just the opposite. Its government has 

done all it could to discourage, ban and vindictively punish dissent. whether on the 

Afghan war. WTO, or religious issues. Recent attempts to deny permission for the 

holding of rallies in the national capital bear testimony to this- as with a citizens' 

peace march on October 30, Ram Raj's conversion-to-Buddhism rally on 

November 4, or the Centre-Lett's impressive November 6 mobilisation against a 

new round of talks at the WTO. The growing official intolerance of dissent like 

POTO, spells serious trouble for our freedom and democracy. POTO must become 

a litmus test. It must go in toto. 

The POTO Debate 

The National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government finds in the 

Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance (POTO), to quote Home Minister L. K.Advani. 
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a "win-win situation". Its passage in Parliament during the winter session 
~ ~ 

beginning November 19 would give the government one more oppressive 

instrument 111 its so-called fight against terrorism: its defeat '' ould help the 

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-led alliance seek political mileage 111 the com111g 

Assembly election in some states. 

The cutting edge of POTO, Advani said in an interview to a newspaper, lay 

in the provisions relating to evidence that enabled conviction. One important fact 

that was brought to the notice of the executive. He claimed. was that if the 

Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act, or T ADA, did not have the 

provision to admit confessions by the accused before police officers as valid 

evidence. none of the accused would have been convicted in the Rajiv Gandhi 

assassination case. Union Minister for Lavv and Justice Arun Jaitley endorsed this 

view by saying that but for this provision under TADA. now adopted by POTO. 

India would have appeared a soft state, where a former Prime Minister was killed 

and none was convicted. 

Central to those arguments is the assumption that without confessions by 

the accused admitted as valid evidence: it would not be possible to secure 

convictions in any case where the accused are powerful enough to int\midate 

witnesses. On the face of it. this is a ridiculous argument as it concedes that the 

Indian prosecution and investigative system is in capable of securing corroborative 

evidence to confessions. 
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Having said this, it is worth examining hm"v crucial Section 15 of T ADA 

was in securing the conviction of the accused in the Rajiv Gandhi case. Under 

Section 15, a confession voluntarily made by a person before police officer. Not 

lower in rank than a Superintendent of Police are recorded by such police otticer 

in writing or by using any mechanical device, such as audio cassettes and video 

tapes, was admissible in the trial of such person (or co-accused, abettor or 

conspirator) for an offence under this Act. 

The Supreme Court, while disposing of the appeals in May 1999 by the 26 

accused in the Rajiv Gandhi Assassination case against the death awarded to them 

by the Designated Court in Chennai, had held that all the accused committed no 

offence under T ADA. But it confirmed death sentences to four and life 

imprisonment to four of the accused under the provision of the Indian Penal Code 

(!PC) and other Acts for various criminal offences. 

Section 12 of T ADA enabled the Designated Court to try jointly any 

offence under the TADA together with any other offence with which the accused 

might have been changed as per the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC ). 

Therefore, Justice K.T. Thomas held in that judge meant that the confessional 

statement duly recorded under Section 15 would continue to remain adm;:;sible. 

An Amendment, through a proviso. \\as introduced in Section 15( I) of TADA in 

1993. which said confessions by one accused could he admissible in the trial of a 
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co-accused, abettor or conspiratoc provided they are charged and tried in the same 

case together with the accused making the confession. 

Justice Thomas, interpreting this prov1s1on, said: "While a confession is 

substantive evidence against its makec it cannot be used as substantive evidence 

against another person, even if the latter is a co-accused, but it can be used as a 

piece of corroborative material to support other substantive evidence." 

Justice D.P. Wadhwa said: "Under Section 15 of TADA confession of an 

accused is admissible against a co-accused as substantive evidence .... As a matter 

of prudence, the court may look for some corroboration if confession is to be used 

against a co-accused though that will again be within the sphere of appraisal of 

evidence." 

Concurring with this view. Justice Sayeed Shah Mohammad Quadri said: 

"Insofar as use of confession of an accused against a co-accused is concerned, rule 

of prudence cautions the judicial discretion that it cannot be relied upon unless 

corroborated generally by other evidence on record." It is precisely because the 

police failed to get enough corroborative evidence to the confessions against the 

co-accused, that the Supreme Court refused to confirm the convictions of all the 

26 accused. It confirmed the convictions only where their confessions were 

sufficiently corroborated. In other words. confessions alone are not sufficient for 

conviction. 
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On the contrary, Congress (I) Member of Parliament and legal expert Kapil 

Sibal argues that if Section 15 alone mattered for the promulgation of POTO. the 

government could have thought of amending the Evidence AcL to provide for 

admissibility of such confessions in certain cases where investigation of a terrorist 

crime is involved. Ironically. Section 32 of POTO. which is the equivalent of 

Section 15 of T ADA as amended in 1993. does not have the provision that the 

confession of the accused would be admissible against a co-accu5ed. abettor or 

conspirator, charged and tried in the same case together with the accused. It is 

surprising, therefore, that a provision of TADA which does not tind a place in 

POTO, should be cited in defence of the ordinance. 

Civil liberty groups have questioned the police claim that the confessions 

secured under Section 15 were 'voluntary'. (POTO also makes it clear that the 

police without the use of force should secure confessions). This is one of the 

issued raised in the mercy petition submitted by the convicts facing death 

sentence. Seventeen of the 26 accused in the Rajiv Gandhi case gave confessions 

to the police under Section 15 but retracted them before the Designated ( 'ourt. 

which rejected their retraction. 

In 1994. the Supreme Court. while upholding the constitutionally of 

T ADA. said that Section 15 left ample room for misuse and miscarriage ofjustice. 

Therefore. recommended certain safeguards - such as producing the accused 
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before a court within 24 hours of recording his/her confession and arrangement of 

medical examination of those accused in case of any allegation of torture. 

To some extent, POTO incorporates these safeguards. Under POTO, a 

person whose confession has been recorded shall be produced before the court 

within 48 hours, and the court would record his statement, and send him for 

medical examination, if there is any complaint of torture. But POTO does not 

empower a Judge to reject the admissibility of a confession if the complaint of 

torture. Is sustained by a Medical Officer. Even if such a power is implicit in some 

cases, relief under POTO may be available only after 180 days of police custody 

and the threat of further police custody after a brief spell of judicial custody are 

not entirely ruled out. The accused. it is feared, are unlikely to retract their 

confessions before a court. 

The government has sought to minimise the threat to the tl·eedom of the 

media from Section 3(8) and Section 14 of POTO. Arun Jaitley has argued that 

Section 3(8) merely imposes an obligation on a citizen to give information relating 

to a crime under POTO. This obviously does not cover publication of an interview 

with a terrorist he suggested. Section 14 empowers an investigating officer to 

require anyone to furnish information. An identical provision exists under Section 

39 of the Cr. P.C.. which imposes an obligation on a citizen to give inf(mnation to 

the police on any offence covered under the !PC. Non-compliance is punishahle 

under the I PC. 
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But the distinction between Section 39 of the Cr.P.C read \\ ith the 

pr<wisions under the IPC and POTO is obvious: while the former has enough 

safeguards against abuse. the latter does not. POTO's safeguards come into 

operation after the dam age is done. 

In order to counter the Opposition's protest, the government has pointed to 

the laws. existing and proposed laws similar to POTO in Maharashtra. Karnataka 

and Andhra Pradesh. The Maharashtra Control of Organised Crime Act. 1999, (the 

Karnataka Control of Organised Crime Bill, 200 L and the Andhra Pradesh 

Control of Organised Crime Act. 200 I are modelled on this) has a narrow 

definition of what constitutes an organized crime - any continuing unlawful 

activity by an individual. singly or jointly. Either as a member of an organized 

crime syndicate or on behalf of such a syndicate. by use of violence or threat of 

violence or intimidation or coercion or other unlawful means with the objective of 

gaining pecuniary benefit, or gaining under economic or other advantage for 

himself or any other person or promoting insurgency. 

The Act is clearly intended against the Mumbai underworld. POTO lifts the 

provision relating to interception of communication tl·om this Act and applies to it 

all citizens suspected of having committed a terrorist act. 

As Kapil Sibal points out. the Maharashtra Act makes sense in the context 

of threats from organized crime syndicates. whereas the militants in Jammu and 
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Kashmir. against whom POTO might he intended. do not communicate with 

anyone but indulge 1n mindless violence. Sibal, however, concedes that laws 

introduced by the States need to he reviewed. If they have not served the purpose, 

they should be dropped. 

Unlike these states - specific pieces of legislation, POTO applies to every 

Indian and lacks the precise definition of a terrorist act, as attempted by Section 

3( I) of T ADA. The more vague the definition of a terrorist act the greater the 

possibility of abuse, warns Sibal. 

If a wide definition under POTO is intended to bring in all the terrorist 

organizations under its ambit, its schedule of terrorist organizations reveals exactly 

the opposite. Of the 23 organizations notified under POTO, four belong to Punjab, 

some of them already defunct and six belong to Jammu and Kashmir, many of 

whom had been banned under the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA), 

1967, which suggests that the existing laws could have been sutticient to secure 

their proscription, seizure of their properties. and stoppage of the tlow of funds to 

them. The banned People's War Group. which strikes terror in Andhra Pradesh. 

Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Bihar. has not been notified. The Students' 

Islamic Movement of India, and the Oeendar Anjuman, both banned under tiAPA. 

have been notitied under POTO. The notification of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil 

Elam ( LTTE) has surprised observers. 
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Whereas the National Socialist Council of Nagalim (lsaac-Muivah). with 

whom the Centre is holding talks. has been left out in the schedule, six 

organizations espousing the ethnic cause in Manipur. where there is no visible 

separatist movement, have been included. 1\vo organizations each in Assam and 

Tripura have been notified. None of these organizations could be expected to 

maintain any membership records; a mere suspicion that an individual might 

belong to or sympathise with these organizations could lead to, action under 

POTO. 

All Opposition parties, with exception of All India Anna Dravida Munnetra 

Kazhagam (AIADMK), have vowed to oppose POTO in Parliament. While 

POTO's defeat in the Rajya Sabha. where the NDA is outnumbered by the 

Opposition appears certain, it is not clear whether the NDA will succeed in 

neutralising the opposition to the ordinance from within. Although the DMK, the 

Akali Dal and the Telegu Desam Party expressed some reservations. they have not 

been vocal in their opposition to POTO. 

The real test of POTO is, however, not in Parliament hut in the electoral 

arena. where the psychological war over equating the opposition to PCHO with 

support to terrorism would be fought. 

A person arrested under the POTO cannot be released on bail by a court 

until the court is satisfied that there are grounds for believing that he is not guilty 
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of committing such an offence. When the odds are heavily loaded against a person 

accused of an offence under the POTO. is it not unh1ir to deny him the right to 

move an anticipatory bail? 

The Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance (POTO) is the reincarnation of 

T ADA. The T ADA was introduced for the first time 111 1985 after the 

assassination of Indira Gandhi. The modified version of the T ADA was enacted in 

1987. Both the 1985 and 1987 T ADA Acts were introduced as a temporary 

measure for two years. But the 1987 Act was extended every two years till its 

expiry in May 1995. The POTO is also a temporary legislation for three years. It is 

believed that the T ADA Act has helped to a great measure in containing terrorism 

in Punjab. Several cases of violence between criminal gangs were booked under 

the TADA in Maharashtra. In the rest of the country including Tamil Nadu . 

though several cases were booked under the Act. almost all of them including the 

Rajiv Gandhi assassination case, have been declared hy the Supreme Court as 

cases not relating to terrorist activities. 

There were several incidents of the T ADA being misused hy the Executive. 

Many TADA cases investigated hy the police in Tamil Nadu ended in acquittals as 

they were not cases of terrorist activities. The Padmanabha case is a· telling 

example of the misuse of the TADA. The incident regarding the assassination of 

Sri Lankan Tamil leader Padmanahha was reported in June 1990. lhe case was 
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altered to that of an offence under the TADA 14 months later in August 1991 after 

the change of government in the aftermath of Rajiv Gandhi's assassination. 

Former Tamil Nadu Minister, Ms. Subbulakshmi Jagadeesan. was booked 

along with her husband Mr. Jagadeesan under the TADA Act on the charge of 

harbouring a terrorist in September 1991. She was arrested by the State police in 

January 1992 and was in prison till August 1992 when she was released on bail by 

the Supreme Court. Similarly Mr. V. Ravichandran, younger brother of the 

General Secretary of MDMK, Mr. Vaiko. was arrested on the charge of 

harbouring terrorists in October 1991. 

Mr. Veerasekaran, advocate, was accused of rendering legal advice to his 

client, a terrorist involved in the conspiracy thereby assisting the conspirator to the 

assassination of Padmanabha. As the TADA prohibited any appeal to the High 

Court, Mr. Veerasekaran was constrained to move an application under Articles 

226 and 227 of the Constitution for his release on bail. However. appeal to the 

High Court has been provided under section )4 of the POTO. 

Messrs Subbulakshmi Jagadeesan. her husband .lagadccsan. V. 

Ravichandran and Veerasekaran underwent the ordeal of arrest. detention and trial 

proceedings for over six long years before they vvere found not guilty of the charge 

of conspiracy or abetment in Padmanabha assassination. 
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A Basic Difference 

In the case of Kartar Singh vs. the State of Punjab ( 1994 SCC Cr. 899) the 

Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court upheld the validity of section 15 of the 

TADA which made a confession statement recorded by a police officer as 

admissible in evidence. The minority view of Mr. Justice K. Ramasamy and Mr. 

Justice Sahai that the approach of the police is absolutely different from that of the 

judiciary as the former is concerned with the result and not with the procedural 

fairness, is worth consideration. 

While commenting on the admissibility of the confession recorded by a 

Superintendent of Police, Mr. Justice Sahai in the Kartar Singh case observed, 

"There is a basic difference between the approach of a police officer and a judicial 

officer. A judicial officer is trained and tuned to reach the final goal by a fair 

procedure. The basic of a civilised jurisprudence is that the procedure by which a 

person is sent behind the bars should be fair. honest and just. A police officer is 

trained to achieve the result irrespective of the means and method which is 

employed to achieve it. So long as the goal is achieved the means are irrelevant 

and this philosophy does not change by hierarchy of the officer". 

Mr. Justice S. Ratnavel Pandian delivering the majority view in the Kartar 

Singh case upheld the validity of section 15 of the TADA and has laid down 

certain guidelines to be followed by the police officer while recording a 
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confession. In the case of Lal Singh vs. the State of Gujarat (200 I 3 SC(' 221) 

when it was pointed out that the guidelines laid down in the Kartar Singh case 

were not followed, the Supreme Court held that confession recorded by a police 

otlicer without following the guidelines is still admissible. In the case of S.N. 

Dube vs. N.B. Boir (2000 SCC Cr. 343) the Supreme Court ruled that it is 

sufficient if the court is able to conclude that the requirements have been 

substantially complied with by a police officer. However, now the guidelines have 

been more or less incorporated in section 32 of the POTO. Even then it is unsafe 

to allow a police officer who is trained to achieve the result without following fair 

procedure to record the confession. Why the police otlicer should be allowed 48 

hours to produce before the court the accused along with the confession statement 

recorded by him. Section 57 of the POTO makes a police officer, who exercises 

his powers corruptly or maliciously, punishable with imprisonment for two years. 

This section will drive the police officer to disregard all the procedural 

fairness for achieving the success of his prosecution and avoiding the onslaught of 

section 57. The confession to be recorded by a police officer has been ruled as 

substantive evidence in the Rajiv Gandhi assassination case (State vs. Nalini 

( 1999) 5 sec 253) overruling the earlier proposition of law that such confession 

can only be used as corroborative piece of evidence held in the Kalpanath Rai case 

( 1997 8 SCC 732). Conviction on the basis of a confession recorded by a police 

otlicer is permissible now. In such background no police otticer should he armed 
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vvith the dangerous weapon of recording confession which can be the sole basis for 

conviction. Producing an accused person before a magistrate for recording his 

confession is not difficult today. Section 32 of the POTO is too dangerous a 

weapon to be entrusted to the police. 

In Usmanabhai Dawoodbhai vs. the State of Gujarat ( 1988 2 SCC 271) the 

Supreme Court viewed the TADA as "an extreme measure to be resorted to when 

the police cannot tackle the situation under the ordinary penal law. The intension 

is to provide special machinery to combat the growing menace of terrorism in 

different parts of the country. Since. however. the Act is a drastic measure: it 

should not ordinarily be resorted to unless the government's law enforcing 

machinery fails." 

It should not be forgotten that Kalpanath Rai, former Union Minister. was 

ultimately found not guilty of TADA charges after undergoing prolonged 

incarceration. 

When such was the experience with the T ADA. what is the guarantee that 

professionals. political leaders. presspersons and others who are not favourably 

disposed towards the party in power will not he harassed by using the stringent 

provisions of the POTO. 

A person arrested under the POTO cannot be released on hail by a court 

until the court is satisfied that there are grounds for believing that he is not guilty 
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of committing such offence. This in other v:ords requires the arrested person to 

prove his innocence before he \Vas fully apprised of the material implicating him 

in the charge. When the odds are heavily loaded against a person accused of an 

offence under the POTO, is it not unfair to deny him the right to move an 

anticipatory bail? Section 48(5) which prohibits moving anticipatory bail has to be 

deleted in view of the past experience of innocent people having been made to 

face false accusations of terrorist activities. 

The review committee provided under section 59 of the POTO appears 

toothless. It should be assigned a role similar to the advisory boards in preventive 

detention laws. The review committee shall be empowered to reviev, every arrest 

and charge sheet filed under the POTO. The committee should give its opinion 

within four weeks of such arrest or charge sheet. The opinion given should be 

made mandatory if it recommends the release of an accused. It is reported that on 

March 23, 1999, the Jammu and Kashmir Minister for Home Affairs told the State 

Assembly that 16,620 persons had been detained under the TADA in the State 

since 1990: of these. I ,640 were brought to trial and I 0 were convicted. Can the 

POTO achieve what the TADA could not achieve'! Is the hurry in introducing the 

POTO with such stringent provisionsjustified? 

The events of II September gave the Government of India the pretext it 

needed to launch yet another salvo in its own ·'strike against terror". Promulgated 

six years after the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities Act (TADA) lapsed in 1995. 
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the Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance (POTO) is expected to come up for debate 

in Parliament during its winter session beginning on I 9 November 200 l. POTO is, 

according to the Government, ''less draconian" than the defunct TADA. Other 

official explanations dwell on the "necessity" of new legislation to tackle "new" 

crimes. And for good measure, references are made to "similar" legislation 111 

countries such as the United States of America and the United Kingdom. 

The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) has justified POTO by claiming "an 

upsurge of terrorist activities, intensiticati on of cross border terrorism, and 

insurgent groups in different parts of the country." Ministry officials however 

evidently failed to consult their own data sheets - the MHA 's Annual Report for 

the year 2000 actually revealed a decrease in terrorist incidents in Jammu and 

Kashmir, a state that remains the main focus of the Indian Government's counter-

terrorism measures. 

Most of the provisions contained in POTO can be found in statutes such as 

the National Security Act, 1980; the Armed Forces Special Powers Act. 1958: the 

Disturbed Areas Act, 1990: the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act. 196 7: the 

Prevention of Seditious Meetings Act, 1911: the Anti-Hijacking Act. 1982 No. 65 

of 1982: the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against Safety of Civil Aviati(m Act. 

1982, No. 66 of 1982: the Disturbed Areas Special Courts Act 1976: the Foreign 

Exchange Management Act, 1999: the Prevention of Black-marketing and 

Maintenance of Supplies of Essential Commodities Act, 1980: the Prevention of 
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Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act 1988; the Indian 

Telegraph Act, 1885 or the Information Technology Act, 2000. 

Furthermore, the few provisions that are not covered by the above Acts 

violate the Indian Penal Code, the Criminal Procedure Code, the Indian Evidence 

Act, and fundamental rights chapter of the Indian Constitution. Assertions 

regarding the appropriateness of the Ordinance are therefore highly questionable. 

Attempts have also been made to justify POTO by reference to anti

terrorism legislation in other countries. However, the main arguments along these 

lines are flawed. The United States legislation, the Anti-Terrorism and Effective 

Death Penalty Act (AEDPA) of 1996, for example, in no way limits fundamental 

rights guaranteed to all defendants in the criminal process. Preventive detention on 

the ground of a person's potential dangerousness is prohibited. The detention of an 

individual, in all cases, must be pursuant to a lawful arrest - based on probable 

cause that the individual has engaged in criminal conduct- and an indictment must 

be confirmed by a judge or grand jury. At the trial stage, the lJS Constitution's 

guarantees of due process of law in all criminal proceedings, the presumption or 

innocence, the right of the defendant to an open and speedy trial and the right of 

the defendant to confront witnesses against him are neither suspended nor 

circumscribed by AEDPA. 
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Moreover, AEDPA provides for absolute freedom of speech and freedom 

of communication as enshrined in the First Amendment of the lIS Constitution. 

Under POTO, a journalist's refusal to share information. which in the views ofthe 

Investigating Officer could lead to the arrest of an alleged terrorist. is a terrorist 

oflence. 

The USA Patriot Act of 200 I, enacted in the aftermath of the II September 

attacks. grants certain additional powers to the federal government and the 

Attorney General and establishes a new criminal prohibition against harbouring 

terrorists. However, it does not alter the criminal trial process for terrorism cases. 

nor does it accord the Executive powers immunised from meaningful judicial 

revtew 

Under the United Kingdom· s Prevention of Terrorism Act 200 I. the 

detention of an individual arrested under the Act can be extended for up to five 

days. but only with the permission of the Home Minister. The European Court of 

Human Rights has held that this provision in breach of Article 5(3) of the 

European Convention on Human Rights. The contrast with POTO i:-; stark- POTO 

provides for extension of detention for up to 180 days. Further. the Prevention of 

Terrorism Act allows compensation under Schedule IV for wront: l()rfei'ture of 

property. 
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What POTO seeks to do is hold the accused for a prolonged period of 

detention for upto 180 days without charging him, and effectively subverts the 

cardinal principle of the criminal justice system - the presumption of innocence

by putting the burden of proof on the accused, withholding of the identity of 

witnesses, making confessions made to the police officer admissible as evidence, 

and giving the public prosecutor the power to deny bail. Moreover, little discretion 

is given to judges regarding the severity of sentences. While the Terrorist and 

Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act was reviewed every two years. POTO is not 

subject to review for a period of five years. POTO is also more likely to be used 

for preventive detention of all peaceful dissenters than for tackling terrorism. 

While TADA was reviewed every two years. POTO will not be reviewed 

for up to five years. The definitions of terms in POTO are sketchy and therefore 

highly susceptible to misuse. For example, "terrorist acts" bringing about the 

death of any person, incur the death penalty or life imprisonment (and a fine). 

Conspiracy, attempts at committing or the advocating, abetting. advising. inciting 

or knowing facilitation of the commission of "terrorist acts" or "any act 

preparatory to a terrorist act" call for imprisonment of no less than live years. 

extendable up to life imprisonment (and a tine). Imprisonment for three years can 

result f!·om any attempt to harbour and conceal a person known to he a ··terrorist", 

unless a husband-wife relationship exists between the "'terrorist" and the 

harbourer/concealer. Membership in "'an organization which is concerned with or 
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involved in terrorism" (that is. according to POTO, a terrorist gang or 

organization) and the holding of property derived or obtained from commission of 

any terrorist act is to be punished with life imprisonment and/or a fine. 

SAHRDC opposes POTO, persuaded by the belief that such an instrument 

is not the solution to the complex problem of terrorism. Further. POTO can be 

used by the State to silence peaceful political dissent and to target minorities. The 

dismal history of national security legislation in India attests to the likelihood of 

such abuse. 

With regard to the introduction of any anti-terrorist legislation, the following must 

be scrupulously adhered to: 

I. Any anti-terrorist law must be subject to international scrutiny. In the 

absence of a regional mechanism in Asia. the Government of India should 

ratify the First Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights and the Convention against Torture. India should withdraw 

its reservations to Articles 20, 21 and 22 ofthe Convention against Torture. 

2. POTO must be subject to revievv by Parliament every year on the basis of 

a report submitted by the Revie\v Committee to the Parliament anii State 

Assemblies concerning the progress on ncry detainee's case under Perro. 

3. POTO should be withdrawn tl·om the statute books if it manifestly fails 

to meet its objectives. 
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4. reno must contain a limited and specific definition of terrorism. such as 

that contained in the Prevention of Terrorism Act of the United Kingdom. 

5. The time frame for detention without charge should be the same as that 

of other criminal offences under the Criminal Procedure Code. Sixty to 

ninety days is more than sufficient to gather information to charge a 

suspect. 

6. Every detainee must be produced before a judicial n1,agistrate within 24 

hours of his or her arrest. No exceptions should be admitted to this rule. 

Anything short of this should entitle the detainee to immediate release and 

monetary compensation for wrongful arrest and detention. 

7. The normal structure and jurisdiction of the courts should be restored; 

special courts should be abolished and the normal appeal mechanisms 

should be available with the normal time limits. 

8. There should be a wider discretion for the magistrate to grant bail. The 

Criminal Procedure Code's provisions are sutlicient to enable bail to be 

refused where appropriate in a particular case. Provision could be made for 

urgent appeal on any decision to a High Court by either side. 

9. There should be a strict time frame for trials. There should be automatic 

release on bail if proceedings have not begun within 90 days of charges 

being filed. 
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I 0. Trials should continue on a day-to-day basis. Adjournments 111 

exceptional circumstances should not he for more than I 5 days. 

II. Open hearings should be made the rule unless either party makes out a 

sufficient case for an in camera trial. Provisions should be made for urgent 

appeals to a High Court Judge if either party opposes the decision. 

12. The presumption of innocence should be restored in all cases. 

13. Substantial compensation should be payable for wrongful arrest and 

detention. The Government of India should withdraw reservations to 

Article 9 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

14. Incommunicado detention should be prohibited. 

Prevention of Organised Crime Act (POCA) 

The improved Left Front in West Bengal was formulated a draconian act 

POCA (Prevention of Organised Crime Act) to deal with so called Muslim 

terrorism. A few years back the Chief Minister Mr. Buddhadev Bhattacharya 

proclaimed that the unregistered madrassas are the dens of anti national acl,~vities. 

Thus, Bush Advani or Buddhadev, all are signing the same tune or curbing 

'Muslim terrorism'. Although following the serious protests launched throughout 

the state by the revolutionary and progressive forces belonging to all the 
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communities. Though the CPI(M) and the I _eft Front had promised to re-establish 

and enlarge the basic freedom and democratic rights in West BengaL they are no\V 

busy with restricting and curbing it in the name of the changed situation. 

A comparative examination of POCA and POTO would reveal that they are 

nothing but duplicates of each other. HO\vever. at present the CPI(M) state 

leadership have no personal experience of such draconian acts. They feel no 

hesitation in promulgating these acts. 

Terrorism is a big concept. Today it is a big problem for our nation. In 

other words it is not the threat for our nation but the threat for all over the world. 

Though its circle is too large, so it is tough to cover all the area of terrorism. After 

discuss about terrorism and terroristic activities. some major matters are comes out 

from the discussion. 

Terrorism today is a great threat for India's democracy. Some external and 

some internal terrorist groups they operate their brutal operation throughout all 

over the India, mainly in the part of Kashmir. Punjab. Assam. Delhi. Mumbai. The 

common thing is that the internal and international terrorism is the emergence and 

consolidation of terrorist groups \-\·holly or in part motivated by religious 
\ 

fanaticism. All active international terrorist groups had secular goals and beliefs. 

The international terrorist groups were religiously motivated. the majority 

professing Islamist belief. The religious fanaticism causes a greater propensity for 
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mass-lethality inside indiscriminate attacks, because a bomber who believes he is 

carrying out the will of God or Allah and waging a Holy War is unlikely to be 

inhibited by the prospect of causing large-scale carnage. 

We have noted that the threat of terrorism is changing in a member of 

ways, but we still confront a very wide range of terrorist groups and state. Some of 

the major principles and policies to combat terrorism are like. A law was 

attempted with the Terrorism and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act (TADA) 

of 1987. But TADA appears to have used unsuccessful as its model. In 200 L 

Government of India was implemented an another law to combat terrorism and 

that is Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance (POTO). But POTO will brutalise 

innocent people, violate human rights and debase the political culture -~ without 

etTectively countering terrorism. The improved Lett Front in West Bengal was 

formulated a draconian act POC A (Prevention of Organised Crime Act) to deal 

with so called Muslim terrorism. But POCA and POl'A are nothing but duplicates 

of each other. Although, these policies are implemented to defeat terrorism but it 

is too hard to pluck out the root of terrorism which already spread its roots is the 

deep of society. 

New anti-terror bill 

The government has unveiled its rlans to tight terrorism. I\vo bills were 

introduced in the Lok Sabha after the Mumbai massacre on November 26, 2008. 
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One to set up a national investigation agency with special powers and also to 

amend the existing law for tougher action. 

Firstly, Discussion in the Parliament on the Unlawful Activities Prevention 

Act 2008 and 

Secondly, setting up ofNational Investigative agency. 

If cleared, the backbone of the anti-crime law, the Unlawful Activities 

(prevention) Act will be strengthened. Under the changes to Unlawful Activities 

(Prevention) Act, a fundamental change will be that a terror-accused may be held 

guilty until proven innocent. The difference from the Prevention of Terrorism Act 

(POTA) is that it's up to the judge to decide on a case-to-case basis. 

"Under the new Bill the detention period has been changed from 15 days to 

30 days and we have kept the original 90 days time period if there is reasonable 

case of suspicion the court can extend detention period to 180 days so will the 

period for the investigating agency to file a charge sheet. However. the petitions 

will be disposed within three months and after that if the court finds that there is 

reasonable ground of suspicion then the court can cancel the hail plea of the 

accused. There are divergent views in the ruling establishment on PUlA: which 

\\as scrapped by the UPA, the government has tried to keep certain provisions of 

POTA while wiping out other controversial provisions. 
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The difference between POTA and newly implemented l rrA is that the 

POTA gave extraordinary powers to public prosecutor. which \Viii not be the case 

under the law. But UPA put special concentration on reaching terrorist funding 

and organizations that are carrying out terror activities. Under this act the National 

investigating Agency will be set up under the Central government and will 

investigate terror related cases and can also take up some special cases from the 

state governments. 

Crucially, the basic anti-crime law will now have the teeth to freeze funding 

for terror activities and bail will be denied to foreign terrorists. Then, there's the 

Indian version of the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation (FBI). 

The proposals give the Centre power over the state in law and order 

matters. It has been the key reason why this has been delayed for a year with states 

reluctant to give up their supremacy. Special courts will be set up with day-to-day 

hearings for quicker prosecutions. The hearings will be in-camera i.e. closed to the 

public and like America there can be a witness protection programme, although its 

details are being worked out. 

What has been left out of all amendments are two key bits: One is the 

confessions before a police officer remains inadmissible as evidence. something 

that the Home minister P. Chidambaram also \"vantcd. Secondly. the changes to the 

National Security Act. Ministers like Lalu Yadav and Ram Vilas J>a..,wan argued 
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that linking terror to the already tough lmv could lead to its misuse. But politics 

could be remaining a big hurdle. although the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) says it 

will support it. 

"Even though it's a reluctant and incomplete step, as a nationalist party we 

will supp01i even an incomplete step. as long as it's a step against terrorism. 

However, everybody in Parliament agrees that after the Mumbai attack 

tighting terrorism needs tough, new legal teeth. But it's a delicate matter. and now 

that details have been released, the government is bracing for various degrees of 

political opposition. Even if we forget the nitty-gritties and legal ditTerences. 

whether the government's proposals will allow our agencies to work in a coherent 

manner is the question. 

There has been a lot of discussion about setting up a central anti-terrorism 

agency. The rationale for such an agency is the inability of the central government 

to take any "police" action in cases or terrorism. primarily because Law & Order 

is listed in our Constitution as a State Subject. We already have a central 

investigative agency in the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI ). which derives 

most of its investigative authority ti·om the near-obsolete Delhi Special Police 

Establishment Act. Setting up a new agency vvould have a significant ge'station 

period to enact the required legislation. set up the intl·astructure and finding the 

required specialist staff. Instead, it may be easier to add a special counter-terrorism 
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vving to the CBI. Irrespective of whether a new agency is set up or an existing 

agency is expanded, the present legal position that the central agency has to await 

an invitation or consent from the state government will continue severely to limit 

the capability to achieve the counter-terrorist objectives. The basic requirement is 

to empower the central government to have jurisdiction (concurrently with the 

states or exclusively) in specified cases like inter-state terrorist activities. Some 

important lessons can be learnt from the manner in which the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation (FBI) functions in the USA. It is for legal experts to examine 

whether this can be achieved through an executive order or by parliamentary 

legislation or would require a constitutional amendment. The rating in the area of 

creating the proper machinery is "'bad". 
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4.2 Major Findings of the Study : 

Terrorism is a significant and controversial concept. Today it is a big 

problem for our nation. In other words it is not the threat for our nation but the 

threat for all over the world. Though its circle is too large. so it is tough to cover 

all the area of terrorism. After discussing about terrorism and terroristic activities. 

some major matters come out from the discussion. 

The major findings of the study are followings: 

At first. the main area of the study is that vvhat is terrorism or \Vhat is the 

definition of terrorism. Terrorism by nature is difficult to define. Behind every 

terrorist group. there are different motives to spread violence and terror. But. after 

all of these. the main theme is that terrorism is the premeditated. deliberate. 

systematic murder, mayhem and threatening of the innocent to create fear and 
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intimidation in order to gain a political or tactical advantage. usually to influence 

an audience. After the discussion of the meaning of terrorism. then we have 

identified at least six ditTerent sorts of terrorism. These are: (i) Nationalist 

terrorism (ii) Religion terrorism (iii) State sponsored terrorism (iv) Left-wing 

terrorism (v) Right-wing terrorism (vi) Anarchist terrorism. Apart from these six 

types of terrorism there are some other categories based on techniques and 

methods. 

Terrorism today is a great threat for India's democracy. Some external and 

some internal terrorist groups operate their brutal operation throughout India. 

mainly in the part of Kashmir, Punjab, Assam, Delhi, Mumbai. The common thing 

is that the internal and international terrorism is the emergence and consolidation 

of terrorist groups wholly or in part motivated by religious fanaticism. All active 

international terrorist groups have secular goals and beliefs. The international 

terrorist groups are religiously motivated, the majority professing Islamic belief. 

The religious fanaticism causes a greater propensity for mass-lethality inside 

indiscriminate attacks, because a bomber who believes that he is carrying out the 

vvill of God or Allah and waging a Holy War. is unlikely to be inhibited by the 

prospect of causing large-scale carnage. 

We have noted that the threat of terrorism is changing in a number of ways. 

but we still confront a very wide range of terrorist groups and state. Some of the 

major principles and policies to combat terrorism are: Armed Force Special 
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Pmver Act 1958 (AFSPA). Unlmvful Activities Act 196 7 (UAPA). Terrorism and 

Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act (TADA) of 1987. Maharashtra Control 

Organised Crime Act 1999 (MCOCA). Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance 

(POTO). 2002. A law was attempted with the Terrorism and Disruptive Activities 

(Prevention) Act (TADA) of 198 7. But T ADA appears to have been unsuccessful 

as its model. In 2002, Government of India has implemented a law to combat 

terrorism and that is Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance (POTO). But POTO will 

brutalise innocent people, violate human rights and debase the political culture -

without effectively countering terrorism. The improved Left Front in West Bengal 

formulated a draconian act POC A (Prevention of Organised Crime Act) to deal 

with the so called Muslim terrorism. But POCA and POTA are nothing but 

duplicates of each other. After the 26111 massacre of Mumbai, the Govt. have 

implemented two new anti terror bilL one is National Investigative Ageny and the 

other one is new form of Unlawful Activities Act. Although. these policies are 

implemented to defeat terrorism but it is too hard to pluck out the root of terrorism 

which has already spread its roots is the deep soil of the society. 
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CHAPTER- V 

5.1 Conclusion 

It is generally conceded that terrorists make rational calculations and that 

these show the use of mass destruction weapons to be counter-productive. 

In order to assess the future threat posed by terrorism, one must bear in 

mind the changes which have made terrorism a new force in analyses of world 

order. The main areas in these changes are transport and communication, 

weaponry. the effects on society of concentration of vital functions on a 

decreasing number of critical nodes, and changes in social structure and attitudes. 

With the advancement of science and technology. developments in these areas had 

made terrorism a different and more sinister threat than it has been in the past. The 

question for the future in wills there developments continue and will they magnify 

the threat which already recognise in posed by terrorism? 

To many people, the most frightening prospect for the future is that terrorist 

groups might gain access to and use weapons of mass destruction. srecifically 

nuclear. biological or biochemical weapons. Most attention to date has been 

directed to the possibility of some form of nuclear materials falling into t~rrorist 

hands. There are a number of readily conceivable scenarios. One would involve 

the terrorist seizure of a nuclear facility under threat of having the facility 

sabotaged. thus releasing radioactive materials over a large area. Given the level of 
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securitv that has been shown to exist at some nuclear power plants in the past, it is 

not inconceivable that a determined group of well-equipped and well-organised 

terrorist could assault and take over a nuclear facility. If AI Qaeda could make an 

assault on the Pentagon, seizure of a nuclear power plant is comparatively a much 

easier job. 

Probably, the most controversial possibility in that of terrorists. being able 

to construct their own crude nuclear device. It would appear. then, that a 

sufficiently dedicated terrorist group could overcome the technical difficulties and 

construct a credible nuclear bomb. In all probability already exists. 

There can be little doubt, then that it will be soon possible (if not already) 

to mount a credible terrorist attack involving nuclear, biological or biochemical 

agents. The one factor which holds this eventually in abeyance would appear to be 

a rational calculation concerning that would be achieved hy such an act. It is 

generally conceded that terrorists make rational calculation and that these show 

the use of mass destruction weapons to he counterproductive. Will this be so in the 

future? 

We are now living in a time when the rich arc getting richer l~1ster than any 

time in history, when extra-ordinary population increases are producing multitudes 

of poor people who have access to television- and unlike only 50 years ago. are 

aware of how we in the developed world live. This rapidly growing technology in 
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an amplifier of the economic and theological differences that people feel and these 

perspective are likely to only become more acute in the coming decade as the 

have/have not divide broadens 

The most effective response to the problems of terrorism reqUires a two 

front strategy that has short term-and long-term components: dealing with the 

current terrorists and dealing with the fundamentals that produce and encourage 

terrorism. Most all of the governmental effort is focused on the short term problem 

and not the long term one so it in reasonable to presume that if the fundamentals 

that encourage terrorism are not addressed in a significant way the problem will 

continue and grow. 

The future looks bleak as far as forms of political violence in general and 

terrorism as a specific technique, are concerned. Many of the factors that have led 

to the elevation of terrorism as a serious threat to open societies will be 

exacerbated in the future. The fail to respond firmly to the threat would be to give 

up a cherished way of life without fighting for it. 

As we try to create governmental policies aimed at ending terrorism. it is 

useful to enumerate some of the variables that distinguish di1lerent situations. 

The first set of variables involves the terrorist groups themselves. 

Internal factors. How does the organization make decisions? llmv does 

the organization perce1ve its environment? What are the internal 
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psychological dynamics? Is the organization divided internally? All of 

these things are important to know but often difficult to ascertain. 

External factors. Hmv does the relative strength of the terrorist 

organization compare with that of the government it opposes? Are the 

terrorists ideologically or ethnically motivated? What kinds of ties do they 

have to outside groups who may support them? Is the conflict best 

characterized as a secessionist movement's civil war, or does the conflict 

involve a battle over civil society and representation? 

The second set of variables involves the tools that a government uses to 

respond to terrorism. Many ofthese options can be pursued simultaneously. 

Deterrence. Governments can use their coerc1ve capacity to make 

... terrorism too costly for those who seek to use it. They can do this by 

military strikes against terrorist bases, assassinations of key leaders. 

collective punishment, or other methods. There are several drawbacks to 

this approach, however. On the one hand. it can lead to unacceptable human 

f'ights violations. In addition, groups may not come to government attention 

until movements are so well developed that efforts to contain them through 

deterrent methods are insufficient. 

Criminal justice. Governments can treat terrorism primarily as a crime and 

therefore pursue the extradition. prosecution. and incarceration of suspects. 
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One drawback to this approach is that the prosecution of terrorists in a court 

of law can compromise government efforts to gather intelligence on 

terrorist organizations. In addition. criminal justice efforts (like deterrent 

efforts) are deployed mostly after terrorists have struck. meaning that 

significant damage and loss of life may have already occurred. 

Enhanced defense. Governments can make targets harder to attack, and 

they can use intelligence capabilities to gain advance knowledge of when 

attacks may take place. As targets are hardened, however. some terrorist 

groups may shift their sights to softer targets. An example is the targeting 

of U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in August 1998 by truck bombs. 

Although the attacks are strongly believed to have been coordinated by 

individuals with Middle Eastern ties. targets in Africa were chosen because 

of their relatively lax security compared with targets in the Middle East. 

Negotiations. Governments can elect to enter into negotiations with 

terrorist groups and make concessions in exchange for the groups' 

renunciation of violence. While governments are often reluctant to do so at 

the beginning of terror campaigns. negotiations may be the only way to 

resolve some long-standing disputes. 

Given the above sets of variables. the end of terrorism may result 1!·01n one or 

more of the following situations: 
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Success. The terrorists may have accomplished their objectives, such as the 

overthrow of a government or the end of an occupation. 1 errorism per se 

cannot achieve long-term goals such as revolution or independence, but it 

can sometimes do so in conjunction \Vith less violent political action. 

Preliminary success. A corollary to achieving objectives is having at least 

achieved public recognition for an organization and the cause it espouses. 

In this case, continued terrorist actions may alienate supporters, sponsors, 

or key third-country actors for whom continued violence is unacceptable. 

Organizational breakdown. Terrorist organizations. like any 

organizations, must constantly work to maintain themselves. If recruiting 

dries up, or if funding becomes unavai !able, the organization may be unable 

to sustain itself. On the other hand, self-preservation may in fact force 

organizations to continue terrorist activities even if the leadership otherwise 

wishes to give them up. It may be that the only way for the organization to 

continue to attract new recruits and financial support is to continue to gain 

publicity for its terrorist actions. 

Dwindling support. Organizations may lose the support of their various 

constituencies--the populations they seek to represent or the governments 

or other organizations that support them. They can do so for ·reasons of 
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ideological or strategic differences. personality clashes. or simple fatigue. 

Terrorist actions can also provoke moral outrage and undermine support. 

New alternatives. At times. other options for political change emerge. 

They can include more traditional forms of warfare or revolution, mass 

protests, or political negotiations. 

As suggested above. many of the factors and consequences outlined above 

may occur simultaneously. Both governments and terrorist organizations can 

pursue many tracks at once, and organizations may confront a wide series of 

challenges simultaneously. 

Governmental decisions about how to confront terrorism are made more 

difficult by the frequently high degree of uncertainty governments have about the 

nature of terrorist organizations. their motivations. and the effects of government 

actions on those organizations. The need for understanding terrorist organizations 

is highlighted by the fact that such groups' calculations are based on the groups' 

perceptions of costs and rewards, not those of the authorities confronting them or 

of objective observers. 

So called "get-tough" measures against terrorist groups can have 

unintended consequences. Trying to "decapitate" a movement may radicalize the 

whole movement or some splinter faction. Assassinations and military force can 

provoke a desire for revenge. and raids and arrests can reinforce martial images. 
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create mythologies of martyrdom, or feed paranow and secretiveness (which 

makes the movements even harder to penetrate for reasons of either understanding 

motivations or foiling actions). 

In the event that organizations are primarily motivated by a desire for 

recognition, how should policymakers respond? Should the government recognize 

the organizations and eliminate their motivation for terrorism? Since terrorist 

actions most often are considered newsworthy events by media orga'nizations, it is 

beyond governments' control whether the actions garner attention or not. 

Governments can play an effective role, however, in int1uencing how terrorist 

events are portrayed to the public, and thus influence (but not control) how the 

public interprets those events. 

Public opmton IS important because it strongly affects the amount of 

financial and operational support the terrorists enJoy. In some cases, support 

comes from abroad and is difficult for governments to control. In other cases, 

however, governments have control over populations sympathetic to the terrorists. 

In this event_ they must walk a difficult line. On the one hand, repressive measures 

can encourage antigovernment hostility and support for the terrorists. On the other. 

fear of punishment for the terrorists' excesses can undermine a popu{,ation's 

willingness to support terrorist activities. In this balance. the terrorists have two 

weapons on their side. The first is their own ability to mete out punishment against 
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those \Vho do not supp011 their actions. and the second is their ability to build on 

group solidarity to overcome reservations about their methods. 

One effective tactic against many terrorist organizations may be to promote 

their disintegration from the inside. Governments can demonstrate to groups that 

their support among the populations those groups supposedly represent is waning. 

Even if such allegations are true, however. groups may be resolute in believing 

they enjoy support even after that support has dissipated. Governrnents can also 

split off members from a group, either by offering large rewards for information 

that undermines group solidarity or by making promises of leniency for 

imprisoned group members. Finally, governments can unilaterally enact reforms 

that reduce public support for the terrorists without rewarding the terrorists 

directly, or even negotiating with them. 

Another tactic may be to put pressure on states sympathetic to a terrorist 

group's goals, even if the states are not outright sponsors of the group. Expulsion 

from a haven often causes financial pressures or logistical difficulties and can 

sometimes end a group's viability. In many cases. however. affected countries lack 

the necessary ties to effect such pressure, or laws governing free expression make 

it very difficult to crack down on an organization's activities. 

If efforts to eliminate a terrorist group through compulsion faiL however. 

governments are left trying to reach a peaceful settlement with that group. In civil 
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conflicts. such a settlement \Viii entail negotiations for amnest) on both the 

individual and group levels. 

Governments must confront opposition on two fronts: among rank-and-file 

members, who may be more disposed toward violence than the leadership, and 

among their own populations, who may oppose the government's sitting down 

with killers and "rewarding violence." Groups opposed to a peaceful reconciliation 

at that time will act to undermine the peace. often by undertaking terrorist actions 

of their own. In this event, governments that have only a precarious grip on power 

will find it ditlicult to move decisively toward peace. 

In addition, governments must time their peace overtures carefully, first by 

making such gestures when their ability to reward good behavior and punish bad is 

strong, and second, by making them when the terrorist organization IS gomg 

through some period of internal questioning. In such situations. effective 

intelligence can be crucial, smce it can both identify auspicious times for a 

peaceful gesture and help to inform the nature of that gesture. 

One of the tough problems facing government officials dealing with 

terrorism is deciding when to employ what strategy. Negotiations with. those 

perpetrating violence are not the solution to every problem; by the same token. 

many terrorist campaigns cannot be stopped by law enforcement actions alone. 

Many participants suggested a decisive factor determining the sufficiency of law 
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enforcement activities 1s the support that the terrorist groups have among the 

populations in which they are based. Narrowly based terrorist groups can be 

rooted out, but groups that rely on a broad base of support (some of which can 

come from beyond a nation's borders) have a durability that may defy such efforts. 

For that reason, ethnically based groups may be harder to eliminate through force 

than class-based groups, since ethnicity has proven a stronger tie than class in 

most cases. 

If negotiations are pursued, two conditions should be present. The first is 

that the government should enjoy a strong popular mandate. Political opponents 

often portray negotiating with terrorists as "giving in to terrorism." Such an attack 

can topple weak governments or, short of that, stymie whatever agreement has 

been reached through negotiations. 

The second condition is that the terrorist organization is going through a 

period of self-evaluation. In such circumstances, the government may be able to 

successfully split off pragmatists from hard-line terrorists, bring the population 

along with the pragmatists. and dry up popular support for those continuing to 

pursue violence. 

Throughout. participants stressed the importance of intelligence. In 

confronting terrorism, the nature of the grievance does matter. and the nature of 

the organization putting forth the grievance matters as well. Intelligence is 
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important not only to prevent terrorist attacks but also to understand how the 

organization works and how its decision making processes can be affected. 

A consistent theme in all of the presentations was the extent to which 

terrorism is an international problem. Money and weapons flow across borders and 

supporters of terrorism (if not the terrorists themselves) often have established 

bases in other countries. Increasingly, law enforcement efforts aimed at stemming 

terrorism have an international component, and such a strategy will require more 

international cooperation in the future. 

Terrorism is unconventional warfare. There are no fronts, no enemies, and 

no battlefields. The solutions therefore will not come from milliliters. which are 

largely designed for fighting other armed forces. The solution will come from new 

approaches that address the whole person. not just the political and economic 

components. This is about individual people. there values and aspiration - and 

cultures. some of which have not changed much over centuries. Different people 

and groups will require different approaches - one size will not tit all. The new 

solutions will be complex and sophisticated and necessarily not look like the past. 

But if we are going to safely make it through this extraordinarv. historical 

transition. we much not do the old things - we must invent new ones. 

While winding up the present dissertation it should he pointed out that 

'Terrorism· is a problem which affects the entire global population today. In order 
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to live a civilized, problem free life, all of us should join our hands honestly to 

annihilate the roots of terrorism. A little slag will help it to survive and spread its 

wings to engulf the entire mankind with its bloody problems. 
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5.3 Appendix 

PROFILE OF TERRORIST GROUP 

l. Armed Islamic Group 

Group Name 

Alii as 

Description 

Activities 

Armed Islamic Group 

GIA 

An Islamic extremist group, the GIA aims to 

overthrow the secular Algerian regime and replace it 

with an Islamic state. The GIA began its violent 

activities in early 1992 after Algiers voided the victory 

of the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS )-the largest Islamic 

party - in the round of December 1991 legislative 

elections. 

Frequent attacks against regime targets -

particularly security personnel and government 

officials - civilians. journalists, teachers, and foreign 

residents. Since announcing its terrorist campaign 

against foreigners living in Algeria in Scpkmber 1993. 

The GIA has killed about l 00 expertise men and 
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,. 

Strength 

women - mostly Europeans - in the country. The GIA 

uses assassinations and bombings. including car 

bombs. and it is knO\vn to favour kidnapping victims 

and slitting their throats. The GIA hijacked an Air 

France flight to Algiers in December 1994. and 

suspicions entered on the group for a serious of 

bombings in France in 1995 and one ther~ in late 1996. 

Unknown, probably several hundred to several 

thousand. 

Areas of Operation : Algeria 

External Aid: Algerian expatriates. many of whom reside in 

Western Europe, provide some financial and logistic 

support. In addition, the Algerian Government has 

accused Iran and Sudan of supporting Algerian 

extremists. and severed diplomatic relation with Iran in 

March 1993. 

2. Haqiqi-Mohajir-quami-Movement 

Group name: Haqiqi-Mohajir-quami-Movement 
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Allias 

Description 

Activities 

Strength 

.. 

MQM-H 

The Haqiqi-Mohajir-quami-Movement (MQM-H)is 

a splinter outfit of the erstwhile Mohajir Quami 

Movement (MQM). \vhich is now known as he 

Muttahida Quami Mahaz (MQM-A) of Altaf Hussian. 

There were Several incidents of targeted killings 

whereby terrorists of one faction would attack 

members or sympathizers of the other. These had 

peaked in 1997 and several bystanders too were killed 

in these attacks. In June, the headquarters of the MQM 

(H) was attacked by suspected MQM (A) terrorists 

which sparked otT a series of attacks by each faction 

targeted at the other and sixty people were killed in the 

month. Prior to this. the violent clashes in these areas 

were between Mohajir militants and extremist of other 

ethnic communities such as the Sindhis, Pathans and 

Punjabis. 

Unknown, probably several hundred to sevcra I 

thousand. 
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Location/ Area of Operation Pakisthan 

3. The Palestine Islamic Jihad (PIJ) 

Group Name 

Alias 

Description 

Activities 

The Palestine Islamic Jihad (PIJ) 

PIJ 

The PIJ, which originated among militant Palestinians 

in the Gaza Strip during the 1970s. is a series of 

loosely atliliated factions rather than a cohesive group. 

The PIJ is committed to the creation of an Islamic 

Palestinian state and the destruction of I srae I through 

holy war. Because of its strong support for IsraeL the 

United States has been identified as an enemy of the 

PIJ. The PIJ also opposes moderate Arab governments 

that it believes have been tainted by Western 

secularism. 

PIJ militants have threatened to retaliate against Isreal 

and the United State for the murder of PIJ leader Fathi 

Shaqaqi in Malta in October 1995. It has carrted out 

suicide bombing attacks against Israeli targets in the 

West Bank. Gaza Strips, and Israel. !'he Pl.l has 

threatened to attack l JS interests in Jordan. 
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Strength Unknown. probably several hundred to several 

thousand 

Location/ Area of operation Primarily Israel and the occupied 

External Aid 

4. Lashkar-e-Toiba 

Group Name 

Alias 

Description 

Activities 

territories and other parts of the Middle East including 

Jordan and Lebanon. The largest faction is based in 

Syria. 

Probably receives financial assistance from Iran and 

probably some assistance form Syria. 

Lashkar-e-Toiba 

LeT 

The direct translation of the name means "army of the 

pure". They constitute one of the most violent militant 

group in Jammu and Kashmir. 

It has been in the focus for two reasons. First for its 

well planned attacks on security force (SF) tar'gets in 

the State and second. fc>r the dramatic massacres of 

non-Muslim civilians. After the Kargil liasco (when 

Pakistani troops and mercenaries, including those of 
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Strength 

the Laskar. were forced to withdraw from peaks on the 

Indian side of the I .ine of Control - (LoC) the first of 

Laskar's attacks were targeted at a residential complex 

of the B.S.F in I3andipur. Baramulla district in I 999 

their piece-de resistance of this group was the attack 

on the headquarters of the special operations group on 

December 27th, I 999. 

Unknown, probably several hundred to several 

thousand. 

Location/ Area of operation: Jammu and Kashmir. 

External Aid Though LeT cadre were gradually inducted in the 

succeeding years. it was after 1997 (Nawaz Sharief"s 

second term as Prime Minister of Pakisthan) that the 

Laskar rose in the priority of Pakistan's Inter Service 

Intelligence (lSI). Evidence of official ratronage from 

Pakistan came in the form of the then Information 

Minister. Mushahihcl Hussian's. visit to tlw LeT 

headquarters in Muridkc near Lahore. 
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5. New People's Army (NPA) 

Group Name 

Alias 

Description 

Activities 

Strength 

New People's Army (NPA) 

NPA 

The guerrilla arm of the Communist Party of the 

Philippines (CCP). an avowedly Maoist group formed 

in December 1969 with the aim of overthrowing the 

government through protracted guerrilla warfare. 

Although primarily a rural-based guerrilla group. the 

NPA has an active urban infrastructure to carryout 

terrorism; uses city-based assassination squads called 

sparrow units. Derives most of its funding from 

contributions of supporters and so-called revolutionary 

taxes extorted tl·om local businesses. 

NPA is in disasrry because of a split in the CPP, a lack 

ofmoney, and successful government operations. With 

the US military gone from the country, NPA has 

engaged in urban terrorism against the police. \~orrupt 

politicians. and drug traffickers. 

Several thousand. 
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Location/ Area Philippines 

of operation 

Aid Unknown 

6. The Liberation Tiger of Tamil Eelam 

Group Name 

Alias 

Description 

The Liberation Tiger of Tamil Eelam 

LTTE, Other known front organization: World 

Tamil Association (WTA), World Tamil Movement 

(WTM), the Federation of Associations of Canadian 

Tamils (FACT), the Ellalan Force. 

Founded in 1976, the LTTE is the most powerful 

Tamil group in Sri Lanka and uses over the illegal 

methods to raise funds, acquire weapons, and publicize 

its cause of establishing an independent Tamil state. 

The LTTE began its armed contlict \Vith the Sri 

Lankan Government in 1983 and relies on a g\:errilla 

strategy that includes the use of terrorist tactics. 
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Activities 

Strength 

The LTTE has integrated a battlefield insurgent 

strategy with a terrorist program that targets not only 

key personne in the countryside but also senior Sri 

Lankan political and military leader in Colombo. 

Political assassinations have included former Indian 

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi in 1991 and President 

Ranasinghe Premadasa in 1993. The L TTE has 

refrained from targeting Western tourist out of fear 

that foreign governments would crack down on Tamil 

expertise involved in fundraising activities abroad. 

Approximately I 0.000 armed combatants in Sri Lanka; 

about 3.000 to 6000 form a trained cadre of fighters. 

Also has a significant overseas support structure for 

fundraising. weapons procurement. and propaganda 

activities. 

Location/ Area of Operation : The LTTE controls most of the northern and 

eastern coastal areas of Sri Lanka but has conducted 

operations throughout the checkpoints and inf<5.-mants 

to keep track of any outsiders who enter the group's 

area of control. The LTTL:: prefers to attack vulnerable 
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External Aid 

7. Al-Jihad 

Group Name 

Alias 

government t~Kilities. then \Vithdrav, before 

reinforcements arrive. 

Also uses its international contacts to procure 

weapons, communications. and bomb-making 

equipment. The LTTE exploits large Tamil 

communities m North America Europe and Asia to 

obtain funds and supplies for its fighters m Srilanka. 

Information obtained since the meet 1980s indicates 

that some Tamil communities in Europe are also 

involved in narcotics smugling. Tamils historically 

have served as drug couriers moving narcotics into 

Europe. 

AI-Jihad 

Jihad Group. Vanguards of Conquest. Talaa' ai-Fateh. 

International Justic Group. World Justic Group. An 

Egyptian Islamic extremist group active since ~e late 

1970s; appears to be divided into at least two separate 

factions. 
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Description 

Activities 

Remants of the original Jihad led b) /\hbucl al Zumar. 

currently imprisoned in Egypt, and a faction calling 

itself Vanguards of Conquest (Ta!aa' ai-Fateh). The 

Vanguards of Conquest appears to he led by Dr 

Ayman al-Zawahiri, who is currently outside Egypt: 

his specific whereabouts are unknown. Like al-Fama' 

at a!-Islamiyya, the Jihad factions regard Sheikh Umar 

Abd-al Rahman as their spiritual leader. The goal of all 

Jihad factions is to overthrow the government of 

President Hosni Mubarak and replace it with an 

Islamic state. 

Specializes in armed attacks against high level 

Egyptian Government oflicials. The original Jihad was 

responsible for the assassination in 1981 of President 

Anwar Sadat. Unlike al-Gama' at ai-Islamiyya, which 

mainly targets mid-and lower level security personneL 

Coptic Christians, and Westren Tourists, a!-Jihad 

appears to concentrate primarily on high level. high

profile Egyptian Government olliciab. including 

cabinet ministers. Claimed responsibility for the 

attempted assassinations of Interior Minister llassan 
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Strength 

Location 

of operation 

External Aid 

8. Irish Republican Army 

Group Name 

Alias 

Description 

ai-Aifi in August 1993 and Prime Minister Atef Sedky 

in Novermber 1993. 

Not known. hut probably several thousand hardcore 

members and another several thousand sympathizers 

among the various factions. 

Operates mainly in the Cairo area. Also 

appears to have members outside Egypt 

probably in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Sudan. 

Not Known. The Egyptian Government claims that 

Iran. Sudan. and militant Islamic groups m 

Afgannistan support the Jihad faction. Abbud al

Zumar, Ar Ayman ai-Zawahiri, Sheikh Umar Abd-al 

Rahman. 

Irish Republican Army 

IRA, Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA). The 

Provos. 

Radical terrorist group formed in 1969 as clandestine 

armed wing of Sinn Fein. a legal political movement 
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Activities 

Strength 

dedicated to remm mg British force from Northern 

Ireland and unifying Ireland. Has a Marxist 

orientation. Organized into smalL tightly knit cells 

under the leadership of the Army Council. 

Bombings. assassinations. kidnapping, extortion, and 

robberies. Before its 1994 cease-fire. targets include 

senior British Government Otlicials. British military 

and police in Northern Ireland. and Northern Irish 

Loyalist paramilitary groups. Since breaking its cease

fire in February l 996, IRA's operations have included 

bombing campaigns against train and subway stations 

and shopping areas on mainland Britain. British 

military and Royal Ulster Constabulary targets in 

Northern Ireland. and a British military facility on the 

European continent. 

Several hundred plus several thousand sympathizers. 

Location/ Area of Operation : Northern Ireland, Irish Republic. Great Britain. 

External Aid 

and Europe. 

Has received aid from a variety of group and countries 

and considerable training and arms fi·otn Libya and. at 
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9. The Harkast ul-Ansar 

Group Name 

Alias 

Description 

Activities 

one time. the PLO. Also is suspected of receJvmg 

funds and arms sympathizers in the United States. 

Similarities in operations suggest links to ETA. 

The Harkast ul-Ansar 

HUA 

HUA, and Islamic militant group that seeks Kashmir's 

accession to Pakistan, was formed in October 1 993 

when two Pakistani political activist groups, Harkat ui

Jihad al-Islami and Harkat ui-Mujahedin, merged. 

According to the leader of the alliance. Mulana 

Saadatullah Khan, the group's objective is to continue 

the armed struggle against nonbelievers and anti

Islamic forces. 

Has carried out a number of operations against Indian 

troops and civilian targets in Kashmir. The Hl!A also 

supports Muslims in Indian-controlled Kashmtr with 

humanitarian and militarv sistance. It has been linked 

to the Kashmiri militant grour Al-Faran that has held 

four Western hostages in Kashmir since July 1995. 
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Strength 

Area of Operation 

There IS no c\·idence that HUA ordered the 

kidnapping. 

The Harkat ul-Ansar has several thousand armed 

members located in Azad Kashmir, Pakistan, and in 

the southern Kashmir and the Doda region of India. 

The HUA uses light and heavy machine guns, assault 

rifles, mortars, explosives, and rockets. Membership is 

open to all who support the HUA's objectives and are 

willing to take the group's 40-day training course. It 

has a core militant group of about 300, mostly 

Pakistanis and Kashmiris, but included Afgans and 

Arab veterans of the Afgan war. 

The HUA is based in Muzaffarabad, Pakistan, but 

HUA members have participated in insurgent and 

terrorist operations in Kashmir, Burma. Tajakistan and 

Bosnia and Herzegovina. The f-1{ JA is actively involve 

in supporting Muslims in Indian controlled Kashmir 

with humanitarian and military assistance. The\~-IUA's 

Burma branch. located in the Arakan Mountains. trains 

local Muslims in weapons handling and guerrilla 

warfare. In Tajikistan HUA members have served with 
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and trained Tajik resistance elements. The first group 

of Hark at militant entered Bosnia in !992. 

External Aid The HUA collects donations from Saudi Arabia and 

other Gulf and Islamic states to purchase relief 

supplies, which it distributes to Muslims in Tajikistan, 

Kashmir, and Burma. The source and amount of 

HUA's military funding are unknown but are believe to 

. 
come from sympathetic Arab countries and wealthy 

Pakistanis and Kashmiris. 

10. Hamas 

Group Name HAM AS 

Alias Islamic Resistance Movement 

Description HAMAS was formed in the late 1987 as an outgrowth 

of the Palestinian branch of the Muslim Brotherhood. 

Various elements of HAMAS have used both political 

and violent means. including terrorism. to pursue the 

goal of establishing an Islamic Palestinian ~hte in 

place of Isreal. llAMAS is loosely structured. with 

some elements working openly through mosques and 

social service institutions to recruit members. raise 
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money, organize activities, and distribute propaganda. 

Militant elements of HAMAS, operating clandestinely·. 

have advocated and used violence to advance their 

goals. HAMAS's strength is concentrated in the Gaza 

Strip and a few areas of the West Bank. lt also has 

engaged in peaceful political activity. such as running 

candidate in West Bank Chamber of Commerce 

elections. 

Activities HAMAS activists, especially those in the Izz el-Din al-

Qassem Force. have conducted many attacks against 

Isreali civilian and military targets. suspected Palestian 

collaborators. and Fatah rivals. 

Strength Unknown number of hardcore members, ten thousands 

of supporters and sympathizers. 

Location/ Area Primarily the occupied territories. IsreaL and Jordan. 

of Operation 

External Aid Receives funding from Palestinian expatriate~, Iran 

and private benefactors in Saudi Arabia and other 

moderate Arab states. Some fundraising and 



propaganda activity take placed in Westren Europe and 

North America. 

11. Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine 

Group Name 

Alias 

Description 

Activities 

Democratic Front for the Liberation of 

Palestine 

DFLP 

Marxist group that split from the PFLP in 1969. Believes 

Palestinain national goals can be achieved only through 

revolution of the masses. Opposes the Declaration of 

Principles (DOP) signed in 1993. In early 1980s 

occupied political stance midway between Arafat and 

the rejectionists. Split into two factions in 1991. one pro-

Arafat and another more hardline h1ction headed by 

Nayif Hawatrnah (which has suspended pa1iicipation m 

PLO). 

In the 1970s carried out numerous small bombir}gs and 
It 

minor assaults and some more spectacular operations in 

Israel and the occupied territories. concentrating on 

lsreali targets. Involved only in border raids since 1988. 
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Strength 

Location/ Area 

Of operation 

External Aid 

but continues to oppose the Isreali-PLO peace 

agreement. 

Estimated at 500 (total for both factions). 

Syria, Lebanon, and the lsreali-occupied 

territories, attack have taken place entirely in Isreal and 

the occupied territories. 

Receives financial and military aid from Syria and 

Libya. 

12. Abu Nidal Organisation 

Group Name 

Alias 

Description 

Abu Nidal Organisation 

Fatah Revolutionary CounciL Arab Revolutionary 

CounciL Arab Revolutionary Brigades. Black 

September. and Revolutionary Organisation of 

Socialist Muslims. 

International terrorist Organisation led by Sabri al

Banna. Split from PLO in 1974. Made up of various 
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Activities 

Strength 

functional committees, including politicaL military 

and financial. 

Has carried out terrorist attacks 111 20 countries __ 

killing or injuring almost 900 persons. Targets 

include the United States, the United Kingdom, 

France, Israel. moderate Palestinians, the PLO, and 

various Arab countries. Major attacks included the 

Rome and Vienna airport in December 1985, the 

Neve Shalom synagogue in IstanbuL the Pan Am 

Flight 73 hijacking in Karachi in September 1986, 

and the City of Poros day-excursion ship attack in 

July 1988 in Greece. Suspected of assassinating PLO 

deputy chief Abu lyad and PLO security chief Abu 

Hul in Tunis in January 1991. ANO assassinated a 

Jordanian diplomat in Lebanon in January 1994 and 

has been linked to the killing of the PLO 

representative there. Has not attacked Westren 

targets since the late 1980. 

Several hundred plus militia 1n Lebanon and 

overseas support structure. 
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Location/ Area 

of Operation 

External Aid 

Currently headquartered in Libya with a presence in 

Lebanon in the Al Biqa (Bekaa Valley) and also 

several Palestinian refugee camps in coastal areas of 

Lebanon. Also has a presence in Sudan. Has 

demonstrated ability to operate over wide area, 

including the Middle East Asia, and Europe. 

Has received considerable support, including 

safehaven, training, logistic assistance, and financial 

aid from Iraq and Syria (until 1987): continues to 

receive aid from Libya, in addition to close support 

for selected operations. 
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